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ABSTRACT
Integrated trailing edge flaps on a torsionally soft rotor show considerable
promise for use in primary control of helicopters. This design enables the elimination of
current swashplated designs, which are complex, subject to high drag in forward flight,
heavy, and require considerable maintenance. One of the main obstacles facing the
implementation of this concept is achieving trimmed flight within the actuator stroke and
authority. Many of the current studies of this design predict required flap deflections that
are beyond actuator capabilities. This study focuses on the effects of variable main rotor
RPM on both flap input and power requirements to trim the vehicle.
Expanding on previous work, this study uses a 2-DOF flap-torsion rigid blade
model with a CFD database used to model the flapped blade section, a prescribed wake
geometry for inflow modeling, and advanced UH-60 rotor and fuselage geometry in
addition to variable main rotor RPM. The CFD database is analyzed by means of
comparison to wind tunnel data and Thin Airfoil theory predictions. A parametric study
of rotor pre-pitch and vehicle gross weights is performed in order to determine feasible
rotor designs for achieving trimmed flight at a range of advance ratios and gross weights.
The incorporation of CFD and the prescribed wake enables an analysis of main rotor
power in comparison to a conventional UH-60 rotor. Variable main rotor RPM is
explored as a means of reducing prediction trailing edge flapped deflection. Increased
RPM is shown to reduce flap input requirements for the full range of gross weights for
low and moderate airspeeds at the cost of increased main rotor power.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The pitch actuation mechanism for helicopter rotor blades is a complex, highprecision, and flight critical assembly that has challenged rotorcraft engineers from the
time of early helicopter development to the present day. All current production designs
utilize a swashplate mechanism to transfer control inputs from the fixed frame to the
rotating frame. The majority of these swashplated designs provide pitch actuation at the
rotor blade root via a pitch horn. Other designs use the swashplate to transfer control
inputs to servo flaps located aft of the rotor main blade as a means of altering blade pitch
[1,2].
Current conventional control systems are comprised of push-pull rods, in-line
hydraulic actuators, a hydraulic boost system, pitch-change links, and other rotating
components. The swashplate-based control mechanisms in torsionally rigid rotor systems
have changed little in the last half century and are standard in the majority of current
helicopter production designs. However, this system is heavy, complex, subject to high
periodic loading, produces parasitic drag, and requires a great deal of maintenance
resources. Given these drawbacks, it is worth exploring the viability of alternate means
of achieving primary aircraft control. One method that appears to have promise is the
employment of integrated trailing edge flaps to achieve blade pitch actuation and control.
Recently, a number of research projects have focused on active, integrated trailing
edge flaps in an effort to improve rotor vibration, noise, and performance (Figure 1-1).
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As an end-goal, this active flap technology may culminate in a fly-by-wire, torsionally
compliant swashplateless rotor that uses active, integral trailing edge flaps for primary
control. A swashplateless rotor has the potential benefits of reduced weight, drag,
mechanical complexity, and maintenance costs. However, a key aspect of this research is
the determination of whether an integrated trailing edge flap offers sufficient control
authority to trim a helicopter in rectilinear flight. Much of the previous analysis has
shown that required flap deflections for hover, moderate airspeed, or high speed flight are
often beyond the stroke limits or hinge moment authority of current smart materialsbased actuators. The purpose of this study is to extend previous swashplateless helicopter
trim analysis by improving the fidelity of aerodynamic modeling, continuing parametric
design studies, trimming over a range of vehicle gross weights and exploring the effects
of variable main rotor RPM on the flap inputs and power required to trim a helicopter in
flight.

Figure 1-1: Boeing SMART Rotor with Integrated Trailing Edge Flap and Active Trim
Tab on Whirl Tower [3]
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1.1 Background and Motivation

1.1.1 Primary Helicopter Control
Primary helicopter control is achieved by altering the rotor blade collective and
cyclic pitch in order to achieve main rotor thrust magnitude and direction as necessary to
attain a desired flight condition. In the fixed frame of the aircraft, the pilot or the control
system makes blade pitch inputs to the rotating system by way of a swashplate
mechanism. In the fixed frame, there is a non-rotating lower swashplate that is moved up
and down and undergoes limited fore-aft and lateral pitch variation in accordance with
control inputs. The non-rotating swashplate has a bearing interface with the rotating
upper swashplate. By way of this bearing interface, the lower swashplate is able to
impart vertical translation and pitch orientation changes to the upper swashplate. The
upper swashplate is connected to the blade root pitch horns by pitch change links.
Vertical translation of the swashplate mechanism imparts equal pitch change to each
blade root and, thus, affords collective pitch control. This collective pitch control most
directly contributes to control of the main rotor thrust. Pitch changes in the swashplate
mechanism create periodically (1/rev) varying pitch changes in each main rotor blade as
the system rotates. The periodic variation of rotor blade pitch allows the main rotor
thrust direction to be altered, enabling directional control of the aircraft. In the following
text, this design will be referred to as a conventional swashplate.
One variation on this swashplated design is the servo flap rotor. The servo flap
rotor employs a torsionally compliant main rotor blade with controllable servo flaps
mounted aft of each main blade around 75% of the blade span. The swashplate
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mechanism is still used to transfer control inputs from the fixed frame to the rotating
frame; however, in this case, the control inputs alter the servo flap pitch instead of the
main blade root pitch. The servo flap pitch collective and cyclic pitch variation produces
a moment about the main blade pitch axis, causing the blades to twist – thereby achieving
aircraft control [1].

1.1.2 Swashplate and Servo flap Issues
One clear aspect of the conventional swashplate is the necessity for a highly rigid
system that is able to withstand high cyclic loading. The pitch change system in this
configuration undergoes cyclic loading at a frequency of approximately 5-10 Hz. This
loading comes from the varying blade pitching moments resulting from the blade
interaction with the free stream as it travels around the rotor azimuth through a
continuously changing aerodynamic environment. In order to withstand high loading, the
entire system must be made structurally robust. Additionally, the high loading feedback
that comes from the rotor system necessitates hydraulic boosting of control inputs
originating from within the fixed frame. This adds weight to the aircraft and is another
system that requires redundancy and maintenance resources. It also adds to the upper
cowling size and flat plate area of the vehicle. Hydraulic system failures, in smaller
rotorcraft, increase pilot workload and are considered an in-flight emergency. In larger
aircraft, full hydraulic system failure will render the aircraft uncontrollable and result in a
crash.
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Both the conventional and servo flap swashplated designs have significant
aerodynamic drawbacks. In forward flight, the conventional design of hub, exposed
blade attachments, linkages, and control tubes may account for up to 30% of the total
fuselage drag[1] (Figure 1-2). The swashplate and servo flap design, while eliminating
hydraulic boost systems and a great deal of the bulk of pitch change mechanism, places
an auxiliary airfoil, mounts, and control rods in the high dynamic pressure aerodynamic
environment of the main rotor, contributing greatly to rotor profile drag and main rotor
power ( Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-2: UH-60 Rotor Hub and Pitch Link Configuration [4]
Since the early 1950s, a number of studies have investigated the rotor
performance, vibration attenuation, and aircraft control benefits of individual blade
control (IBC) and higher harmonic control (HHC) [5, 6, 7]. Conventional swashplatebased control systems actuate blades at a frequency of 1/rev and require complicated
mechanisms to incorporate individual (non-periodic) blade inputs or higher harmonic
inputs (>1/rev). This is a challenge because the IBC or HHC systems must still preserve
the coherence of the 1/rev system input and must also be able to withstand the same
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control system loading as the swashplate system. A system of integrated trailing edge
flaps, actuated with smart materials, and capable of inputs greater than 5-10 Hz would be
able to provide 1/rev, individual flap, and higher harmonic flap inputs without additional
mechanical complexity.

Figure 1-3: SH-2G Main Rotor Blade with Servo Flap [8]

1.1.3 Primary Control through Integrated Trailing Edge Flaps
Helicopter primary control with an integrated trailing edge flap works, from a
rotor dynamics standpoint, in much the same way that a swashplate-based servo flap rotor
does. With this rotor configuration, a torsionally softened rotor without pitch-links or a
swashplate mechanism, achieves blade pitch actuation by deflecting on-blade flaps into
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the freestream which generates a pitching moment for the entire blade about the pitch
axis. The blade flies to an equilibrium pitch as the aerodynamic pitching moments
balance with root spring forces. This blade pitch response alters both thrust and blade
flapping response, which impart forces and moments to the hub and result in vehicle
forces and moments. Trim analysis of this torsionally softened rotor system determines
whether TEFs have enough moment authority to actuate the aircraft rotor blades in the
same manner as a swashplate mechanism. The swashplateless rotor relies on
aerodynamic forcing to achieve blade pitch and flapping response; whereas a
conventional system relies on a mechanical linkage to achieve a prescribed blade pitch
and its subsequent flapping response.

1.1.4 Trailing Edge Flap Advantages and Disadvantages
The swashplateless rotor promises several advantages over current conventional
and servo flap swashplated designs. This system offers the possibility of removing an
aircraft’s pitch links and cleaning up hub design, yielding a decrease in parasitic drag at
high speed. It also offers to reduce aircraft weight in two other ways. The first weight
reduction is accomplished by removing the hydraulic system for boosting pilot control
inputs. Secondly, this system eliminates the load path (swashplate mechanism) of blade
pitching moments back into the frame, thus eliminating some of the aircraft structural
requirements. Additionally, this could potentially lead to a reduction in forward cowling
size, producing another, albeit minor, aerodynamic benefit. While the Kaman K-MAX
has a cleaner hub assembly than many aircraft, the servo flap design, with its system of
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mounts and linkages mounted on the rotor blade, leads to additional rotor profile drag –
particularly in high speed forward flight. A torsionally soft rotor system with integrated
flaps and actuators that are fully within the blade promises a main rotor power advantage
over the servo flap design by reducing profile power.
A swashplateless rotor with integrated trailing edge flaps, while full of promise
for improving aircraft parasite drag and weight, is subject to issues of blade integrity,
limited control authority, and actuator limits. An integrated trailing edge flap requires
significant modification of a main rotor blade. The flapped section of the blade must now
house an actuator. Another structural consideration is that the actuator system must be
designed so as to not experience binding when the main blade undergoes elastic
deformation. A servo flap rotor may have undesirable profile drag characteristics, but the
servo flap, which is placed at a considerable moment arm about the blade pitch axis, has a
greater moment arm with which to induce blade pitching response. An embedded flap’s
moment arm is considerably shorter than a servo flap and has, accordingly, lower
authority. Aside from limits to flap moment authority, the current state of this technology
is limited by actuators that cannot reliably achieve deflection beyond 5° flap deflection.
This makes minimization of flap deflections to trim, and preservation of available
remaining flap deflection range for aircraft maneuver a key aspect of any swashplateless
trim analysis. As mentioned above, rotor pitch indexing is a key design parameter of a
swashplateless or servo flap rotor. The pitch index is built in blade root incidence angle.
This enables the swashplateless rotor to achieve sufficient thrust to fly by giving what is,
essentially, built in collective pitch. With rotor pitch index, also known as pre-pitch, the
collective flap inputs will vary thrust about a given point – as opposed to being the sole
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contributor to blade collective pitch response. This is a necessary part of the design and
enables flight. However, this design parameter may make zero or low thrust operations
impossible – ground operations at idle and operating RPM are necessary for aircraft runup and ground maintenance tasks. Additionally, the pitch index may make it impossible
to fly the blade down to a zero pitch incidence without a large profile drag increment due
to flap deflection, thus making autorotative descent impossible.

1.1.5 Investigating the Impact of Variable RPM on Swashplateless Rotor Trim
Despite the TEF issues listed in the preceding paragraph, this is a control system
worthy of further exploration. As mentioned above, these flaps have lower moment
authority then servo flaps and two key areas of study involve determining ways to
improve flap aerodynamic authority or determining ways to decrease flap input
requirements across a range of advance ratios. To that end, this study culminates in a
study of how variation in main rotor RPM affects the magnitude of flap deflections and
vehicle power required to trim a range of aircraft gross weights at varying airspeeds.

1.2 Literature Survey

1.2.1 Primary Control of Helicopters with Torsionally Compliant Rotor Systems
Two main design concepts have arisen from the analysis and development of
torsionally compliant rotor systems. The first is a swashplated design using auxiliary
servo flaps to control blade pitch actuation. This design has been in production for
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decades and is seen on the current Kaman Aerospace production designs. The second is
the swashplateless rotor with integrated trailing edge flaps. Four main researchers have
focused on trim analysis of helicopters employing this control design concept in the
previous decade – Ormiston, Shen, Falls, and Bluman. To date, the development, and
whirl tower and flight testing of advanced rotor designs with integrated trailing edge flaps
has been limited to efforts toward performance improvement, reduction of main rotor
vibratory loads, in-flight blade tracking, and reduction of Blade Vortex Interaction (BVI)
noise [3, 7].

1.2.1.1 Primary Control through Servo Flaps
Wei has published several papers on the design of auxiliary servo flap actuated
rotors at Kaman Aerospace [8, 9]. In these papers, he highlights several advantages of
the torsional compliant rotor designs that employ servo flaps for blade actuation. These
rotor designs enable far easier blade tuning, eliminate the weight of the swashplate
mechanism, are easier to modify for fly-by-wire design, are easier to implement IBC, and
do not require hydraulic boosting of pilot control inputs. These papers also point out key
design parameters of torsionally compliant rotors, which are flap sizing and location,
torsional frequency, blade index angle, coupling between the blade’s degrees of freedom,
and control input/blade response feedback. While extolling the many virtues of these
rotor designs, the two papers also point out that these systems are heavily influenced by
blade mass and aerodynamic center distributions, challenging to model in analytical code,
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and subject to profile power penalties due to the exposed servo flap mounting and
actuation hardware.
All Kaman designs employ a servo flap located at 0.75R in order to make use of
the high dynamic pressure seen on the outboard blade section to generate pitching
moments. Kaman produces flap that range in length from 0.125R to 0.158R. The longer
flaps produce greater pitching moment; however, these larger control surfaces will also
result in greater CG offset from the blade feathering axis and larger power penalties.
Current Kaman rotor designs have torsional frequencies in the range of 1.3/rev to 1.5/rev.
Production models from Kaman employ two different pitch indexes, with 5° of pitch
index at 0.75R for the K-MAX and 27° of index at 0.75R for the SH-2. Wei also points
out that, in order to maximize blade pitching response to flap inputs, Kaman employs
negative pitch flap coupling. This pitch flap coupling can lead to blade instability;
however in Kaman designs this compensated for with blade tuning and the negative servo

 ∂T
flap rotor thrust derivative  −
 ∂δ


.


1.2.1.1.1 Variable Pitch Indexing
Wei [10] also offers an overview of advantages in rotor performance, stall margin
improvement, and vibration attenuation that can be achieved in a servo flap rotor by
introducing a variable pitch index rotor. This paper also offers insight into the hub
modifications, actuation, signal and power passing requirements, along with an overview
of the variable pitch index control law. Current servo flap designs have a set blade pitch
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index or pre-pitch value that tends to be optimal for one portion of the flight envelope in
terms of servo flap control positions (required flap deflections to trim), blade
performance, and vibrations. The pitch index values incorporated into these designs are
often compromises that don’t fully optimize for a given flight condition in order to avoid
too great of a performance penalty in other flight conditions. The variable pitch index
design is advanced as a means of achieving optimal pitch index for all flight conditions.
In Wei’s overview of the system, he states that it consists of an accelerometer, a
resolver, an actuator control unit, four blade index actuators, and a blade in angle control
panel. The system has automatic and manual control modes, and operates based on
airspeed and pilot control position to reduce cockpit vibrations and maintain vehicle trim
such that servo flap deflections are positive (nose up/tail down). This design uses a
limited-stroke, high-torque, high-precision blade root pitch actuator capable of rotating
± 30° in 4 seconds.

1.2.1.2 Primary Control through Integrated Trailing Edge Flaps
Shen [11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], Ormiston[20], Falls [21,22,23], Bluman
[24,58], Celi [25], have all conducted various studies focused on achieving primary
control of a torsionally softened rotor with integrated trailing edge flaps. Additionally,
Wei [26, 27] has written on general design considerations for a torsionally soft rotor with
integrated flaps. Overall, while results have varied in terms of flap actuation
requirements, the body of analytical work points toward the feasibility of achieving
helicopter primary control with integrated trailing edge flap and there is general
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agreement, despite modeling and aircraft differences, on the optimal ranges of various
swashplateless rotor design parameters.
The parametric design studies done by the above researchers have worked to
determine optimal combinations of flap-chord ratio, flap span-wise location on the base
blade, flap span-wise size, non-dimensional rotating torsional frequency (νθ), rotor pitch
index, and the use of flap hinge overhang. While the Theodorsen-Garrick analytical
model of flaps does account for flap hinge overhang and some researchers (primarily
Shen) have used this aspect of the model, all have used Theodorsen theory as a reference
for determining the appropriate flap-chord ratio based on flap lift and moment authority,
and hinge moments. Figure 1-4[28], depicts the results of Theodorsen theory predictions
for flap lift and moment curve slopes, and hinge moment slope. With xf = 0, the flap has
the same lift, moment, and hinge moment characteristics as a full airfoil, as determined
by thin airfoil theory. Arguably the seminal parametric design study of swashplateless
trim analysis, Ormiston’s work showed that the optimal use of an integrated TEF for
primary control is as a moment flap and not as a lift flap. Given that understanding, it
can be seen that the maximum flap moment authority is seen with a flap-chord ratio of
0.25c; however, a reasonable level of authority is still seen with chord ratios as low as
0.15c. In the interest of minimizing flap induced drag and hinge moments while
maintaining considerable moment authority, many parametric studies have erred toward
designs with flap chord ratios of 0.2c or lower.
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Figure 1-4: Theoretical Flap Lift, Moment, and Hinge Moment Based on Flap Location
[28]
Wei published two papers discussing the design of an integrated servo flap, as
opposed to the external auxiliary flap designs used by Kaman now. While his papers did
not present analytical models or trim results, he does offer a great deal of insight into the
problem of achieving primary helicopter control through integrated trailing edge flap.
While there are many similarities between trimming with external servo flaps and
integrated trailing edge flaps, one of the greatest differences pointed out by Wei is that an
integrated flap has almost 40% less moment authority than the existing servo flap designs
employed by Kaman in production models [26]. Wei makes several comments about
design parameters that can be implemented as means of improving flap moment
authority. The key points that he stresses are to decrease root spring torsional stiffness to
1.2/rev, employ –δ3 coupling, and use a positive pitching moment airfoil to maximize
blade response to flap inputs. However, it is also important to note that this is, likely,
said in the context of developing a completely new blade design. Almost all other
swashplateless studies, with the exception of Ormiston, attempted to modify existing
blade designs with an integrated flap and replace pitch links with a soft torsional spring at
the blade root. As Falls, Bluman, and Celi (all employing UH-60-based models) noted,
blade instabilities arise with pitch response [23, 24] and low frequency flap-lag coupling
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response [25]. Direct implementation of Wei’s concepts into an existing design could
potentially exacerbate some of these issues as these designs were originally meant to
function within torsionally stiff rotors with pitch actuation via pitch horns.
Ormiston’s parametric design study, which is based off of thin airfoil modeling of
flap aerodynamics, makes several qualitative and quantitative judgments on the design of
a swashplateless rotor system. Overall, he concludes that the success of swashplateless
designs hinge upon sufficient TEF moment authority to actuate blades while maintaining
flap deflections to a level where they do not significantly degrade rotor aerodynamic
efficiency. In terms of specific parameterization, his work leans strongly toward reduced
rotor torsional frequencies of approximately 2/rev and flap chord ratios around 0.25c.
Table 1-1 provides an overview of the baseline designs and aerodynamic models
used in 7 different swashplateless rotor studies. The majority of Shen’s analysis was on
the McDonnell Douglas Advanced Rotor Technology (MDART) configured MD900
aircraft. His work with the MDART encompassed simultaneous trim and vibration
reduction in a swashplateless rotor, aeroelastic stability analysis (including flap
aerodynamic and mass balancing), and parametric design studies on rotor pitch indexing,
root spring stiffness, blade torsional stiffness distribution, flap location, flap length, flap
chord ratio, and flap hinge overhang. The work by Falls has been heavily focused on
power analysis, in addition to free-flight trim analysis. To that end, her parametric design
studies have been highlighted by the incorporation of both CFD-generated lookup tables
and empirically determined flap drag models. Of note, she shows that there are high
power penalties (upward of 33%) for swashplateless rotor designs operating at advance
ratios greater than 0.32. However, the high power penalties that Falls predicts for high
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advance ratio are determined using a uniform inflow, which may not be suited for that
flight condition. Celi’s work, while showing the results of basic trim analysis, was
focused on determining the capability of a swashplateless rotor configured UH-60 to
achieve Level 1 handling qualities for Target Acquisition and Tracking Mission Task
Elements taken from Aeronautical Design Standard 33. To that end, his parametric
design analysis showed that flaps with insufficient span-wise length (<.18R with θpre =
12° and <.26R for θpre = 15°) do not have enough authority to stabilize the aircraft.
Additionally, he noted varying flap input to blade response phasing, dependent on
advance ratio.
Lastly, Bluman’s study concluded in trim analysis of a swashplateless UH-60 that
was capable of applying differential horizontal tail inputs and varying the collective tail
inputs from the standard UH-60 tail slew schedule. This has the effect of inducing
helicopter pitch and roll moments from within the fixed frame, thus relieving the main
rotor of some moment producing requirements. This served to reduce collective and
cyclic flap input requirements at high speed and, in turn, demonstrated the capability to
limit swashplateless power penalties due to high cyclic flap deflections at high advance
ratios. Of all studies surveyed, only Bluman’s work with a differential horizontal tail
demonstrated the ability to trim beyond µ = 0.3 without exceeding ± 5° of flap deflection
at any point in the analysis.
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Table 1-1: Surveyed Swashplateless Trim Studies

1.2.2 Flap Actuation
One key area in the development of swashplateless rotors is flap actuation
mechanisms. Since the early 1990s, numerous studies have focused on the development
of actuators that perform sufficiently to control an active integrated trailing edge flap [28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. This work has been primarily focused on developing flap actuation
strictly for vibration control, and noise and performance improvement. However, the
current state of actuator development, in general, provides a solid grounding for
determining the feasibility of implementing trailing edge flaps for primary control.
Actuator capability is characterized by displacement, force, frequency, size,
weight, and input power requirements. An ideal actuator for a trailing edge flap has low
weight, high energy density, high bandwidth, fits within the confines of a main rotor
blade, and has modest power requirements. There are four main types of linear actuation
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that can be considered for this application, but most are infeasible [34]. These types of
actuation are hydraulic actuation, shape memory alloys, electromagnetic linear actuators,
and piezoelectric (PE) actuators. The two least feasible options are hydraulic and
electromagnetic actuation. Hydraulic actuation, while capable of high force and stroke, is
infeasible because of weight and the impossible requirement to route hydraulic lines from
the fixed frame to the rotor. Electromagnetic actuation has high force, stroke, and
frequency capability, but is heavy and has very high power requirements. Shape memory
alloys have received some attention [32] because they offer good displacement and force,
but these actuators are hampered by lower bandwidth. For the time being, this
technology is not feasible. Piezoelectric actuators have already been implemented in two
active flap rotor designs (Boeing SMART and EADS ADASYS), which are at varying
stages of development [3,12]. Piezoelectric actuators are the current actuator of choice
because they offer high bandwidth, low weight, and have feasible power requirements.
Additionally, they have been shown to work well under steady and cyclic accelerations
and blade flapping, torsional, and chord-wise deformations [30, 28, 35]. One major
drawback to these actuators is their limited stroke, which necessitates mechanical
amplification and, in turn, reduces actuation force. Several concepts have been
developed and will be discussed in the following sections.
There are three main PE actuator architectures – externally leveraged, internally
leveraged, and frequency leveraged [34]. Externally leveraged designs employ external
mechanism as a means of amplifying the actuator stroke. Examples of this include L-L
linkages [28], the Double X-Frame actuator [3], the Buckling Beam Actuation Device
[36], simple bars for amplification of stroke, as in the Induced Shear Actuation Device
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[31], and step-up gears [12]. Internally leveraged devices include benders, and modular
C-block style actuators [33]. Frequency-leveraged actuators, also known as inchworm
actuators, generate motion by way of alternating input signals.
Three of the most successful actuator and amplification mechanisms are shown in
Figure 1-5. The Double X-Frame actuator and European Aeronautic Defense and Space
Company (EADS) devices have already been implemented in the Boeing SMART active
flap rotor and the BK-117, respectively. The Boeing actuator has been shown to provide
a flap range of up to ± 3.5° actuation [3]. The EADS actuator has been tested in wind
tunnels and as an installed component on the ADASYS rotor, which has been undergoing
flight testing since 2005. The EADS actuator has a reported flap authority of ± 5° with a
15% chord flap [12].

Figure 1-5: Two PE Active Flap Actuation Devices – Double X-Frame (left), and EADS
design (right)

1.2.3 Modeling of Flap Aerodynamics
There are numerous aerodynamic models for flapped airfoils. Thin airfoil theory,
which was developed in the 1930s and 1940s, came from Theodorsen and Garrick [38,
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39]. This model has been employed in the various swashplateless rotor trim analysis
studies of Ormiston, Shen, Falls, and Bluman. Thin airfoil theory assumes fully linear
aerodynamics and as such does not account for phenomena like boundary layer
thickening, separation, shock, and turbulence. However it can be modified for
compressible flows by way of a Glauert factor. This theory extends into analysis of
quasi-steady and unsteady flows and also enables analysis of an airfoil with flap hinge
overhang. The quasi-steady analysis accounts for airfoil, flap, and tab positions,
velocities, and accelerations for blade pitch, plunge, and control surface movements.
However, the unsteady analysis is based in the frequency domain and is challenging to
implement in rotor craft analysis due to radial and azimuthal variation in reduced
frequency. Of note [42], the thin airfoil formulation can also be modified to include wind
tunnel or CFD data to account for base airfoil, flap, and tab static airloads, as the
assumption of linear aerodynamics allows the superposition of the aerodynamic
contribution of each component (airfoil, flap, tab). Lastly, this model does not include
drag. There are, however, thin airfoil based methods for the development of empirical
flap-induced drag models [22, 28] based on the effective angle of attack created by a
given flap deflection. Greenberg [40] accounts for a pulsating free stream velocity in
Theodorsen’s analysis of a pitching and plunging airfoil by retaining velocity terms that
Theodorsen has previously set to zero.
Several works [41, 42] have employed indicial methods as a means of advancing
the analysis of flapped airfoils in unsteady and compressible flows. Leishman and
Hariharan have developed methods to deal with non-oscillatory flap and airfoil motion
and gusts [1, 41]. In its earliest form, the indicial methods did not account for time
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varying free stream velocity; however, this capability has been developed by Baeder,
Sitarman, and Jose [42], albeit not for a flapped airfoil. Lastly, Myrtle and Friedmann
[43] have presented a rotor code for the active flap using unsteady aerodynamics based
on a rational function approximation model.

1.2.3.1 Integration of CFD Airloads Predictions for Flapped Airfoils
Falls [23] was responsible for the development of a CFD database of flap airloads
for the SC1094R8 airfoil with a 15% chord flap that enabled the incorporation of static
airloads for Cl, Cm, and Cd into analytical trim code. While her previous efforts at the
development of an empirical drag formulation [22, 23] for the SC1094R8 are noteworthy
as an increase in modeling fidelity, the incorporation of CFD-predicted airloads, in
conjunction with the UMARC free wake capability truly advanced the assessment of
swashplateless design impacts on main rotor power.
Straub et al. [44] conducted CFD simulations and wind tunnel testing to develop
airloads databases for flapped versions of the HH-06 and HH-10 airfoils used on the AH64 and MD900. In part, this study was done as a means of comparing the quality of CFD
predictions with wind tunnel measurements, but this was also heavily aimed at the
calculation of airloads data bases for flapped airfoils with hinge overhangs and exploring
the effects of percent overhang on airloads. This effort also makes up for one noticeable
defect in the thin airfoil modeling of flap hinge overhang, which is the assumption of a
sealed gap between the base airfoil and flapped section. Overall, this study points toward
the conclusion that CFD predictions for the aerodynamics of flapped airfoils offer good
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correlation with experimentally obtained data. However, one must also understand that
coefficient of lift predictions by CFD are generally more accurate than moment, hinge
moment, and drag predictions. Additionally, this study also highlights the importance of
CFD meshing refinement on critical areas of the airfoil – particularly the flap hinge
region.

1.2.3.2. CFD Database Accuracy Assessment and Analysis
While Straub’s investigation of the aerodynamics of integrated TEFs offered
qualitative understanding of the modeling approaches and comparisons between
experimental data and CFD-generated airloads data, several other authors have completed
studies that offer detailed methods for evaluating experimental and CFD-generated data
sets of aerodynamic phenomena. The work of McCroskey [45] developed a systematic
method of evaluating the accuracy of wind tunnel data sets. Bousman [46] employed
McCroskey’s methods in the evaluation of several wind tunnel datasets for the two UH60 airfoils. These two researchers made conclusions about the critical metrics for
evaluating the accuracy of experimentally determined sets of airfoil data. First, in the
subcritical Mach range (up to M = 0.55), the correlation of lift curve slope and zero lift
drag coefficient as functions of Mach and Reynolds number are the most effective means
of categorizing the accuracy of wind tunnel datasets. These works also concluded that
the non-linearity of lift curve slopes between M = 0.8 and 0.95 are not adequately defined
within existing datasets to define quality experimental boundaries. In the transonic
region, drag rise or Mach drag divergence and pitching moment break are more
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accurately quantified within existing wind tunnel data. Smith et al. [47] employed these
methods to evaluate sets of CFD-predicted airloads for the SC-1095 airfoil. Of note,
Smith comments that CFD tends to over-predict drag in most cases due to a fully
turbulent flow assumption following flow separation on the airfoil surface.

1.2.4 Alternate Forms of Conventional and Swashplateless Rotorcraft Control
Several authors have published works concerning alternate methods of achieving
swashplateless rotor control or altering the scheme of conventional rotor control. Shen
[13] provides an overview of other concepts in swashplateless rotor technology, to
include variable blade twist, active blade camber, variable shaft tilt, and external servo
flaps. Of these, only the already-implemented servo flap design of Kaman Aerospace has
any feasibility. Additionally, Martin et al. [12] provide an overview of a variation on the
TEF theme – the Active Trailing Edge (Figure 1-6). This technology uses a tri-morph
piezoelectric bender, anchored to the base airfoil with a cantilever mount and covered
with a soft filler material to provide blade pitching moments as a means of blade
actuation. Some analytical work has shown this to be adequate for achieving helicopter
primary control; however, this design is also beset with issues relating to deformation of
the filler material under airloads and corresponding degradation of control authority.
Gandhi and Sekula [48] showed that fixed frame control inputs with a differential and
horizontal tail were effective in reducing the cyclic pitch input and blade flapping
responses in a conventional UH-60. This study served as the precursor to Bluman’s
swashplateless work with fixed frame horizontal tail inputs. Gandhi and Yoshizaki [49]
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demonstrated the ability to control an R-22-based rotary wing UAV with main rotor RPM
variation for thrust control and center of gravity movement for altering the direction of
the thrust vector. Steiner [50] explored the effect of variable main rotor RPM on trim and
performance of a UH-60 with conventional control actuation. Additionally, Steiner
extended this work to encompass trim and performance analysis of vehicle gross weights
up to 22,000lbs and flight altitudes up to 12,000 feet. His work concluded that for low
altitude and low to moderate gross weight, 17 – 18% reductions in main rotor power were
attainable through main rotor RPM reduction. At high altitude and high gross weight,
Steiner was able to expand the UH-60’s flight enveloped by way of increasing RPM. His
work also showed that there were not significant impacts on trim and blade response due
to the change in main rotor RPM.

Figure 1-6: Active Trailing Edge Control Surface[12]

1.3 Proposed Concept and Thesis Overview
While primary control through trailing edge flaps appears to be a viable form of
rotorcraft control, there are significant limitations. Many studies have concluded that the
flap deflection requirements are outside of the authority of current smart material
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actuators and in some cases the predicted flap deflection requirements are well past the
flap stall boundary [23]. Only Falls has worked to incorporate the effects of non-linear
aerodynamics and drag into flap modeling [23] in order to assess main rotor power
requirements. Lastly, the parametric design studies and analysis seen in this overall body
of work demonstrates concept feasibility for a limited number of vehicle gross weights.
This study proceeds along several lines of analysis. First, a CFD database is
developed as a means of accounting for non-linear aerodynamic phenomena into the rotor
trim analysis and incorporating an accurate model for the drag of a flap airfoil.
Following the development of this database, a detailed analysis of the database is
performed. The primary effort of the CFD database analysis focuses on comparison of
Theodorsen-based predictions of flap lift and moment performance with CFD-predicted
data for flap lift, moment, and hinge moments. This study also includes analysis of the
trends in flap drag contributions. The comparison also employs analysis of CFD chordwise pressure distributions and flow solutions are a means of identifying and explaining
the flow phenomena that lead to deviation between CFD and Thin Airfoil predictions.
Following this study, there is short section comparing trim solutions for swashplateless
UH-60 models with Thin Airfoil and CFD-modeled flaps, as well as Drees Linear Inflow
and Rigid Prescribed Wake models. The aim of this effort is to qualify changes in trim
predictions that have occurred based on improvements in aerodynamic modeling. The
next section of analysis involves a rotor pitch index study as the primary parametric
design study; however, this analysis also incorporates vehicle gross weight variation as a
means of ascertaining the most feasible pitch index needed to support a full mission
profile. A small section is devoted to outlining the trim solution impact of the theoretical
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application of a Variable Blade Index Angle Control system into the swashplateless rotor.
Following this section, a detailed analysis of swashplateless rotor power requirements, in
comparison with a conventional UH-60 rotor, is conducted. The study concludes with an
investigation of the trim, blade response, and power impacts of variable main rotor RPM.

Chapter 2
Model Formulation
The model used in this analysis was designed to predict aircraft control inputs
required for propulsive trim and to accurately predict trends in power based on alteration
of rotor design parameters. Aside from the integration of CFD data and a prescribed
wake, the mathematical model comes directly from Bluman [24]. Aerodynamic
modeling includes a rotor integration scheme employing C81 table lookups for the
SC1095 and SC1094R8 blades and CFD table look ups for a flapped SC1094R8 and
Theodorsen Quasi-steady aerodynamic analysis. Blade response for this 2 DOF flap and
torsion model is determined by way of a time integration scheme. In this model, the
blade lag degree of freedom is set equal to zero as previous analysis indicated that lag
magnitudes and velocities are sufficiently low as to neglect. Integrated rotor forces and
moments are summed about the aircraft hub. Hub, fuselage, horizontal tail, and vertical
tail forces and moments are summed about the vehicle center of gravity in order to
determine net vehicle forces and moments. Converged trim solutions come from a
Newton-Raphson forward difference scheme that modifies an initial set of control inputs
in order to minimize vehicle forces and moments. Initial trim analysis with the
incorporated CFD database employed a Drees linear inflow model modified with a
Prandtl tip loss factor. This analysis was done in order to isolate the effect of the CFD
database on trim solutions and blade response. Subsequent studies employed a coupled
trim and rigid prescribed wake convergence procedure to determine the vehicle trim state
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and inflow. Figure 2-1 depicts the trim convergence procedure used with the linear
inflow model.

Figure 2-1: Flow Chart for Swashplateless Trim Convergence with Linear Inflow
The procedure for incorporating the prescribed wake geometry is shown below in
Figure 2-2. This differs from the procedure shown above in that once a converged
control state is initially determined using a linear inflow, the prescribed wake code is
used to recalculate the rotor induced velocity field across the disk. This new inflow
distribution is the used with the previous converged control state to begin a new iteration
of search for vehicle equilibrium using the Newton-Raphson forward difference scheme.
After a new equilibrium control state is determined, the updated control state is used to
recalculate the rotor inflow with the prescribed wake. The process continues until both
the controls and prescribed wake converge in one iteration.
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Figure 2-2: Flow Chart for Swashplateless Trim Convergence with Prescribed Wake

2.1 Coupled Blade Response Model
As mentioned above, the blade model in this analysis is limited to 2 DOF. For the
sake of completeness, the following discussion will cover the 3 coupled degrees of
freedom for blade motion. The blade has 3 rigid degrees of freedom: flap, lag and pitch.
Since this is rigid body motion, all of these rotations take place about coincident hinges
and bearings at the blade root, which are offset from the main rotor shaft by e distance.
The flap angle β is positive up, the lag angle ζ is positive in the direction opposite of
rotation, and the pitch angle θ is positive nose up. There are no flap or lag springs in the
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UH-60’s articulated rotor. As such the flap and lag natural frequencies, υβ and υζ, arise
by way of the hinge offset of the blade and blade inertias. The pitch response natural
frequency of this swashplateless model comes as a result of the root spring stiffness, kθ,
blade inertias and rotational velocity of the rotor system.
Small angle assumptions are applied to the equations of motion such that sin(β) ≅
β, sin(ζ) ≅ ζ, sin(θ) ≅ θ, cos(β) ≅ cos(ζ) ≅ sin(θ) ≅ 1. Given the small size of the
coincident flap/lag hinge offset, it is assumed that (r-e) ≅ r. The equations of motion are
expressed in a non-dimensionalized form with velocities and accelerations of each DOF
derived with respect to azimuth (ψ) and divided by I β Ω 2 . Flap inertial contributions are
not included in this model as they are considered to be small. This system is shown
below (Equation 2.1):

 ** 
β
 1 0 −I     0
−2 β

  **  
 0 1 0  ζ  +  2 β 2ν ζ 0ξζ
*   ** 
 *

2 β I x*
 − I x 0 I f  θ   0
 
M β  

0
 
1 

=
Mζ  + 
0
2 

Iβ Ω 
  I *ν 2 θ 
 M θ   f θ 0 pre 
*
x

*
β
    ν β2
0
0
*

*  
−2 β I x  ζ  +  0 ν ζ2
2 I *f ν θ 0ξθ   *   − I x* 0
θ 
 

− I x*   β 

0  ζ 
ν θ2  θ 

2.1

The table below (Table 2-1) provides explanation of the inertial, non-dimensional
rotating frequency, and damping terms in Equation 2.1. The aerodynamic flap and pitch
moments depend on blade incidence with the freestream, and the blade pitch and plunge
velocities and accelerations. The calculation of these terms is covered in section 2.3.
The blade lagging moment, although not included in this study’s trim analysis, is the
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result of the integrated aerodynamic drag across the span of the rotor blade as it interacts
with the freestream. The trim procedures outlined in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 solve the
coupled equations by way of time integration until steady state blade response is
determined.
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Table 2-1: Terms from Swashplateless Rotor Blade Coupled Equations of Moment
Term
Inertial
Sβ

Formulation
R

∫ m(r − e)dr

Remarks

Blade first moment of inertia

e

Ix

R

∫ m(r − e) x dr
1

e

Iβ

R

∫ m( r − e)

2

Pitch-flap intertial coupling parameter. x1
is the offset of blade CG from
the blade pitch axis (positive aft)
Inertia about the flap hinge

dr

e

Iζ

R

2
∫ m(r − e) dr

Inertia about the lag hinge. Iβ = Iζ
due to coincident hinge.

e

If

R

∫ (mx

+ I CG )dr

2
1

Moment of inertia about blade pitch axis.

e

Ix*

Ix / Iβ

Flap-weighted pitch flap coupling inertial

If*

If /Iβ

Flap-weighted pitch inertia

Non-dimensional
Rotating Freq.
υβ2

υζ2

1+

eS β

Non-dimensional rotating flap frequency

Iβ

eS β

Non-dimensional rotating lag frequency

Iβ

υθ2
Damping
ξζ
ξθ
Other Quantities

1+

ωθ20

Non-dimensional rotating pitch frequency

Ω2

N/A
16%

ωθ20

kθ
If

ν θ20

ωθ20
Ω2

N/A
Taken from Shen [19]
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2.2 Blade Root and Hub Loads
Blade root forces are determined by integrating the aerodynamic forcing over the
length of the blade and subtracting the blade inertia from this quantity. Because this is an
articulated rotor, blade flapping moments are not transmitted across the flap/lag hinge
and result in vertical shear forces at the hinge – resulting in hub pitch and roll moments.
The following equations show the calculation of root shear forces and moments:
R

S x = ∫ ( FX ( aero ) − mxɺɺ)dr

2.2

e

R

(

)

SY = − ∫ FZ ( aero ) sin ( β ) − mΩ 2 dr

2.3

e

R

S Z = ∫ ( FZ ( aero ) − mzɺɺ) dr

2.4

e

R

(

)

M Y = ∫ M θ ( aero ) − Iθ θɺɺ dr

2.5

e

R

M ϕ = ∫ S X ( aero ) r sin ( β ) dr

2.6

e

The hub loads, which result from integrating blade loads with respect to azimuth, are
given in Equations 2.7 – 2.12 and are shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Rotor Forces and Moments Acting on the hub
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2.9

0

)

2.10

)

2.11

e sin (ψ ) + ( M θ + M ϕ ) cos (ψ ) dψ

0

2π

∫ (S

Z ( aero )

e cos (ψ ) + ( M θ + M ϕ ) sin (ψ ) dψ

0

Q=

Nb
2π

2π

∫S
0

X ( aero )

rdψ

2.12
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2.3 Aerodynamic Model
The primary aerodynamic model used in this analysis uses blade element theory
with CFD data to model flapped airfoil aerodynamics, Theodorsen quasi-steady
aerodynamics, and a rigid prescribed wake geometry to model the perpendicular
component of rotor inflow velocity. The prescribed wake geometry does not use a tiploss factor, as this would artificially alter tip circulation and, in turn, tip trailing vortex
strength. The rotor integration scheme employs 40 span-wise blade elements and 72
azimuth steps (5°/step), as does the wake trailing vortex model. The CFD database study
uses Thin Airfoil theory-generated airloads for trailing edge flap lift and moment
increments as a reference to compare the CFD against. Additionally, Chapter 3 includes
a validation study comparing two models that use a Drees linear inflow model with
Prandtl tip-loss factors applied. Theodorsen-Garrick flapped airfoil aerodynamics, the
Dress linear inflow model, and Prandtl tip-loss correction are included for completeness.
There are several aerodynamic model limitations and assumptions that must be
elucidated. While previous studies [24, 13, 28] have used a Theodorsen-Garrick model
with a Glauert compressibility factor for determining flapped airfoil aerodynamic
characteristics, it is acknowledged that this model fails to capture effects of separation
and other non-linear aerodynamic phenomena (boundary layer thickening, shock, etc…).
The current study relies on CFD-generated flap airload increments, or CFD “deltas”, as a
means of incorporating the effects of non-linear aerodynamics. As will be shown below,
these lift, moment, and drag increments are added to base airfoil airloads in order to
determine an overall flapped airfoil static airload. Ultimately, these two efforts are in
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conflict, as Theodorsen is predicated upon linear aerodynamics with minor perturbations
in order to apply superposition, which allows the addition of separate aerodynamic
contributors. The CFD is meant to put non-linear effects into the equation, as it were,
and stands to violate linear superposition. However, given that the CFD “delta” model
also includes realistic drag predictions, and that the flap deflections are, mostly, within
± 5°, which is mostly linear, and pure CFD data has a tendency to over-predict drag.

Thus, the CFD airload increments are judged to be a suitable model for use in this
analysis. Additionally, it is known that the rigid prescribed wake does not provide a
high-fidelity model for advance ratios of µ < 0.1, because this model does not include the
effects of mutual vortex interaction. However, results for advance ratios from 0 to 0.1 are
included for completeness and model continuity, as opposed to using a linear inflow for
low advance ratios and switching to the rigid wake for higher advance ratios. See Section
3.3 for an overview of the effects of this modeling decision. Lastly, the effects of the
radial component of local velocity are not included in the determination of aerodynamic
forcing components.

2.3.1 Base Blade Airloads
The Mβ, Mζ, and Mθ terms in Equation 2.1 are the result of interaction between the
rotor blades and the free stream at each blade element section as the blade travels about
the main rotor azimuth. The forces at each element are given below:
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dL =

1
ρV 2 cCL dr
2

2.13

dD =

1
ρV 2 cCD dr
2

2.14

dM =

1
ρV 2c 2CM dr
2

2.15

In the three equations above, blade chord and element width are know. The air
density is an input to the trim code. The free stream velocity is determined by way of its
perpendicular and tangential velocities. Static airload coefficients for lift, moment, and
drag are calculated by way of angle of attack and Mach number at each blade element.
Quasi-steady aerodynamic analysis is completed in order to determine contributing
aerodynamic and inertial forces due to airfoil pitching and plunging. Airloads due to the
base airfoil’s local angle of attack and Mach number come from wind-tunnel test data for
the SC 1095 and SC 1094R8 airfoils, dependent on radial position of the blade element
being analyzed. This wind tunnel data comes from C-81 table look-up tables from the
US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate [51]. The analytical code employed a twodimensional linear interpolation scheme to extract data from these tables, using computed
local angle of attack and Mach values to access the database. The majority of this study
used a CFD-database to model airloads due to trailing edge flap deflection. Section 2.3.4
describes the calculation of lift, moment, and drag increments due to flap deflection. The
flap airloads where determined by way of a tri-linear interpolation scheme which
employs local angle of attack, Mach, and trailing edge flap deflection to access the
database. As a note, the flap is modeled as a single element and the deflection is constant
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across the flap’s span at any given azimuth angle. Section 3.2 elaborates on the angle of
attach, Mach, and flap deflection limits of the CFD database.
Figure 2-4 depicts the blade aerodynamic environment, local velocities, and blade
pitching and plunging velocities and accelerations. The local incident flow Mach value at
a given blade element is given by

M = U T2 + U P2 Vsonic

2.16

where the local perpendicular and tangential velocities are expressed in terms of aircraft
translation, and the blade motion (flap, lag, and azimuthal rotation) below:
*

U P = λΩR + r β Ω cos ( β ) + ( µΩR ) sin ( β ) cos (ψ )
*

U T = Ωr + ( µΩr ) sin (ψ ) + r Ω ζ cos (ψ )

2.17

2.18

Small angle assumptions are applied to the components related to blade motion.
*

U P = λΩR + r β Ω + ( µΩR )( β ) cos (ψ )
*

U T = Ωr + ( µΩR ) sin (ψ ) + r Ω ζ

2.19

2.20
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Figure 2-4: Blade Aerodynamic Environment
As shown above, the angle of attack is the difference between the blade geometric pitch
and inflow angles with respect to the hub plane. In this instance, the blade geometric
pitch is based on blade torsional response and blade twist at that specific azimuth step,
whereas, in a conventional rotor system it would be the result of the collective and cyclic
pitch inputs, along with the blade twist at the given radial station. The inflow angle is
given by:

φ = tan −1  U P U 


T



2.21

Due to rotor upwash in the reverse flow region, flapping angle or flapping rate, Up
may be a negative number. The negative sign is retained and results in an angle of attack
that is larger than the blade pitch. As in Reference [2], the correct sign of the incident
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velocity, relative to the blade, is maintained in the airloads equations by altering the
formulation such that V2 = (|UT|UT + |UP|UP).
In Figure 2-4, it can be seen that the incremental lift and drag per unit span of the
blade element are perpendicular and parallel to the blade chord, respectively. In order to
correctly sum forces along the blade, these terms must be rotated to the hub coordinate
system so that they are perpendicular and parallel to the hub. As such, they now account
for the Fz(aero) and Fx(aero) terms references in Section 2.2 and the coordinate system
rotation is shown below:
dFZ ( aero ) = dL cos ϕ − dD sin ϕ

2.22

dFX ( aero ) = dL sin ϕ + dD cos ϕ

2.23

2.3.2 Linear Inflow Modeling
Linear inflow models are only used as part of the validation and analysis of the
Prescribed Wake model used in the majority of this study. The linear inflow model
begins with Glauert’s uniform inflow model that comes from Momentum Theory and
predicts rotor inflow based on thrust requirements. As a note, this trim analysis is for
level flight, so the advance ratio perpendicular to the disk is set equal to zero. Now, the
mean inflow ratio is written as

λ = µ tan (α HUB ) +

CT
2 µ2 + λ2

2.24
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where αHUB is the hub pitch orientation (positive is nose down) and the coefficient of
thrust is given by

CT =

T
ρ AΩ 2 R 2

2.25

In the above equation, T is the thrust required to trim, A is rotor disk area and ΩR is the
blade tip speed. The Drees Linear Inflow model extends this Momentum Theory
formulation by taking the uniform inflow ratio, λ, to be the mean inflow at the center of
the rotor disk and applying geometric factors to account for longitudinal and lateral
variation in the inflow based on advance ratio. Now the inflow becomes a function of
radial and azimuthal position around the rotor disk and is expressed as



λ ( r ,ψ ) = λ0 1 + k x

r
r

cos (ψ ) + k y sin (ψ ) 
R
R


2.26

where kx and ky are weighting factors used to account for inflow variation based on wake
skew angle, χ, and advance ratio.
2
4  1 − cos ( χ ) − 1.8µ 
kx = 

3 
sin ( χ )


2.27

k y = −2 µ

2.28



µ



 µ z + λ0 

χ = tan −1 

2.29
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The model used here also applies the Prandtl tip loss correction. This is done in
order to correct for inflow variation along the length of the blade. The tip loss correction
enables a realistic reduction of aerodynamic forces toward the tip of the blade as a means
of modeling the effects of strong tip vortices. This tip loss factor is given below as
 Nb  x2−λ1  
F = cos  e   


π


2

−1

2.30

This correction factor is not part of the inflow formulation. It is applied to the
calculation of blade element lift and moment increments as a means of “penalizing”
calculated lift and moment toward the blade tip, thus modeling the effects of tip vortices
on the inflow

dL =

1
ρ (| U T | U T + | U P | U P ) cCL drF
2

2.31

dM =

1
ρ (| U T | U T + | U P | U P ) c 2CM drF
2

2.32

2.3.3 Prescribed Wake Inflow Modeling
The rigid vortex wake model used in most of this study represents trailed vortices
with a set of helical skewed vortex filaments. There is one trailed vortex for each blade
station and azimuth step. This is a model that assumes no mutual or self interaction of
vortices, which is part of why this model looses accuracy at advance ratios below 0.1.
This model for determining local inflow velocities at each blade element and azimuth
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step is predicated upon two main assumptions, that there is uniform streamwise velocity
and a constant mean inflow λi, which is determined by way of Glauert’s uniform inflow
as in Equation. 2.24 . This model describes the geometry of the wake relative to the tip
path plane as follows:
x = r cos (ψ b −ψ w ) + µ Rψ w

2.32

y = r sin (ψ b −ψ w )

2.33

z = λi Rψ w

2.34

where ψb is the blade azimuth angle at which the vortex filament was generated and ψw is
the wake age, R is the rotor radius, r is the non-dimensional radial position of the vortex.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the location of a vortex element within the wake. The Biot-Savart
law is used to calculate the induced vertical velocity, Up, at any element, or collocation
point, on the rotor disk.
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Figure 2-5: Definition of Vortex Position within Wake
This local perpendicular velocity is given by Equation. 2.34

 
 Γ
l
12 × r1
U p = v ( cos θ1 − cos θ 2 ) 
 
4π h
l12 × r1

2.34

where the circulation at each blade element is given by Equation. 2.35 below
V∞ cClTOT
2

and the other variables are illustrated in Figure 2-6

2.35
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Figure 2-6: Biot-Savart Law Variables and Collocation Points (A and B)
In order to avoid a singularity at the vortex core, the core is modeled as a solid
body and the outer flow is modeled as a potential flow. The expression for tangential
velocity is given by Equation 2.35

r
Γ 
Vθ (r ) =  v 
 2π  r 2 n + rc2 n

(

2.35

)

1/ n

from Vatistas [1] which serves to modify the Biot-Savart equation as in Equation 2.36
below. In this case, n = 1, which is the Scully model.

  Γ 
h
Up =  v 
 4π  h 2 n + rc2 n

(

)

1/ n

( cos θ1 − cos θ 2 )

 
l12 × r1
 
l12 × r1

2.36

The vortex core size, rc, is given below in Eqn. 2.37. The initial core size, r0, is taken to
be 5% of the airfoil chord, α = 1.25643. The turbulent viscosity coefficient, δ, is equal to
1000 for full-scale rotors [52], and υ is the kinematic viscosity coefficient..

rc (ψ w ) = r02 +

4αδνψ w
Ω

2.37
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This wake model only models trailing vortices and preserves trail vortices for a total
wake age of 3 revolutions. The wake resolution is the same as that of the rotor
integration scheme.

2.3.4 Quasi-Steady and Flapped Airfoil Airloads Formulation
The formulation of base airfoil static airloads was described earlier in Section
2.3.1. The section will elaborate on the formulation of airloads due to base airfoil
pitching and plunging motions, Theodorsen-Garrick formulation of airload increments
due to flap inputs, and the CFD-generated lift, moment, and drag increments. The
Theodorsen-Garrick model for flapped airfoil aerodynamics is included because of its
prominent role in the analysis of the CFD database and in the overview of effects of
model changes. As there the trim model comparison is not extended to power, there will
be no explanation of empirical drag models for the SC1094R8/1095R8 as seen in several
previous works [23,24]. Of note is the fact that this analysis only employs Theodorsen
Quasi-steady analysis for the circulatory and non-circulatory contributions of blade and
TEF motion to total lift and moment; however, C(k) = 1 in this study, meaning that there
is no inclusion of reduced frequency and all lift and moment behavior is steady state.
In order to employ Theodorsen theory for the determination of quasi-steady
airloads, blade position and response and flap position and motion must be known. The
time integration scheme in this analysis determines pitch and flap position and motion
with respect to rotor azimuth and this response is represented with a Fourier Series,
retaining up to second harmonics, in order to calculate the blade pitching and flapping
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acceleration as a numerical derivative with respect to rotor azimuth. All derivatives are
*

*

with respect to azimuth, such that θɺ = Ω θ and βɺ = Ω β . The formulation of pitching
acceleration is given below Eq. 2.37

*
*
θ
θ
−
ψ
+
1
ψ
θɺɺ ≈ Ω 
 ∆ψ

2


 ≈ −Ω 2 θ1c cos (ψ ) + θ1s sin (ψ ) + 4 (θ 2c cos ( 2ψ ) + θ 2 s sin ( 2ψ ) )



(

)

2.37

and the flapping acceleration is given by Eq. 2.38

*
 *
β
−
β
ψ
+
1
ψ
βɺɺ ≈ Ω 
 ∆ψ

2


 ≈ −Ω 2 β cos (ψ ) + β sin (ψ ) + 4 ( β cos ( 2ψ ) + β sin ( 2ψ ) )
1c
1s
2c
2s



(

)

2.38

The TEF used in this study is only giving 1/rev inputs, so its position and motion
are given by

δ (ψ ) = δ 0 + δ1c cos (ψ ) + δ1s sin (ψ )

2.39

δɺ = Ω ( −δ1c sin (ψ ) + δ1s cos (ψ ) )

2.40

δɺɺ = Ω2 ( −δ1c cos (ψ ) − δ1s sin (ψ ) )

2.41

The CFD computations were performed using the mesh solver OVERTURNS
[42] within a two dimensional Navier-Stokes CFD code (TURNS) modified for TEFs.
This code solves the compressible RANS equations using a diagonal form of the implicit
approximate factorization method developed by Pulliam and Chaussee [53]. The Spalart-
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Allmaras [54] model is employed for RANS closure. The CFD outputs for zero TEF
deflection cases in the database were validated against experimentally obtained wind
tunnel data for the base SC1094R8 airfoil in accordance with procedures set forth in
References [45,46,47] and are included in Appendix B. In order to obtain convergence, a
number of grid densities, overset leading and trailing edge grid densities, time step-sizes
and number of time steps were used. Figure 2-7 depicts a 329 x 97 grid, which was the
lowest grid density required to obtain well-converged airloads. Due to the emergence of
unsteady flows, the database does not have a uniform range of flap deflections across all
Mach and AoA combinations. All cases were run with a Reynolds number of 4.8 x 106.

Y
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0
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1

X

Figure 2-7: 329 x 97 C-grid for a SC-1094R8 airfoil
The thin-airfoil analysis of a flapped airfoil uses the following parameters: the
flap leading edge location (xf), the airfoil angle of attack (α), flap deflection (δ), and
Mach Number (M) (see Figure 2-8). This figure has additional parameters used in quasisteady analysis that are explained following the formulation of static airloads. The sign
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convention for flap deflections is such that a positive flap deflection is tail-down/nose up
and a negative flap deflection is nose-down/tail up. In this study, both of the thin-airfoil
and CFD models represent a flap leading edge location of 0.8c and the flap does not have
any nose overhang. The thin airfoil theory lift and moment coefficients are written in the
form (Eqs. 2.42, 2.43):
Cl = Cl0+Clαα+Clδδ

2.42

Cm=Cm0+Cmαα+Cmδδ

2.43

Figure 2-8: Theodorsen Geometric and Aerodynamic Parameters
In the analytical code, the static airloads are determined by replacing the Cl0, Cm0, Clα,
and Cmα terms with airloads taken from C-81 tables. The Thin Airfoil static airload flap
contributions and hinge moment calculation are given by
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Clδ = 2T10 ( xˆ f

)

2.44

1
1

Cmδ = − T15 ( xˆ f ) +  a +  T10 ( xˆ f )
2
2


Chf δ = −

T12 ( xˆ f
2

2.45

) − T ( xˆ ) − T ( xˆ ) T ( xˆ )
18

f

12

2π

f

10

f

2π

2.46

where Ti(x) are the flap functions defined in [39]. Relevant flap functions will be defined
further on as the quasi-steady airload formulation is discussed. The lift and moment
increments obtained from thin airfoil theory are modified for steady compressible flow by
scaling the results with the Glauert factor, β = 1 − M 2 (i.e., Clcomp=Clicomp/β,
Cmcomp=Cmicomp/ β.). This modification is not applied to any other static airload values,
e.g. CFD data or C-81 tables.
The CFD lift, moment, and drag data used in this study is from a dataset of CFD
“deltas” or static lift, moment, and drag increments due to flap deflection. This data is
obtained by subtracting the zero flap deflection airload for a given Mach and AoA
combination from the airloads for the cases, at that Mach and AoA, with flap deflections.
As will be seen later in this analysis, for well-attached flows, there is close correlation
between thin airfoil theory lift and moment increments and CFD lift and moment
increments. The hinge moment predictions from thin airfoil theory are far more likely to
diverge from CFD predicted hinge moments. The following formulation is used to
generate the CFD deltas (Eqs. 2.47, 2.48, and 2.49)
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∆Cl CFD (α i , M j , δ k ) = ClCFD (α i , M j , δ k ) − ClCFD (α i , M j , δ = 0 )

2.47

∆Cm CFD (α i , M j , δ k ) = CmCFD (α i , M j , δ k ) − CmCFD (α i , M j , δ = 0 )

2.48

∆Cd CFD (α i , M j , δ k ) = CdCFD (α i , M j , δ k ) − CdCFD (α i , M j , δ = 0 )

2.49

where i, j, and k represent indices of AoA, Mach, and δ from within the database.
In order to extend the discussion into quasi-steady analysis, a few notes are
needed to provide order to the discussion. First, the formulation of the quasi-steady
analysis using Theodorsen-Garrick flap aerodynamics is not given here. Only the
formulation of quasi-steady analysis using CFD flap increments will be given.
Additionally, several other blade and aerodynamic parameters need to be defined. The
geometric and aerodynamic parameters from Figure 2-8 are described fully in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2: Theodorsen Quasi-Steady Analysis Geometric and Aerodynamic Parameters
Parameter
Chord
Semi-chord
Pitch axis
Flap hinge location

Glauert Factor

Symbol
c
b
xa
xf (dimensional)
xc (nondimensional)
β

Value/Formulation
1.73ft
0.865ft
-0.5
0.8 (dimensional)
0.6 (nondimensional)

Pitch terms

α , αɺ , αɺɺ

Plunge terms

h, hɺ, hɺɺ

TEF terms

δ , δɺ, δɺɺ

Flap terms

N/A

N/A

¼-chord offset from
pitch axis

d

Span-wise
dependent

1− M 2

Remark
Nominal chord
Non-dimensional

Modifies pure Thin
Airfoil airloads for
compressibility
position, velocity,
acceleration
position, velocity,
acceleration
position, velocity,
acceleration
accounted for in
inflow and angle of
attack formulation
Positive for ¼chord after of pitch
axis

Total sectional lift, moment, and drag coefficients are determined by the
following equations:
ClTOT = ClBASE + ClCIRC + ClNONCIRC + ∆ClTEF

CmTOT = CmBASE +

1

β

CmCIRC + CmNONCIRC + ∆CmTEF − ClBASE

CdTOT = CdBASE + ∆CdTEF −CFD

2.50

d
c

2.51

2.52

The total lift coefficient comes from the base airfoil static lift coefficient, circulatory
contributions due to pitch velocity, non-circulatory lift due to apparent mass effects from
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blade motion, and TEF position and motion. The total moment coefficient comes from
base airfoil moment, circulatory and non-circulatory moments based on blade motion and
total lift applying a moment about the pitch axis as the 1/4 chord moves away from the
pitch axis, and flap induced moments. Total drag coefficient is the sum of the base airfoil
drag coefficients and the drag coefficient increment due to flap deflection. Table 2-3
below shows the formulation of each component of the total lift and moment coefficients.
Non-circulatory terms are annotated with subscripts of “NC”.
Table 2-3: Formulation of Quasi Steady Aerodynamic Contributions
Term
ClCIRC

Formulation
αɺ b  1
1
Clα
 − xa 
V 2
β

Remark
Clα = 5.73 from
analysis of C81
tables

ɺɺ αɺɺb 2
παɺ b π hb

ClNC

+ 2 ( − xa )
V2
V
ɺ
1  bδ 
bδɺ
b 2δɺɺ
∆ClTEF −CFD +   T11 − T4 − 2
βV 
V
V
V

∆ClTEF

CmCIRC
CmNC
∆CmTEF

+

1

ClCIRC  xa + 
2


1 
1

1

− 2 π Vb  − xa  αɺ + π b 2  + xa2  αɺɺ − π xa bhɺɺ
2V 
2

8



1  bδɺ   
1
 ∆ClTEF −CFD +  T11    xa +  + ∆CmTEF −CFD
2
βV



1 b 
b  ɺ b2
−   T1 − T8 − ( xc − xa ) T4 + T11  δ − 2 (T7 + ( xc − xa ) T1 ) δɺɺ
2 V 
2 
V


The Theodorsen flap functions required for this calculation and for the calculation
of Thin Airfoil flap lift and moment increments are as follows:
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)

2.54

T4 ( x) = x 1 − x 2 − cos −1 x

2.55

1

1
T7 ( x) = − x(7 + 2 x 2 ) 1 − x 2 −  + x 2  cos −1 x
8
8


2.56

T1 ( x ) = −

(

1
2 + x 2 1 − x 2 + x cos −1 x
3

)

2.57

T10 ( x) = 1 − x 2 + cos −1 x

2.58

T11 ( x ) = (2 − x) 1 − x 2 + (1 − 2 x) cos −1 x

2.59

T15 ( x ) = (1 + x ) 1 − x 2

2.60

T8 ( x ) = −

(

1
1 + 2 x 2 1 − x 2 + x cos −1 x
3

2.4 Summation of Rotating and Fixed Frame Forces and Moments
The following section provides an overview of fixed frame force and moment
inputs, the method of transforming rotating and fixed frame forces into the vehicle CG
coordinate system, summing CG forces and moments, and, finally, the coupled trim and
wake convergence procedure.
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2.4.1 Coordinate System Transformations
The following series of matrix operations are used to transform vehicle subsystem
forces and moments into the center of gravity coordinate system: Rotor forces and
moments are transformed through the shaft incidence angle below in Eq. 2.61:
 FXR  cos (α Sx ) 0 − sin (α Sx )   H 
 
F  = 
0
1
0
 Y 
 YR  
 FZR   sin (α Sx ) 0 cos (α Sx )   T 

2.61

Horizontal tail forces and moments are transformed through ηHT, which is the difference
between vehicle attitude and the freestream modified by the main rotor wake, in Eq. 2.62:
 FXHT   cos (η HT ) 0 sin (η HT )   DHT 

F  = 

0
1
0
 0 
 YHT  
 FZHT   − sin (η HT ) 0 cos (η HT )   LHT 

2.62

Tail rotor forces are resolved through the tail rotor cant angle, γTR, by Eq. 2.63
 0 
0
0
 FXTR  1
 F  = 0 cos γ
( TR ) − sin ( γ TR )   0 
 YTR  
 FZTR  0 sin ( γ TR ) cos ( γ TR )  TTR 

2.63

This model does not include the aerodynamic pitching moment of the vehicle fuselage.
The only fuselage forces in this model are due to weight and fuselage lift. The vehicle is
trimmed without sideslip, so fuselage side forces are left out of the formulation. The
resolution of fuselage lift and weight into the body axis is accomplished in Eq. 2.64
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− sin (αWL )
 FXf   cos (αWL ) 0 sin (αWL )   D f  

  
  
φ
α
F
=
0
1
0
0
+
sin
cos
( f ) ( WL )  W
 Yf  
  
 FZf   − sin (αWL ) 0 cos (αWL )   L f  
   − cos (φ f ) cos (αWL ) 
  



2.64

2.4.2 Fuselage Aerodynamic Forces
The formulation of fuselage lift due to vehicle pitch attitude was determined by a
least-squares curve fit of wind tunnel data [55]. In Eq. 2.65, αWL, is expressed, in radians,
as a negative number as the convention in this study is positive nose down:

cLF = 1.0239( −αWL )5 + 12.841( −αWL ) 4 − 39.558(−αWL )3 − 30.214(−αWL ) 2 + 106.09(−αWL )

1
This quantity is fully dimensionalized with the factor ρV∞2 . The Equation 2.53 above is
2
the flat plate lift (ft.2), so area is not included with the dynamic pressure factor. Vehicle
drag comes from Yeo, Bousman, and Johnson [56] and is dependent on the dynamic
pressure and vehicle pitch attitude (degrees in this case) in Eq. 2.66

Df =

1
ρV∞2 ( 35.14 + 0.16(1.66αWL ) 2 )
2

2.66

2.65
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2.4.3 Tail Rotor Modeling
Tail rotor thrust is determined below in Eq. 2.67

2
2
4  1 
2 
TTR = σ TR ATR ρπΩTR
RTR
   θTR  + µTR  − λTR 
 4   3



2.67

where θTR is the tail rotor control input being evaluated and the tail rotor inflow is
determined by a Newton-Raphson converge procedure as with a uniform inflow
calculation. In the tail rotor inflow calculation, the tail rotor thrust is assumed to be
M ZR

( xTR − xCG )

as a means of starting the calculation. Tail rotor drag, and therefore

power, are not calculated. Given this, all power estimates provided in this study are
strictly main rotor power assessments and do not reflect tail rotor driveshaft torque and
power requirements.

2.4.4 UH-60 Horizontal Tail Forces
This model incorporates a NACA 0012 airfoil (the actual UH-60 uses a NACA
0014) for the horizontal tail. In the calculation of HT lift and drag, the local velocity seen
by the HT surface is assumed to be equal to the freestream velocity – there is no
provision for main rotor wake acceleration of the local velocity despite accounting for
main rotor effects on the flow incidence angle and angle of attack of the horizontal tail.
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The offset angle, which is referenced in Section 2.4.1, accounts for the difference in
vehicle attitude and wake-modified free stream angle. This angle is given in Eq. 2.68

η HT = αWL + χ HT

2.68

where χHT is a parameter representing main rotor inflow modification of the HT angle of
attack. This parameter was developed in a trial and error method in order to match flight
test data once the horizontal tail slew schedule from [57]. Both the slew schedule, which
is a piecewise function developed from the above reference, and χHT are shown in
Appendix A. Given the offset angle, slew angle (ε), and vehicle attitude, the HT angle of
attack is given in Eq. 2.69:

α HT = ε − αWL − χ HT

2.69

Given that the NACA 0014 is a symmetric airfoil, the HT pitching moments are
neglected. HT lift and drag are determined by Eq. 2.70 and Eq. 2.71:

where AHT = 45 ft.2.

LHT =

1
ρV∞2 AHT clHT
2

2.70

DHT =

1
ρV∞2 AHT cdHT
2

2.71
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2.4.5 Vehicle Force and Moment Sums
Appendix A summarizes vehicle geometry and additional parameters e.g. χHT.
The force and moment summations used to determine the net vehicle forces and moments
based on any given trim input and flight condition are given in the following equations:

∑F

= FXR + FXf + FXTR + FXHT

2.72

∑F

Y

= FYR + FYf + FYTR + FYHT

2.73

∑F

Z

= FZR + FZf + FZTR + FZHT

2.74

= M XR + FXf zCG + FYTR zTR + M XHT

2.75

= M YR + FZf xCG + FXf zCG + FZTR xTR + FZHT xHT + FXHT z HT

2.76

X

∑M
∑M

Y

X

∑M

Z

= M ZR + M ZHT − FYf xcg + FYTR xTR

2.77

2.4.6 Coupled Trim and Prescribed Wake Convergence Procedure
The trim code refines the vehicle control state iteratively, starting with an initial
guess and resultant vehicle forces and moments from that guess, by way of a NewtonRaphson forward difference scheme as in Eq. 2.78
→

→

→

δ n +1 = δ n − J −1 F VEH

2.78
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where J-1 is an inverse Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of each vehicle force and
moment with respect to control in puts. The control state vector and Jacobian matrix is
given by Eq. 2.79:
 ∂FX
 δ0 
 ∂δ
δ 
 0
 1c 
 ∂FY
→
 δ 1s 

δ =   & J =  ∂δ 0
αWL 
 ⋮
 φf 



 ∂M Z
 θTR 
 ∂δ
 0

∂FX
∂δ1c
∂FY
∂δ 1c

∂FX 
∂θTR 





⋱

∂M Z 
∂θTR  6 X 6
...

2.79

This process of control refinement is continued until the absolute value of the maximum
vehicle force or moment is less than 15 lbs or ft-lbs and the maximum percentage of
change of any control input between iterations of refinement is less than 0.1%.
As previously discussed, once a trim state is attained, the calculated rotor
circulation for the trim state is used by the prescribed wake code to determine a matrix of
refined perpendicular inflow velocities. This, too, is an iterative process. Once the main
rotor perpendicular inflow is calculated, it is passed to the trim code to refine the
previously determined trimmed control state. This process continues until both the trim
refinement and wake calculations meet their convergence criterion in one step. At that
time, dependent on looping, the converged control state is used to initiate trim
convergence for the next advance ratio, gross weight, rotor pitch index, or main rotor
RPM setting.
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2.5 Main Rotor RPM Variation and Model Summary
The final parametric study done in this analysis is on the effect of a +/- 10%
variation in main rotor RPM on the trim of a swashplateless rotor. The formulation used
in the trim code accounts for the effects of main rotor RPM variation on tail rotor speed,
νθ, and νθ0. As such, it is expected that the RPM variation will affect trim by way of
changes in rotor profile power, tail rotor inflow, and the torsional compliance of the rotor
system itself.
This model is used for a 2-DOF trim analysis of a swashplateless rotor using
integrated trailing edge flaps for blade actuation. Static aerodynamic loads come from
wind tunnel data for base blades and a CFD database for airload increments due to flap
deflection. Theodorsen theory is used to model quasi-steady airloads due to blade
motion. Blade response based on rotor design, flap inputs and the aerodynamic
environment is determined by way of time a Runga-Kutta time integration scheme.
Blade sectional airloads are integrated span-wise and azimuthally to determine hub forces
and moments and then transformed to the body coordinate system. Fixed frame forces
and moments are determined and transformed to body coordinates. A Newton-Raphson
forward difference Jacobian scheme is employed to refine initial control inputs to reduce
net forces and moments to achieve vehicle equilibrium. This trim process is coupled with
a Prescribed Wake Geometry in order to achieve greater inflow resolution and, therefore,
facilitate accurate assessments of main rotor power.

Chapter 3
Results and Discussion
This chapter provides an overview of the results of analysis performed using the
mathematical model from Chapter 2. There are 6 primary sections within this discussion.
The chapter begins with an in depth discussion of the CFD database that is incorporated
into the analytical model in lieu of the previous use of thin airfoil flap lift and moment
increments and the modified Falls empirical model for drag. Given that the model uses
CFD “deltas” to model flap aerodynamic contributions, the analysis of the pure CFD data
for zero flap deflection cases against wind tunnel data is reserved for Appendix 2. The
pure CFD data and its accompanying validation study may be useful to researchers
wishing to use the data, but are not presented in the main body of this work. As the
analytical model uses CFD-generated flap aerodynamic load increments, the primary
effort of the CFD database analysis in this chapter focuses on comparison of Theodorsenbased predictions of flap lift and moment performance with CFD-predicted data for flap
lift and moment performance. This study also includes analysis of the trends in flap drag
contributions. The comparison is extended to analysis of CFD chord-wise pressure
distributions and flow solutions are a means of explaining difference in theoretically
predicted flap performance with that of CFD. Additionally, a new method is developed
to establish the valid range of thin airfoil theory predictions – quantifying where, in terms
of Mach, angle of attack, and flap deflection theoretical predictions depart from those
CFD. Following this section, the second section consists of a comparison of trim model
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results from Bluman’s analysis (thin airfoil flap model and linear inflow) with a model
using CFD data to model flap airloads and a linear inflow, and a model using CFD data
and a prescribed wake geometry. This study enables an understanding of how each
change to the model has led to changes in trim predictions and serves a foundation for
analysis of further parametric studies. The third section of this chapter provides an
overview of results for trim runs with rotor pitch index values ranging from 16° to 22° at
vehicle gross weights of 16,000lbs, 18,300lbs, and 22,000lbs. The pre-pitch and gross
weight study is included as a further means of establishing design feasibility – the
capability of a given pitch index value to support a full range of vehicle gross weights
and advance ratios seen in a single mission. It also serves to enable further refinement of
what we consider to be an optimal pre-pitch value. The fourth section of results is a
discussion of how implementation of variable rotor pitch indexing would serve to
improve the overall feasibility of trailing edge flaps for supporting a range of vehicle
gross weights while minimizing collective and cyclic flap deflections. The gross weight
and pre-pitch study is extended into the next section, which is an analysis of trends in
main rotor power requirements. The power study begins with a look at flap deflection as
a function of azimuth and extends this into an overview of rotor local coefficient of drag
(M2∆Cd) using an understanding of flap-induced drag developed in Section 3.2 and spanwise local aerodynamic conditions to underpin this discussion. For completeness,
Appendix 4 includes additional local drag coefficient plots not presented in this chapter.
The last group of results presented here consists of trim and power data outputs for
variable main rotor RPM for vehicle gross weights of 16,000lbs, 18,300lbs, and
22,000lbs with a pitch indexes of 16°, 18°, and 20°.
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3.1 Preliminary Discussion
As with Bluman’s analysis, the goal of this study is to determine how flap
deflections can be minimized in order to support vehicle trim over a range of airspeeds.
This is a necessary end to pursue, as previous studies have predicted high flap deflections
to trim – requirements that eclipse the capabilities of current actuators and as will be
shown with the power analysis, would likely create unacceptably high main rotor power
penalties. Additionally, the minimization of flap collective and cyclic deflection
requirements serves to preserve larger amounts of available flap stroke for maneuvering
flight. Given that trailing edge flaps are a relatively low-authority control system
preservation of control margin available for maneuver is quite necessary.
This analysis is an extension of Bluman’s [24] work. As such, the flap design has
not changed. This model employs a 20% flap integrated into a SC 1094R8 airfoil that
spans from 0.7R to 0.9R. This common flap design, in conjunction with a large degree of
commonality in analytical model enables easier reference between the results of various
parametric studies and provides a basis for evaluating the impact of the CFD database
and Rigid Prescribed Wake Geometry used to improve the fidelity of aerodynamic
modeling and rotor power predictions.
Prior to entering into the specifics of this study, it is worthwhile to review a few
known aspects of swashplateless rotor trim with integrated TEFs. The primary
aerodynamic effect of a moment flap is to provide blade pitch actuation. As a second
order effect, the flap will add to or take away from the lift provided by the base airfoil
based on its position. Additionally, and as with conventional rotor systems, the blade’s
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pitching response results in blade flapping response. Figure 3-1 depicts this series of flap
inputs, blade feathering responses, and blade flapping responses for an 18,300lb UH-60
at µ = 0.3. In this figure, the flap position is varying about a negative mean value. As the
blade enters the first quadrant of the rotor, the flap is moving into the positive portion of
its full range. This +δis input creates a nose-down pitching moment and induces –θis. It is
important to note that the pitching response shown in this plot includes the second
harmonic, which tends to emerge at higher advance ratio and, ultimately, results in a
failure to trim as the advance ratio increases beyond 0.3. The blade’s negative pitching
response results in downward flapping over the nose of the aircraft. This cycle of flap
input, free fly pitch response, and flapping response follows for the remainder of the
blade’s rotation about the rotor azimuth as the flap moves into the negative range,
induces blade nose-up response and upward flap over the aircraft tail. This is an
important system behavior to highlight, because it demonstrates the complex nature of
swashplateless rotors with TEFs for primary control - trim is attained by inducing a
serious of blade responses to flap inputs.
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Figure 3-1: Flap Input with Blade Pitch and Flapping Response
The same is true for conventional rotor designs, with the exception of one point collective flap inputs induce cyclic flapping response at advance ratios greater than 0. At
any advance ratio with an asymmetric flow environment, the dynamic pressure at any
given blade station oscillates with a period of 2π, as the vehicle airspeed adds to the blade
station local velocity on the advancing side and takes away from the local velocity on the
retreating side. This simple and well-known aspect of the rotor’s aerodynamic
environment is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The impact of this aerodynamic environment is
such that for a fixed collective flap input, the flap-induced blade pitching moment varies
as the blade travels around the rotor azimuth (as does the base blade pitching moment).
In the high dynamic pressure seen on the advancing side, and also due to the torsional
compliance of the blade root spring, the blade is driven to a lower pitch and on the lower
pressure seen on the retreating side of the rotor, the blade free flies against the root spring
to higher pitch. Bluman referred to this as the swashplateless self-trimming tendency, as
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for vehicle trim in steady-level flight, lower pitches are needed on the advancing side and
higher pitches are needed on the retreating side and the basic mechanisms of the
swashplateless rotor enable this by capitalizing on the asymmetric airflow. This means
that flap collective input will, by itself, result in cyclic pitch variation, and cyclic flapping
angle variation. This also means that there are some flight conditions that only require
collective flap input to trim. These situations arise, as will be seen in Section 3.4, but this
is more the exception and is dependent on rotor pitch-index, and the force and moment
requirements to trim a particular vehicle gross weight at a particular advance ratio. As it
is not common for collective flap input to create all blade responses needed to trim, there
is almost always cyclic variation in flap position. The cyclic variation in flap position
does two things. The first is that it enables greater cyclic pitch variation than collective
flap input would by itself– particularly at a hover where a rotor blade element sees,
theoretically, equal aerodynamic forcing at all rotor azimuth points. Cyclic variation in
flap position leads to the cyclic pitching and flapping response to produce hub moments
necessary to trim. Secondly, cyclic variation of flap inputs creates variation of the flap
induced lift increment. In some instances, positive collective flap inputs produce too
much rotor lift upload to be able to trim the aircraft, this is were cyclic negative flap
inputs take lift out of portions of the rotor to reduce the magnitude of hub forces and trim
the aircraft. Likewise, negative collective inputs take lift away from the rotor and cyclic
excursions into the positive flap range can provide 1/rev lift increments as needed to trim.
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Figure 3-2: Periodicity in Local Mach at 0.75R at Multiple Advance Ratios.
It is also important to reference another aspect of Bluman’s analysis – total and
maximum flap deflection required over an entire range of advance ratios. These
quantities are defined in Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2:

(

δ MAX = max max (δ high ) ,| min (δ low ) |

)

∆δ TOT = max (δ max ) − min (δ min )

3.1

3.2

In this analysis, total flap deflection is referred to as the TEF envelope. Additionally, the
use of the terms “control margin” or “remaining available flap range” refer to the
difference between actuator limits ( ± 5°) and the maximum flap deflection at a given
advance ratio.
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3.2 CFD Database Analysis
This study is aimed at three objectives.

The first of which is to generate a

comprehensive database where increments in Cl, Cm, and, Cd are available for various flap
deflection increments at various combinations of angle of attack and Mach number. This
can be used by researchers and engineers interested in the effect of TE flaps on
vibrations, noise, and performance for swashplateless rotors. The second objective is to
compare the increments in ∆Cl and ∆Cm with those from thin airfoil theory in order to
establish the range of validity for thin airfoil theory. The final objective of this study is to
provide a qualitative understanding of the flow phenomena portrayed by the CFD
database. In part, this is done by comparing trends in the CFD data with an empirical
formulation of TEF aerodynamics as a way of verifying the effective range of theory and
addressing why CFD outputs deviate from theoretical predictions. The analysis extends
into evaluation of the CFD flow solutions and pressure distributions for combinations of
Angle of Attack, Mach number, and TEF deflection value to determine how flow
phenomena affect the aerodynamic characteristics of a flapped airfoil.

Finally, the

database is annotated (see Table 9 in Appendix C) with descriptions of the flow states
within the database as a means of qualifying each datapoint as representative of fully
attached, partially separated, or fully separated flow. In this instance partially separated
flow refers to flow separation at the TEF hinge. Fully separated flow refers to flow that
experience separation from the leading edge of the airfoil.
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3.2.1 CFD Delta Comparison with Thin Airfoil Theory
Analysis of the CFD results showed that the flow solutions can be catagorized into 5
groups:
1) Fully attached flow
2) Boundary layer thickening at the TE of the flap
3) LE shock
4) Vortex Shedding Due to Shock
5) Large Transonic pockets on the airfoil upper surface
This section presents examples of each of the above cases with figures of pressure
distribution over the airfoil, comparisons of the flap lift and moment variation versus flap
deflection for theory and CFD, and flow solution plots in order to elaborate on each
situation. In cases 2 – 5 above, there is an initial expectation of deviation between thin
airfoil theory and CFD analysis as Thin Airfoil theory is predicated upon attached flow
with only minor perturbations. The flow behaviors listed above are presented and
discussed in an order that, roughly, follows a progression from the linear flow regime to
increasingly non-linear flow states. While Figures 3-4 through 3-10 show only 5
different Mach and angle of attack combinations, the flow phenomena listed above occur
throughout the database. The final portion of this comparison establishes and implements
a means of quantifying the degree of deviation between Thin Airfoil theory and CFD in
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order to establish a region of Mach numbers, angles of attack, and flap deflections where
the theoretical predictions are close to CFD outputs.
Post-processing of trim code outputs has established the region of the database
most heavily used in converged trim solutions. This portion of the database is shown
Figure 3-3 and denoted by a blue outline. Additionally, Mach and angle of attach
combinations seen at 0.7R, 0.8R, and 0.9R from a swashplateless trim solution are shown
as further documentation of the heavy-use region of the database. The examples below
are selected from that region, as they are more relevant to common uses of the database
in analytical code than some of the extreme Mach and angle of attack combinations. The
CFD lift, moment, and drag data shown in Figures 3-4, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, and 3-10 are from
a dataset of CFD “deltas” or lift, moment, and drag increments due to flap deflection.
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Figure 3-3: CFD Database Mach, AoA, and Flap Deflection Limits
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3.2.1.1 Fully Attached Flow (M = 0.3, AoA = 6°)
In Figure 3-4, there is a linear ∆Cl and ∆Cm response to flap input throughout the
negative and low-positive flap deflection range. The flap lift and moment curve slope
from theory maintains a slightly steeper slope throughout the linear range for both lift and
moment when compared to CFD over the linear range. Additionally, the CFD slope
begins to shallow for flap deflections greater then 6°. This shallowing of the CFDgenerated flap lift and moment slopes indicates a degree of flow perturbation or minor
boundary layer thickening that does not show on the plotted flow solutions.
One of the most notable aspects of the ∆Cd plot in Figure 3-4 is the negative flap
range, which has negative values of ∆Cd. This plot depicts the difference in coefficient of
drag between the case with a flap deflection and the zero-deflection case. At positive
angles of attack, the negative flap range exhibits lower coefficients of drag than the zero
deflection case. Figure 3-5 shows that this decrease in drag coefficient, in comparison to
the base airfoil is attributable to a decrease in pressure drag because of negative flap
deflection. This is the result of the total airfoil, with a negative flap deflection, presenting
less frontal area (or height in the case of a 2-dimensional section) to incident flow than
the airfoil with zero flap deflection – in essence the shorter frontal height makes a more
streamlined airfoil. This explanation can be extended to the the positive flap deflection
range when operating at negative angles of attack. This aspect of flapped airfoil
aerodynamics is most easily observed at low Mach numbers where non-linear effects due
to shock, significant boundary layer thickening, and vortex shedding are not playing a
role in airfoil drag.
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The trends in ∆Cd have another interesting aspect. From a standpoint of rotor power
requirements, the ability to trim an aircraft or control aircraft vibrations with negative δ
would appear to be promising. However, literature on swashplateless and servo flap
controlled rotor design show trim with positive collective flap pitch to be advantageous
because of rotor upload from flap lift increment and the capability of positive collective
flap inputs to induce favorable blade pitch response reducing required cyclic flap inputs.
What is made evident with the development and analysis of this CFD database is a
tradeoff between rotor power and previously determined means of employing integrated
trailing edge flaps optimally in a swashplateless rotor.
The chordwise pressure distribution and flow solution plots in Figure 3-4 give
physical explanation to one of the most basic and often cited behaviors of flapped airfoil
sections in literature on swashplateless rotors. This behavior is, simply, that positive flap
deflections yield greater lift and greater nose-down pitching moment than the base airfoil.
Negative deflections have the opposite effect – a nose-up moment and a lift penalty. A
reference line is placed on selected pressure profile plots in order to allow for easier
comparison of flap hinge region peak pressures and suctions. The Cp plot in Figure 3-4
shows that a 12° flap input increases the magnitude of suction on the entire airfoil upper
surface and, to a lesser extent, also increases the magnitude of pressure on the airfoil
lower surface. These two changes in pressure yield a lift increment. In regard to
moment, the positive deflections amplify the magnitude of the pressure distribution on
the forward section of the airfoil. On the aft section of the airfoil, this flap input produces
a second suction peak over the TEF hinge upper surface and a pressure peak on the TEF
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hinge lower surface, thus yielding an overall nose down pitching moment. The
chordwise pressure distribution plot clearly shows that a negative flap input decreases the
magnitude of upper surface suction and lower surface pressure. Additionally, this plot
shows that there is pressure profile crossover for the negative flap inputs. For TEF
deflections of -10° and -12°, the crossover point is just forward of 0.55c. Past the profile
crossover, the plot shows a pressure peak (downward force) over the TEF hinge upper
surface and a suction peak (downward force) over the TEF hinge lower surface, which
combine to yield an overall nose-up pitching moment.
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The flow solutions in Figure 3-4 show the underlying physical explanation for these
changes in pressure distribution based on flap deflections. In the left-hand flow plot,
depicting flow conditions for 8° flap input, the Mach contours shows that there are
accelerated flows (greater than M = 0.3) extending beyond the upper surface of the TEF
hinge, which correlates with the upper surface suction seen in the pressure profiles. The
flow solution plot for -8° of flap deflection show flow decelerating forward of the TEF
hinge upper surface and accelerating forward of and over the TEF hinge lower surface,
yielding lower surface suction and upper surface pressure.
As a note on figures with flow solution plots, the flows shown for each Mach and
angle of attack combination have varying Mach contour internals. This interval was
adjusted in each case to yield the best resolution of changes in fluid velocity. This
varying Mach interval means, for example, that red contours in Figure 3-4 correspond to
Mach values in excess of 0.43 and in Figure 3-7 the red contours denote Mach values in
excess of 1.05.
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Figure 3-5: CFD Pressure Drag Coefficient various TEF deflections at α = 6 deg. and M
= 0.3.

3.2.1.2 Boundary Layer Thickening Over the TEF (M = 0.3, AoA = 10°)
As with the previous case, the negative flap range exhibits a linear lift and moment
response in Figure 3-6. The flow solutions shown in Figure 3-6 show that at positive
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angles of attack, the nose-down/tail-up flap deflections tend to keep flow attached better
than the nose-up/tail-down inputs where the upper surface flow tends to separate away
from the flap hinge corner. At negative angles of attack the flow separates from the
lower surface trailing edge; however, those flow solutions are not examined here. From
inspection of Figures 3-4 and 3-6 it can be seen that at the higher angle of attack, the
CFD flap moment curve is marginally shallower than at the lower angle of attack. In
Figure 3-6, for -14° of flap deflection, the flap-induced moment increment is less than <
0.15 and for -10° of flap deflection the flap-induced moment increment is equal to = 0.1.
Whereas in Figure 3-4, with -14° of flap deflection with flap-induced moment increment
is equal to 0.15 and with -10° of flap input, the moment increment due to flap input is
greater than 0.1.

At M = 0.3 and 10° angle of attack, the Cp plot depicts a steady drop in

upper surface suction, following the leading suction peak, and less suction peak over the
TEF hinge upper surface than in the previous case. Also note that the pressure profile
crossover point for TEF deflections of -10° and -12° has moved back to almost 0.65c,
where in the previous case the crossover point was just behind 0.5c. At this higher angle
of attack, the TEF-generated aft suction/pressure peaks are of lower magnitude and cover
less of the airfoil surface, thus yielding lower flap moment authority than at the lower
angle of attack seen in the previous case.
In Figure 3-6 the trends in ∆Cd are generally comparable to the previous case. One
noticeable difference is the shallowing of the flap drag curve seen at 14° flap input. This
flattening of the curve represents the transition of from significant trailing edge boundary
layer thickening to partially separated flow.
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3.2.2.3 Leading Edge Shock (M = 0.5, AoA = 6°)
In Figure 3-7, the flow solutions show a small LE transonic pocket with peak
velocities in excess of M = 1.05. This pocket terminates in a relatively weak shock,
resulting in rapid loss of the leading edge peak suction aft of 0.1c. Following this flow
deceleration and loss of suction, there is significant boundary layer thickening over much
of the upper surface of the airfoil – generally aft of 0.3c. The boundary layer thickening
leads to shallower flap and lift moment curves for both positive flap inputs. For large
positive inputs, the curves are nearing a point of zero authority to add further lift and
moment increments with greater flap deflection.
In the chordwise pressure distribution plot, the effects of the significant boundary
layer thickening are quite apparent. Unlike the first case (M = 0.3 and α = 6°), the
pressure distribution is only minimally altered by positive flap inputs, with only a meager
increase in upper surface suction and lower surface pressure and minimal TEF hinge
region pressure and suction peaks. In these conditions, the flap has lost a significant
amount of moment authority. The opposite is true for negative deflections. The flow
solution for δ = -6° shows a region of slowed flow over aft section of the airfoil upper
surface and a small pocket accelerated to upwards of M = 0.7 over the TEF hinge lower
surface. This region corresponds to the lower surface suction peaks and upper surface
pressure peaks seen at 0.8c in the pressure distribution plot in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: α = 6 deg. and M = 0.5, with δ = 6° & -6°.
There are two aspects of the ∆Cd plot in Figure 3-7 that are noteworthy. First, the
present case, which exhibits minor shock and significant boundary layer thickening, has
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∆Cd values that are one order of magnitude higher than in the case of fully attached flow
with only minor flow perturbations. The instance of leading edge shock shows peak ∆Cd
values that are more than 2 times the peak values seen in the previous case with TE
boundary layer thickening. Lastly, in the positive flap deflection range, there is an almost
linear increase in drag with increasing flap deflection.
3.2.2.2 Vortex Shedding Due to Shock (M = 0.7, AoA = 2°)
Table 3-1 lists 7 combinations of Mach, angle of attack, and delta that result in flow
solutions with minor vortex shedding. These cases resulted in small oscillations about
mean airload values for Cl, Cm, Cd, and Chf in the last 1,000 timesteps of the CFD runs.
This table also quantifies the degree of variation in terms of the percent of airload
oscillation about the mean airload value. The mean values of each CFD output are
included in the database for these cases. Other unsteady cases/datapoints were not
included in the database as they exhibited too large of variation in the airloads.
Table 3-1: Airload Variation in Cases with Minor Oscillations Due to Vortex Shedding
Mach
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

α
4.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
4.0

δ
6.0
8.0
-6.0
6.0
8.0
-6.0
-8.0

Cl
0.10
0.11
0.02
0.76
1.06
0.29
0.09

Percentage Oscillation about Mean Value
Cm
Cd
Chf
Residues
0.98
1.36
0.05
4.99
6.47
1.07
0.15

0.74
0.94
0.08
4.38
6.83
0.26
0.12

0.62
0.64
0.16
23.22
35.11
4.60
0.71

0.26
0.31
0.42
0.51
0.66
0.37
0.25

Of the cases exhibiting minor oscillations, the two with the strongest vortex
shedding were for M = 0.7, α = 2°, and δ = 6° and 8°. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show the CFD
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outputs for the 8° deflection case at this Mach and AoA combination. In Figure 3-8,
there are pressure distribution oscillations after the flat suction plateau associated with the
upper surface transonic pocket for the 6° and 8° deflection profiles. Additionally, the 8°
flap input flow solution depicts waves in the streamlines over the aft section of the airfoil
along with the “patchier” appearance of the Mach contours. There are both indirect
indicators of the vortex shedding, while Figure 3-9 includes a plot of the flow solution’s
vorticity, which clear shows vortex shedding. Figure 3-9 also includes plots of airload
oscillations in the last 1,000 time steps of the CFD run, showing that this is a periodic
oscillation about a fixed mean value. Of note, these cases required the simulations to be
run with greater wrap-around grid, leading edge, and trailing edge densities.
Additionally, these cases were run with a smaller time step that necessitated taking
75,000 time steps.
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Figure 3-9: Oscillating airload values in the final 1,000 time steps and plot illustrating
shed vortices at α = 2 deg. and M = 0.7 and δ = 8°.
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In Table 3-1, the airloads with the largest oscillations are Cm, Chf, and Cd. Physically,
it is simple to explain why these particular airloads are the most sensitive to vortex
shedding, however minor. Pressures on the airfoil surface behind 0.5c have a greater
moment arm about the ¼-chord than any of the steady pressure distributions on the
forward portion of the airfoil. The time-variant pressure distribution on the last half of
the airfoil, due to vortex shedding greatly affects the overall airfoil moment. Likewise,
the pressure distribution over the TEF is continually varying – hinge moment is
completely subject to the varying surface pressures that come from vortex shedding. The
oscillating coefficient of drag is attributable to changes in pressure drag at each timestep
as vortices are shed and interact with the boundary layer, thus altering the pressure
gradient over the last half of the airfoil with each step and leading to a time-varying
prediction for the coefficient of drag.
3.2.2.3 Large Transonic Pockets on the Airfoil Upper Surface (M = 0.8, AoA = 0°)
Figure 3-10 depicts CFD outputs for a zero degree angle of attack at M = 0.8. In this
case, flow solutions can show both upper and lower surface shocks, however, the upper
surface transonic pockets and shock are present for all flap deflection values. This occurs
because the airfoil is operating around 1.5° above the zero lift angle of attack [46].
Additionally, flow separation off of the trailing edge occurs at a much lower positive flap
deflection (δ>2°) than it does for negative deflections (δ<-10°) , as seen in the flap lift
curve breaks in Figure 10. Another indirect indication of flow seperation for large
negative flap deflections is the sudden increase in ∆Cd for flap inputs beyond -10°.
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This higher transonic range case does illustrate an interesting change in how the
flap is affecting change in lift and moment, though. In previous examples, flap lift
authority was primarily rooted in the capacity to alter the magnitude of LE peak suction,
and to a lesser extent, lower surface pressure. At this higher transonic Mach value, with
positive flap inputs, there is a leading edge upper surface pressure peak and a leading
edge lower surface suction peak that cross over at approximately 0.05c – penalizing lift,
but also assisting in creating a nose-down moment. After 0.05c, the lower surface returns
to a state of low suction or minimal pressure, dependent upon the chord-wise position.
The upper surface is dominated by a suction plateau associated with the transonic pocket.
In these cases, the ability of the flap to add a lift increment is based on how the flap
deflection moves the location of the shock on the airfoil upper surface. In the pressure
distribution plot, the shock location is just behind 0.5c for δ = 0°. With positive flap
inputs, the shock location is moved further back along the airfoil upper surface,
increasing the area under suction and altering the lift increment. For negative flap inputs,
it is clear that the flap is creating a lift penalty – as with the previous cases, but by virtue
of this different flap aerodynamic mechanism. Based on the Cp plot and flow solution for
δ = -4°, this penalty is the result of an emerging lower surface transonic pocket that
places the lower surface under suction. Further negative flap deflections place more of
the lower surface under suction, which is of greater magnitude and area than any upper
surface suction – thus a lift penalty. This differs from a number of the previous cases,
where the lift penalty due to negative flap deflections is exacted more by lowering the
magnitude of upper surface suction and lower surface pressure than by creating a region
of lower surface suction that surpasses the strength of upper surface suction.
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Just as the flap lift authority and characteristics have changed with the move to higher
transonic Mach values, so have the flap moment characteristics. For all positive δ, there
is no longer an observable suction peak over the upper surface TEF hinge area acting to
produce a nose down pitching moment. The TEF upper surface pressure profile is
relatively flat after the shock, which comes as a result of flow separation. This separation
is clearly seen in the flow solution for δ = 4°. As with the lift increment discussed above,
the moment authority of the flap has become partially dependent on the capacity to alter
the location of the shock. This movement of the shock further back, with greater positive
flap inputs, results in placing the upper surface suction at a greater moment arm about the
airfoil ¼-chord. In the Figure 3-10 plot of ∆Cm, the flap moment curve begins to take on
a lesser slope beyond δ = 6°. Likely, this represents a point where the flap has less
capability to move the shock location further back along the airfoil surface. As in
previous cases, some of the flap authority to produce nose-down moments is still derived
from slowing flow and developing a pressure peak over the TEF hinge lower surface.
The moment characteristics of the flap for negative deflections tend to mirror the
characteristics of the flap under positive flap deflections. The pressure profile plot does
show some lower surface suction peaks over the TEF hinge for negative δ, which is the
same as in subcritical flows. However, much of the moment authority appears to come
from the movent of lower surface shock further aft with greater nose-down/tail-up flap
inputs.
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3.2.2.4 Establishing a Region of Validity for Thin Airfoil Theory Airload Predictions
The previous discussion provided an overview of why, in a qualitative and physical
sense, there are deviations between CFD and theoretical predictions for lift and moment
increment due to flap deflections. This portion of the analysis offers a means of
quantifying these trends in order to establish regions of the database where there is good
agreement between thin airfoil theory and CFD. Pure differences or the percent
difference between thin airfoil and CFD are not adequate methods of quantifying
deviation between the two models. Pure differences between CFD and thin airfoil
airloads do not provide great insight into the issue of establishing deviation between the
models. At low low deflections, where airload increments are very small, any deviation
is a large percentage of the total predicted airload. Given that rationale, a metric based on
percent of difference between CFD and thin airfoil airloads is not a useful standard. As
such, the deviation is quantified by a scaled percentage of difference in the flap induced
lift and moment curve slopes as well as for the hinge moment curve slope. This
formulation is given below: (Eq. 3.3, 3.2, and 3.5)
 ∂∆ClTA ∂∆ClCFD 
 ∂δ − ∂δ 
×100
ε Lift =
∂∆ClTA
∂δ
 ∂∆CMTA ∂∆CMCFD 
 ∂δ − ∂δ 
× 100
ε Moment = 
∂∆CMTA
∂δ
 ∂ChfTA ∂Chf CFD 
 ∂δ − ∂δ 
 ×100
ε hf = 
∂ChfTA
∂δ

3.3

3.4

3.5
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Table 3-2 depicts this comparison of CFD and Thin Airfoil increments where ε =
10% for the lift and moment increments and 50% for the hinge moment. Accordingly,
the chart is colored-coded as a means of specifying the flap range where the scaled
percent difference between the first two models is less than 10% and 50% for the hinge
moment. While there are some anamolies, such as no valid flap range at M = 0.2 and an
angle of attack of 8°, overall this follows a trend of increasingly smaller valid flap ranges
as flow seens increasingly non-linear phenomena. Also of note is the low correlation
between CFD and theoretical predictions in the low transonic Mach range. While, in a
larger sense, this is attributed to the emergence of non-linear aerodynamic phenomena, it
isn’t necessarily a foregone conclusion that the CFD predictions are precisely correct.
This is a region where, while one wouldn’t expect to seen fully linear flap response, the
CFD solutions were marked by vortex shedding and large portions of the airfoil with
thickened boundary layers. These two phenomena and their accompanying pressure
gradient effects challenge CFD modeling, too, even as it is acknowledge that thin airfoil
theory does not even account for them. The hinge moment predictions are the worst and
this makes sense as the trailing edge of the airfoil is the first region to experience any
flow perturbations and this occurs in the low subcritical Mach range.
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Table 3-2: Flap deflection ranges, for given Mach and angle of attack combinations,
with scaled flap lift and moment curve slopes within 10%.

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85

Lift (ε = 10%)
AoA
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
12 2 4 12 12 12 10 8 4 NaN 2 8
NaN 4 2 10 10 8 6 4 4 2 4 10
NaN 12 4 2 8 6 4 4 NaN 4 10
NaNNaNNaN 4 4 6 4 2 8 NaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaNNaN 2 4 2 10
NaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaN 4 4 4 2 NaN
NaNNaNNaN
12 NaNNaN 4 6 2 2 NaN
NaNNaNNaN
NaN 2 NaN 2 NaN 2 NaNNaN
NaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 6 NaNNaN
NaNNaNNaN
Moment (ε = 10%)
AoA
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
10 12 2 10 10 8 6 4 2 2 8 10 10 12
10 NaN 4 2 4 4 4 2 4 10 10 NaN 4 10
4 6 10 4 2 4 2 4 10 NaNNaNNaN 8 14
10 2 2 NaNNaN 2 4 10 NaNNaN 2 10 14
NaN 6 4 4 NaN 2 NaNNaNNaN 2 NaNNaNNaN
NaN 2 4 10 NaNNaN 2 NaNNaN 12 2 8 8
2 6 2 2 10 2 2 NaN 4 NaNNaN 4 4
2 6 2 4 2 NaN 8 4 4 2 2 NaNNaN
2 NaNNaN 2 2 NaN 4 4 4 NaNNaNNaN 2
Hinge Moment (ε =50%)
AoA
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 8 NaN
12 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 12 NaNNaNNaN
8 NaNNaN 8 12 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN
NaN 12 NaNNaNNaN 12 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN
6 6 6 NaNNaN 12 12 10 2 4 NaNNaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaN 8 6 6 8 12 4 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaN 6 6 NaN 2 12 4 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaNNaN 4 2 8 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN
NaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 4 4 NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN

+/- 12
+/- 10
+/8
+/6
+/4
+/2
0

The deviations between CFD and Thin Airfoil theory in this study were due to the
emergence of non-linear aerodynamic phenomena. The primary phenomena observed in
this analysis are TE boundary layer thickening, LE shock and upper surface boundary
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layer thickening, and the emergence of large transonic pockets with shock leading to
vortex shedding and/or separated flow over the flapped section of the airfoil. Overall it
was determined that Flap lift and moment authority arise from the capacity to alter chordwise fluid velocities and pressure profiles. As non-linear phenomena emerge TE and
airfoil surface boundary layer thickening attenuate flap capacity to affect airfoil velocity
and pressure profiles, thus limiting flap lift and moment authority.
This analysis also showed that drag increments due to flap deflection are largely
due to flap effects on pressure drag. At positive angles of attack, negative flap inputs
result in lower drag than the base airfoil configuration or zero flap deflection case at the
same AoA and Mach number. The emergence of shock and significant boundary layer
thickening increase the drag increment due to flap deflection by up to one order to
magnitude.
In the lower transonic range the CFD analysis showed cases exhibiting varying
degrees of vortex shedding. These unsteady flows resulted in airload oscillation during
CFD runs and failure to fully converge to a single value. In instances of minor
oscillations, mean airload values were computed and are included in the database. These
cases showed that the values of Cm, Chf, and Cd are most sensitive to vortex shedding.
There are two distinctly different means by which the flap creates lift and moment
increments. In subcritical flows, the flap lift and moment authority come from altering
the magnitude of leading edge peak suction and suction/pressure peaks over the upper
and lower surfaces of the TEF hinge region. At transonic Mach values, flap lift and
moment authority come from altering the locations of upper and lower surface shocks.
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For a subset of Mach, angle of attack, and flap deflections, there is close
correlation between Thin Airfoil theory and CFD airload predictions. Given that thin
airfoil is not based on a specific airfoil and the CFD is based on a flapped SC 1094R8,
this suggests that for rapid analysis, with an acknowledged inaccuracy, this CFD database
can be employed to model other flapped airfoil sections.

3.3 Validation of CFD and Prescribed Wake Model Upgrades
With the exception of the incorporated CFD database and prescribed wake
geometry, the mathematical model for swashplateless rotor trim analysis is the same as
used by Bluman [24]. Unlike Bluman’s swashplateless system, which was entirely new
and required an often qualitative comparison with Shen and Falls in order to provide
validation of his model, the current model is only being compared directly with its
previous version. This approach enables an understanding of how CFD-generated
airloads and the Prescribed Wake Geometry affect trim solutions.
In Figure 3-11, there are plots of the collective and cyclic flap inputs required to
trim an 18,300lb UH-60 with an 18° rotor blade pre-pitch and non-dimensional rotating
pitch frequency of 2.1. The three swashplateless models included in this plot are models
with flap airloads modeled with Thin-Airfoil flap functions and a linear inflow, CFDgenerated flap airloads and a linear inflow model, and CFD-generated flap airloads with
prescribed wake geometry. This type of plot helps to isolation of the effects of each
model upgrade. Ultimately, the incorporated CFD database does little to change the flap
inputs that are required to trim the aircraft. In Figure 3-11, it can be seen that there is a
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slightly lesser flap moment curve slope for the CFD modeled flap. This is a consistent
trend throughout all positive angles of attack and is observable in all Mach and Angle of
Attack combinations discussed in the previous section. Given the, marginally, lower flap
moment authority seen in the CFD data, there is a, generally, larger required flap
deflection in order to obtain the same free fly blade pitch as seen with the Thin-Airfoil
generated flap airloads.
The integration of prescribed wake geometry creates one major change in the trim
data – shifting most of the collective flap input line upwards over the entire range of
advance ratios. As stated before, the prescribed wake is not suited for hover performance
analysis because it does not capture mutual interaction of vortices. However, the linear
inflow model fails to do this, too. At µ-values ≥ 0.1, the Prescribed Wake is considered
to be an accurate model for rotor performance analysis. In this advance ratio range, the
CFD/Prescribed Wake model flap input predictions are within a degree of the inputs
predicted by the two linear inflow models. Above µ = 0.2, the predicted collective flap
inputs differ by up to 1.5° and longitudinal flap input requirements differ by in excess of
3°. As induced and propulsive power requirements increase with advance ratios greater
than 0.15, it can be expected that there is greater divergence between the predicted trim
results. The linear inflow model predicts inflow velocity for any given radial and
azimuthal position based on horizontal and vertical advance ratios and the main rotor
wake skew angle. The linear inflow model does not account for changes in local lift and
circulation like the prescribed wake is. The differences seen between these two models
can be most directly attributed to the increased local coefficient of lift seen at each blade
element as the aircraft reaches higher advance ratios. The local coefficient of lift is used
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to calculate trail vortex strength in the prescribed wake code and, in turn, the variation
from the mean inflow (calculated from Momentum Theory) seen at each blade element.

δ vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Models with ν = 2.1and θpre = 18°
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of Trim Data from 3 Swashplateless UH-60 Models
Figure 3-12 shows the total flap deflection requirements predicted by each model
over a range of advance ratios from 0 to 0.3. The key aspect worth noting is that while δ0
trends do vary, and this can be attributed to model differences, the trends in cyclic pitch
variation make sense in light of Bluman’s analysis and are more related to aspects of
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swashplateless trim than differences in models. This refers, specifically, to the
swashplateless self-trimming tendency. As mentioned in the work of Shen and Bluman
[19,24], positive collective flap deflections on the advancing side of the rotor (1st
quadrant) induce blade pitch response, in vicinity of ψ = 90° that creates much of the
longitudinal flapping response required to trim. In this manner, the collective flap
input performs some of the function of cyclic flap inputs, thus reducing the magnitude of
cyclic flap inputs required to trim. All three models show a reduction in cyclic flap
deflections around the minimum power advance ratio. Over the range of advance ratios in
which the prescribed wake model requires positive collective flap inputs to trim, it is
consistently predicting smaller cyclic flap deflections strictly because it requires a greater
collective flap input than the other two models. Additionally, once the prescribed wake
model crosses over into the negative range of collective flap deflections, it has lower
cyclic flap requirements because it has a lesser negative deflection value.
While this analysis is limited to advance ratios up to 0.3, it can be assumed that
the Prescribe Wake model may continue to find trim solutions up to a higher advance
ratio than the other two linear models. The two linear inflow models have much greater
cyclic flap inputs and will likely exceed the required flap authority to trim earlier than the
rigid wake model. Generally, these two linear inflow models do not trim above µ = 0.3 –
0.32, depending on torsional frequency and rotor pre-pitch.
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of Total Required Flap Inputs from 3 Swashplateless UH-60
Models

Figure 3-13, below, shows the predicted free fly pitch and blade flapping
responses from each model over the aforementioned range of advance ratios. At µ 0.1
and above, the free fly collective pitch response of all three models is quite close. Over
the entire range of advance ratios there is close agreement in the free fly longitudinal
cyclic blade pitch response. The θFF1C values for the rigid wake geometry differ more
over the entire range of the envelope, but have parallel trends and remain within
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approximately .5° of the other two models at all advance ratios. The rotor coning in
Figure 3-13 shows parallel trends, offset by about 0.3°, which is acceptable, and given
the groupings, suggests that the incorporation of the CFD data is behind this difference.
The low advance ratio longitudinal flapping predictions by the Prescribe Wake model
differ by about 0.75°, but this difference becomes minimal as the vehicle reaches higher
advance ratios. Lateral flapping response exhibits very close correlation between all
three models. °

Figure 3-13: Comparison of Blade Response from 3 Swashplateless UH-60 Models
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Trends in the remaining 3 trim variables, vehicle pitch attitude, roll, and tail rotor
pitch, are illustrated in Figure 3-14. Overall, there is close agreement among all three
models. It is expected that the tail rotor pitch predictions for the thin airfoil and linear
inflow model will be larger than the other two models, as Bluman noted his flap drag
model to be conservative and apt to over-predict main rotor torque.

Figure 3-14: Miscellaneous Trim Variables.
While the plots in this section show different predictions for trim variables and
blade response between the UH-60 models, the differences are small, do not show
different overall trends, and do not violate the general understanding of swashplateless
rotor trim. The upgrade to a prescribed wake model has had the greatest impact on
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predictions for δ0. The difference in collective flap deflections amounts to what is,
basically, up to a 1.5° degree vertical offset of the entire curve from the linear inflow
model predictions.

3.4 Parametric Study of Pre-Pitch and Gross Weight
As stated in Chapter 1, the rotor pre-pitch amounts to being a built-in mean thrust
value for the rotor. For a swashplateless rotor at operating RPM, the blade with no flap
deflection will free fly to a given pitch incidence angle as aerodynamic moments balance
with root spring forces. This free fly pitch angle corresponds to a particular level of
thrust, and the collective flap input allows either an increase in blade pitch and rotor
thrust or a decrease in blade pitch and rotor thrust. The limited flap stroke and
aerodynamic pitch authority, amount to upper and lower thrust limits attainable by this
rotor system. All data presented in this section comes from a model with CFD-generated
airload increments for flap lift, moment, and drag, and a Rigid Prescribed Wake model
for rotor inflow.
Lower pre-pitch values tend to trim well for low weight and moderate advance
ratios where rotor power requirements are the lowest. This is seen rather clearly in
Figure 3-15. This plot depicts the collective and half peak-to-peak TEF deflections
required to trim for the upper, lower, and mid-line vehicle gross weights with a pre-pitch
of 14° and υθ = 2.1. As can be seen in this plot, the trim solutions for this low pre-pitch
maintain –δ0 for most aircraft gross weights and advance ratios. The only positive
collective flap deflections required to trim are for the 16,000lb aircraft at advance ratios
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of 0.1 and 0.15. This clearly shows that for 14° of pitch index, the free-fly collect blade
response is below the level required to trim in most of these cases and negative collective
flap input is required to pitch the blade up in order to achieve a higher level of thrust. As
mentioned by Shen and Bluman, negative collective flap inputs work against the
swashplateless self-trimming tendency in the asymmetric aerodynamic environment of
found in forward flight. Therefore, cyclic flap deflections are always required in order to
induce the longitudinal blade flapping response needed to trim and compensate for the
azimuthal regions where the negative collective flap input is downloading or taking lift
away from the rotor system. 14° of pitch index proves to be inadequate for trimming all
of the of vehicle gross weights in this study over an adequate range of advance ratios. In
all cases, the TEF envelopes increase substantially for all advance ratios greater than 0.15
and this is particularly true for the higher thrust requirements of the 18,300lb and
22,000lb aircraft. For the heaviest of these gross weights, the assumed flap actuator
limits are readily exceeded as the aircraft travels faster than µ = 0.2 and by µ = 0.25, only
the lightest aircraft remains within the limits of the actuator.
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Figure 3-15: Total Flap Deflection vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Gross Weights with θpre = 14°
As the rotor pitch index increases, the overall trend is for the collective flap input
curve to be offset vertically. This vertical offset of the collective flap input curve shows
that the blade is free flying to a level of pitch that produces more thrust than is needed to
trim, so the flap must be used to lower the blade collective pitch. With 16° of rotor pitch
index, several things are clear (see Figure 3-16). The first is that this provides an
improved trim solution over the results in Figure 3-15. For lower advance ratios, the
collect flap input curves and cyclic flap deflections remain within the range of ± 2.5°.
Prior to reaching µ = 0.2, the trim solutions for all 3 gross weights leave at least 3° of
positive flap margin and 2° of negative flap margin. While maneuvering flight is not
explored in this study, it is worth nothing that this pre-pitch value shows the best
performance of any in terms of preserving low airspeed control margin. As will be seen
in Section 3.5, this minimized TEF envelope, in the low airspeed range, also results in
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favorable main rotor power requirements. Above µ = 0.2, the heaviest aircraft requires –
δ0 to trim and, accordingly, has rapidly increasing cyclic flap deflection requirements in
order to trim. By an advance ratio of 0.3, none of the aircraft are able to trim within ± 5°
of flap deflection.
Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 illustrate the TEF envelopes required to trim all three
vehicle gross weights for advance ratios up to µ = 0.3 with 18° and 20° of rotor pre-pitch,
respectively. Both of these plots show that the higher pre-pitches are more effective at

Figure 3-16: Total Flap Deflection vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Gross Weights with 16° of Pitch
Index
providing adequate thrust to trim all gross weights better than the previous two lower
index values. Much as the 16° case showed good low advance ratio trim solutions, so
does the 18° case – the only difference is that now there is a greater negative flap input
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margin (30% remaining flap deflection range) than the positive margin remaining (20%).
The only major drawback to the 18° pitch index is that it exceeds -5° of total flap
deflection for the 22,000lb aircraft at µ = 0.3. The 20° design trims successfully at low
and moderate advance ratios; however, there is only about 10% of the available flap
stroke left for positive flap deflections after the aircraft trims. In this case, the rotor is
able to easily trim the aircraft at higher advance ratios, fitting well within the flap
actuation limits – allowing at least 2° of remaining positive or negative flap deflection for
any of the gross weights used in this study.

Figure 3-17: Total Flap Deflection vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Gross Weights with 18° of Pitch
Index
There is one interesting aspect of flap performance that is portrayed in Figure 317 and Figure 3-18. In Figure 3-17 the cyclic flap deflections are minimized for the
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16,000lb aircraft trim and in Figure 3-18 the cyclic flap deflections are minimized for the
18,300lb aircraft when both of are at an advance ratio of 0.15. An advance ratio of 0.15,
is around the minimum power airspeed for these aircraft and this corresponds to the
maximum positive collective flap deflection seen throughout the trim run. In these two
instances, the collective flap input adds lift around the rotor azimuth such that there is
only a very small requirement for cyclic flap deflections to add or subtract lift in order to
maintain vehicle equilibrium. Additionally, the collective flap deflection is inducing
sufficient blade torsional response on the advancing and retreating sides of the rotor to
create the blade flapping response needed to trim. In the high dynamic pressure of the
advancing side of the rotor, the blade flies down to a low pitch incidence angle and leads
to +β1C over the nose of the aircraft. In the lower dynamic pressure of the retreating side
of the rotor, this mean flap input has less authority to pitch the blade down and the
resultant free flying pitch response leads to blade flap up over the tail of the aircraft.
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Figure 3-18: Total Flap Deflection vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Gross Weights with 20° of Pitch
Index
The last pitch index value covered in this parametric study is the 22° case.
Figure 3-19 shows yet another vertical offset of the collective flap curve and further
minimization of higher advance ratio cyclic flap deflection requirements, as δ0 remains
positive for all gross weights at all advance ratios. Mostly clearly, the 22° case proves to
be an infeasible design solution for the 16,000lb aircraft, making it impossible to trim the
aircraft within the assumed actuator limits. Additionally, there is little remaining positive
flap margin left for the two heavier aircraft.
In Figure 3-18, the cyclic flap deflections for the 18,300lb aircraft are minimized
while the other two gross weights exhibit the need for cyclic inputs to trim. As Bluman
previously stated, any situation in which there is a positive flap deflection, the base blade
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is being under-pitched. By formulation (Base blade C81 airload + TEF CFD “delta”), we
can infer that the zero-TEF deflection free fly value produces too much thrust to trim at
this advance ratio is and must be driven to a lower angle. Since the positive deflection is
providing an increment or rotor upload, the base blade must be driven even lower to
achieve level flight. For much of the previous analysis, +δ0 to trim, with its rotor lift
upload and tendency to create favorable blade torsional response is seen as an ideal
operating state. What is shown in Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 is the point of diminishing
returns for trimming in this manner for the 16,000lb and 18,300lb aircraft, respectively.
At that point, the combination of pitch index and collective flap input are such that cyclic
flap requirements increase to decrease the rotor upload on the advancing side of the rotor
that is created by the collective flap input. Additionally, the cyclic flap deflections arise
in order to lessen the blade flapping response that would be created by δ0 on its own.
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Figure 3-19: Total Flap Deflection vs. µ for 3 UH-60 Gross Weights with 22° of Pitch
Index
Figure 3-20 shows another representation of this phenomenon where collective
flap inputs, alone, produce too much thrust and flapping response. The 16,000lb and
18,300lb free fly pitch curves are lower than the 22,000lb curve, offering further evidence
that the blade much be flown lower in order to compensate for the flap lift increment.
This plot also shows that there is a gross weight, between 18,000lb and 18,500lb, where
the TEF input curve is virtually flat. This gross weight is the point longitudinal cyclic
trim input inflects from a +δ1s dominated solution to a –δ1s dominated solution. As the
vehicle weights move away from this point, either by increasing or decreasing gross
weight, the cyclic flap input requirements increase in order to alter the blade twist and
flapping response, and the azimuthally integrated lift on the rotor in order to achieve
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vehicle equilibrium. The fact that the flap input curve inflects from a +δ1s to –δ1s creates
a significant change in the input phase. For the 21,500lb aircraft, the peak positive flap
input is at roughly ψ = 75° and for the 16,000lb aircraft the peak positive flap input is at
roughly ψ = 265°. This behavior is observed in servo flap controlled rotors, too [9] and
Celi’s bandwidth assessment of a swashplateless rotor shows a flap input to blade
flapping phase shift that changes with advance ratio. Realistically, for gross weights
below the range of 18,000lb to 18,500lb, the degree of blade under-pitching due to flap
lift increment is detrimental. The observed large phase lag shift makes control law more
complicated as it must now account for variable control surface to blade response
phasing. Likely, this case also represents a situation where vehicle pitch and roll
authority limitations emerge when thrust requirements are low. For example, consider a
19,000lb swashplateless UH-60 with 20° of rotor pitch index traveling at µ=0.15. This
aircraft has roughly 2° more available flap margin in the positive direction and roughly
7.5° of margin left in the negative direction. Additionally, these margins are fairly
consistent regardless of flap azimuth angle as the cyclic flap variation is low. If the
aircraft consumes fuel or enters a descent, while maintaining this advance ratio, the
available flap margins, in general magnitude and with respect to azimuth, change
dramatically. While the exact maneuver limitations can’t be ascertained by this analysis,
it does demonstrate that this aircraft could have problems attaining high pitch or roll
angles and rates during descending flight. In the context of this study, this behavior
serves to eliminate one pre-pitch value as a good design choice. In the larger scope of
swashplateless rotor design feasibility, this behavior needs to be understood and
eliminated.
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Figure 3-20: High Pre-Pitch Effects on Blade Response and Flap Input Phasing
In the previous study, three rotor pre-pitch values showed promising trim analysis
results for the range of gross weights and advance ratios. 16° of pre-pitch clearly
provides the best low to moderate advance ratio control margins and minimized
collective flap deflection. The 20° design provides acceptable low and moderate advance
ratio control margin and the best high advance ratio control margin; however, the
preceding discussion also indicates that the higher pre-pitch may have some detrimental
controllability characteristics. 18° of pitch index provides a good compromise solution,
because at low advance ratios its control margins are close to 16°, but is distinctly better
at higher advance ratios.
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3.5 Variable Pre-Pitch
The previous section concluded by highlighting that the 3 best rotor pre-pitch
values have design tradeoffs in terms of performance at different advance ratio ranges.
Wei [10] provided one option for improving flap performance over a larger range of
advance ratios – Variable Blade Index Angle Control (VBIAC). The Kaman’s analysis
of this system showed that it improved power, vibrations, and retreating blade stall
margin. Some of that analysis is beyond the capabilities of the code used for this
research, but the concept is worth some consideration as a means of minimizing flap
deflection requirements in a swashplateless rotor system. Figure 3-21 provides an
example of how pre-pitch control can minimize flap deflection requirements to trim a
16,000lb aircraft merely by sampling and positioning data points from the previous
section. Figure 3-22 shows potential results of applying this concept to a 22,000lb
aircraft. These two figures, which represent the extremes of vehicle weight, and therefore
the extremes case of main rotor thrust and moment production requirements, illustrate
VBIAC as one means of improving swashplateless rotor trim with only 4 degrees of root
pitch variation. The trim solutions are improved by minimizing collective flap input
requirements across all advance ratios. This also allows trimming with the greatest
available remaining positive and negative flap margin at hover, minimum power airspeed
and higher speed flight. Lastly, VBIAC would improve swashplateless rotor power by
way of minimizing flap deflections.
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Figure 3-21: TEF Envelope vs. µ for a 16,000lb Swashplateless UH-60 with VBIAC
Variable blade index could also address the issues that pre-pitch, in general,
presents for ground operations with and autorotation of an aircraft with a swashplateless
rotor system. The stated ± 30° range of root actuation referenced by Wei would allow
the aircraft to conduct zero-thrust ground operations at engine idle and 100% engine/rotor
RPM and then achieve hovering flight by rotating the blade root to an operating prepitch. Additionally, Wei specifies an actuator rotational speed of 7.5°/sec. Depending on
main rotor inertia, this system could enable a rotor collective pitch drop from operating
pre-pitch to zero pre-pitch in a short enough time that autorotational descent can be
established without a significant and irrecoverable drop in main rotor RPM. At this
point, the above statements are supposition, and the implementation of VBIAC would
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require significant hub modification to incorporate actuators and mounts – so much that
swashplateless gains in hub design could be lost. However, it’s a worthwhile discussion
in that it does advance concepts that could improve the overall feasibility of primary
helicopter control through trailing edge flaps. In light of the additional implementation
issues this study also includes an exploration of the effects of variable main rotor RPM

Figure 3-22: TEF Envelope vs. µ for a 22,000lb Swashplateless UH-60 with VBIAC

3.6 Swashplateless Rotor Power Analysis
The comparison of trim outputs shown in Section 3.3 showed that the
incorporation of a CFD database did little to change the predicted flap inputs required to
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trim and the predicted blade response. However, the CFD database, consisting of flapinduced lift, moment, and drag increments was the first step in improving the fidelity of
power predictions made by the analytical code – as local drag coefficients were no longer
calculated by way of an empirical drag relation. The second step in this process of
improving estimates of main rotor power came with the integration of the Rigid
Prescribed Wake model of main rotor inflow, which gives better resolution of local blade
element angles of attack. In this section, trim code main rotor power requirements are
shown for θpre = 16°, 18°, 20°, and 22°. This presentation of aggregate power predictions
is extended into a more detailed analysis of the main rotor power requirements for 16°
and 22° pitch-indexed swashplateless configurations. First, there is a comparison of
0.75R pitch (geometric for the conventional rotor and free fly for the swashplateless
rotors) and flap inputs vs. azimuth at µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.3 with plots of ∆Cd M2
distributions at these same advance ratios. The ∆Cd M2 distributions show how the higher
dynamic pressure on the advancing side of the rotor system impact swashplateless rotor
power requirements. This comparison enables the extrapolation of larger trends in free
fly pitch, flap input, and rotor power. As a means of refining this analysis, the following
section shows span-wise local conditions along the swashplateless and conventional
rotors at ψ-values of 45° and 315° at µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.3 to provide refinement to the
previous analysis and lend a greater quantitative nature to the study. It should be noted,
that there is not difference in the reference vehicle flat plate area or vehicle empirical
drag polar formula used for the swashplateless and conventional analysis. As such, the
swashplateless Cp and subsequent horse power plots in the variable RPM section do not
reflect the cleaner hub and pitch link-free design envisioned for a swashplateless rotor.
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Figure 3-23 depicts Cp data for flight test, CAMRAD, conventional UH-60s with
linear inflow and Prescribed Wake, a swashplateless UH-60 with linear inflow and CFD
flap airloads (θpre = 18°), and 4 swashplateless UH-60s with CFD flap models and the
Prescribed Wake inflow model. These results are for advance ratios of 0.1 and greater as
this is the most valid range for the rigid wake model. Figure 3-24 shows the percentage
of difference between the conventional and swashplateless linear inflow models and the
conventional and swashplateless models using the more advance wake model. As would
be expected from the previous gross weight and pitch index study, the 16° pre-pitched
rotor has the lowest power of the swashplateless aircraft at low to moderate advance
ratios. The 16° rotor pitch index also has the lowest percent difference with the
conventional rotor system up through µ = 0.25, This is the direct result of the lower flap
deflections that are required to trim this rotor at these advance ratios. At an advance ratio
of 0.25, there is minimal spread in the CP values between the four rotor pitch index
values. Figure 3-24 reinforces this, by showing, quantitatively, that all four designs are
5.5% - 6.5% over the coefficient of power determined by analysis of the conventional
rotor system. Both of these figures illustrate a reversal in required power at µ = 0.3 such
that the 16° pre-pitched rotor now requires the most power and the 22° pre-pitched rotor
requires the least power out of these swashplateless rotor designs.
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Figure 3-23: Cp vs. µ for various UH-60 configurations and Inflow Models
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Figure 3-24: % Difference in Cp vs. µ for Various UH-60 Models
The following figures, 3-25 and 3-26, show the flap inputs and .75R blade pitch
free fly response for 18,300lb UH-60s with conventional and swashplateless main rotor
designs. In the first figure, it can be seen that all 4 of the swashplateless aircraft exhibit
almost equal blade pitch response at this advance ratio – a response that is under-pitched
in comparison to the convention blade’s angle as a function of ψ. Here the flap-generated
lift increment is positive and does not require that the blade be flown at as high of a
geometric pitch angle in order to produce the same total lift as the conventional model.
The flap input curves also show that the 16° pre-pitched rotor is able to achieve the
necessary blade free fly response with far lower collective flap input than the other
models, as much as 3° less than the 22° pitch-indexed rotor system. Based on the drag
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formulation in which the base airfoil drag is added to the drag due to flap deflection, the
power differences seen in Figure 3-24 seem to have a rather straight forward explanation.

Figure 3-25: Comparison of flap inputs and blade response at µ = 0.1
It seems obvious, that at a positive angle of attack, the rotor with the larger positive flap
deflections is going to have the greatest drag increment due to increased profile drag, and
therefore the highest power requirements. Figure 3-26 shows that this matter is not
always as clear of an issue. In this plot, the 22° pre-pitched aircraft still maintains the
largest positive flap deflection; however, the plotted values of coefficient of power show
that it has the lowest power requirements out of all of the swashplateless designs. In this
case, the 16° indexed rotor is operating in an over-pitched condition in the first and third
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quadrants of the rotor system. In the second quadrant of the rotor system, it has the
largest negative free fly pitch value.

Figure 3-26: Comparison of flap inputs and blade response at µ 0.3
The differences in power prediction are not simply the result of largest flap
deflection or free-fly angles. In and of themselves, the free-fly angles do not directly
reveal much about rotor power and drag. The effects of inflow modeling, drag modeling
and asymmetric flow are all factors that require examination in order to better understand
the differences in power requirements between conventional and swashplateless rotors, as
well as differences in swashplateless rotor configurations. Figure 3-27 offers more
explanation of the main rotor coefficient of power trends seen above. These figures show
that main rotor power trends depicted in Figures 3-23 and 3-24 come primarily from
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differences in local drag coefficient over the flapped section of the airfoil. This is further
compounded by the high dynamic pressure of the advancing side of the rotor system. In
Figure 3-27, the upper left and right polar plots show ∆Cd M2 distributions around the 16°
and 22° pre-pitched rotors at µ = 0.1. The peak values seen on the advancing side of 16°
indexed rotor are just in excess of 0.5 × 10−3 , while the peak values seen on the advancing

side of the 22° indexed rotor system are well in excess of 1.0 ×10−3 . At µ = 0.1, the rotor
with the higher pitch index has the highest percent difference in main rotor power
coefficient with the conventional system and highest power requirements of the
swashplateless designs, because the integrated local drag, squared by the local Mach
value, over the rotor system is greater than the other rotors. The two lower plots show
the ∆Cd M2 distributions for the two swashplateless rotors at an advance ratio of 0.3. In
this case, the 16° pre-pitch design has peak values well over 15 ×10−3 and the 22° prepitch design has peak values somewhat greater than 12 × 10−3 . Again, this shows, in
terms of local conditions on the rotor why the 16° indexed rotor has the greatest power
requirements of these rotors at µ = 0.3.
As stated above, the main rotor power requirements come about as the result of
integrated drag over the entire rotor system. More accurately, these requirements come
about as the result of the integrated local drag factored by the moment arm about the hub.
The plots below do show regions of the rotor system where these swashplateless designs
have lower local drag coefficients than the conventional system. First, these regions can
be related to flap position. On the advancing side of the rotor system, as seen
in Figures 3-25 and 3-26, there are positive flap deflections with the peak positive
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deflections around ψ = 90° at µ = 0.1 and around ψ = 45° at µ = 0.3. Figure 3-5, from the
analysis of flap aerodynamics, shows that there is greater pressure drag on a flapped
airfoil at positive angle of attack for positive flap deflections. On the retreating side of
the rotor system, at both advance ratios, the 16° rotor shows marginally lower local drag
coefficients. In these cases, the range of negative flap deflections generally conforms to
the rotor regions with lesser local drag coefficients. This, too, relates to the analysis of
the CFD database, which showed negative CFD drag coefficient “deltas” due to negative
flap deflection at positive angles of attack. Over its flapped section, the higher prepitched rotor system has local coefficients of drag that are greater than or equal to the
conventional rotor at µ = 0.1. At this advance ratio, the 22° indexed rotor has a large
positive collective input, minimal cyclic variation of the flap input, and no negative flap
inputs. It is clear, here, that the greater rotor power requirements of the 22° indexed rotor
are largely the result of the large positive flap inputs required to trim at an advance ratio
of 0.1. At µ = 0.3, this design has greater drag than the conventional rotor over much of
the outboard blade region on the advancing side with a peak on the flapped section at
roughly ψ = 45°. In reference to the flap input curve in Figure 3-26, this is also where the
flap is at its peak positive deflection, so it is expected that there is a peak in the difference
in local drag coefficient between these two rotors here. However, the 22° pre-pitched
rotor has local drag coefficients that are equal to or marginally below those of the
conventional system over much of the rest of the rotor azimuth. In regard to the flap
deflection curve, the flap is undergoing a minor negative or positive deflection over the
region between ψ = 90° - 350°. This is the result of small flap-generated drag increments
and low local angle of attack differences between the two rotors.
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Figure 3-27: ∆Cd M2 Comparison Between Swashplateless and Conventional UH-60 Rotors
The preceding discussion does provide adequate physical explanation for these
differences in main rotor power. However, some additional analysis of span-wise local
conditions at critical rotor azimuth angles is also necessary in order to provide further
refinement. In Figure 3-28, there is a series of plots encompassing total lift, calculated
local circulation, local angle of attack, local drag coefficient, CdM2, and ClM2. It is
important to note that Figure 3-27 shows distributions of ∆CdM2 over the rotor disk and
Figure 3-28, 3-29, 3-30, and 3-31 all show CdM2. The difference in the local drag
coefficient multiplied by local Mach squared can be seen on the four following plots by
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considering the difference between the plotted lines. In Figure 3-28, there is overall
higher lift along the blades of the swashplateless models. This can be related back to
Figure 3-25 which shows a marginally higher free fly blade pitch at 0.75R in the
swashplateless models at ψ = 45°. The lift increment due to the flap input can be
observed, primarily between 0.85 and 0.9R; where this is a slight “hump” in the ClTOT
curve prior to tapering off on the outer 10% of the blade. This flap-induced peak is seen
more clearly in the circulation plot, which even shows a circulation peak on the two
flapped blades at 0.85R. The circulation plot also shows the large TEF input of the 22°
pitch indexed rotor (approximately 3.75° at this rotor azimuth angle) imparts somewhat
greater strength to trailed vortices than the TEF input of the 16° pitch indexed rotor
(approximately 1.25° at this rotor azimuth angle). These differences in local circulation,
between the 3 rotor models, do not, however, lead to significantly different angles of
attack on the blade between 0.7R and 0.9R. The biggest drag contributor to the
swashplateless rotors at this advance ratio and azimuth angle are the large positive flap
inputs. This is clearly seen in the plot of local Cd, where the flap drag model shows a
large step in the local drag coefficient. At this lower advance ratio, the effects of
asymmetric flow conditions are not fully realized, as the peak Mach-squared local drag
on the 22° pre-pitched rotor is only about twice as large at ψ= 45° than it is at ψ=
315°(see Figure 3-29).
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Figure 3-28: Local Blade Conditions for 18,300lb UH-60 Models at µ = 0.1 (advancing)
On the retreating side of the rotor, the convention rotor system has a 0.75R blade
pitch is roughly 1.5° higher than the free fly pitch angles of the two swashplateless rotors
and, accordingly, the conventional blade generates stronger trailed vortices at this
azimuth angle. This is particularly true when compared to the 16° pitch indexed
swashplateless rotor, which has a small negative flap input (-0.75°) and, thus, is taking
away from the base blade’s total lift. As expected, the conventional system has a
noticeably higher angle of attack than the two swashplateless rotor systems. Of note,
there AoA and Cd peaks just outside of 0.3R which are artifacts of the wake model, but
the low dynamic pressure and shorter moment arm at this peak region do not make these
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peaks a significant contributor to the integrated drag. The x-axes of the AoA and drag
plots are adjusted to not show those peaks as a means of gaining better resolution over the
flapped and outboard blade regions. In the two drag coefficient plots on the right hand
side, a small drag coefficient “step” is observed on the 22° pre-pitched rotor, which can
be attributed to the roughly 3.3° positive flap input. The 16° pre-pitched rotor has a small
negative input, which at the positive AoA seen at this azimuth angle leads to lower total
local coefficient of drag when compared to the base SC1094R8. That said there is a
minor power savings for the 16° pitch indexed rotor on the retreating side, which does a
little to offset the higher local drag on the advancing side and leads to less than 1% net
power difference between this rotor and the conventional rotor system at this advance
ratio and gross weight.
Figure 3-30 shows the span-wise local conditions at ψ=45° for the two
swashplateless rotors (16° and 22° pitch indexes) and the conventional rotor at µ = 0.3.
At this azimuth angle, the 16° pre-pitched rotor has the highest 0.75R pitch of all of the
rotor systems. As discussed before, the 16° rotor is operating in the most over-pitched
state of all the swashplateless designs at this gross weight and advance ratio. The spanwise total lift coefficient seen on the 16° pitch-index blade is higher than the other two
designs. Accordingly, it has stronger trailed vortices and marginally higher angle of
attack over the entire blade span. Interestingly, in the higher dynamic pressure of the
advancing side of the rotor system, this higher angle of attack translates into a TEF drag
peak that is roughly as high as that of the 22° indexed rotor, despite the fact that the 16°
rotor has a positive TEF input that is roughly 2° less than the 22° rotor at this azimuth
angle. The other matter, which is of greater importance to understanding why the 16°
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pre-pitch requires more main rotor power to trim at this gross weight and advance ratio, is
the fact that the outboard 10% of the 16° model’s rotor blade has noticeably higher local
drag coefficients – a trend which is preserved when local drag coefficient values are
compounded by the square of the local Mach number. This is the result of the higher free
fly pitch seen in the first quadrant for the 16° pitch-indexed rotor.

Figure 3-29: Local Blade Conditions for 18,300lb UH-60 Models at µ = 0.1 (retreating)
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Figure 3-30: Local Blade Conditions for 18,300lb UH-60 Models at µ = 0.3 (advancing)°
Figure 3-30 shows how the effects of the asymmetric aerodynamic environment begin to
dominate power requirements of the swashplateless rotors at higher advance ratio. In the
case of 16° pre-pitch at an advance ratio of 0.1, it is possible to see that there are some
minor power savings because of negative flap deflections on the retreating side of the
rotor. This is largely the result of a lesser difference in advancing and retreating side
dynamic pressures. Figure 3-31 shows higher total local lift coefficient and circulation,
for the conventional rotor than either of the two swashplateless models. The
conventional rotor has higher local angles of attack along the blade span. This leads to
higher local drag coefficients over portions of the blade – particularly the region outboard
of 0.8R. It is also possible to see the lower local drag coefficients of the 16° pitch
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indexed rotor that come from negative flap inputs at this azimuth. As stated above, this
plot is primarily about illustrating the effects of asymmetric dynamic pressure. Even
though the swashplateless models have lower local drag at this azimuth, these values are
one order of magnitude lower than the swashplateless system drag penalties seen on the
advancing side of the rotor. It is also worthwhile to note that the 16° pre-pitched rotor is
exceeding the assumed flap stroke limits in order to trim at this gross weight and advance
ratio.
This has identified major trends in swashplateless rotor power requirements, in
and of themselves and in comparison to a conventional rotor model. Overall, one can
expect that a swashplateless main rotor will require at least as much power to trim as a
conventional rotor, if not more. At higher advance ratios, particularly after collective flap
inputs become negative, the swashplateless rotors in this analysis required no less than
6.5% more power than the conventional rotor system. There are two main contributing
factors to these differences in predicted rotor power. The first is that positive flap
deflections into the freestream result in greater total airfoil drag than a non-flapped
airfoil. Even in cases where the base airfoil is at a higher angle of attack this flapgenerated increment of Cd will lead to greater local drag coefficients on the
swashplateless rotor blade. In instances where a swashplateless rotor blade is being over
pitched because of negative collective flap inputs, this leads to higher angle of attack
along the swashplateless system’s blade – in which case the power difference can be
ascribed to an inefficient means of operating, as the flap, itself (and by way of the model
formulation used in this analysis), is not contributing a positive drag increment. Previous
trim analysis in this study, and in that of Bluman and Shen, showed that δTOT increases
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substantially after the collective flap input becomes negative. In terms of maintaining
large remaining flap stroke for maneuver, this is a bad thing. Here, it is shown that the
resultant blade over pitching creates power penalties, and thus delaying δ0 crossover to
the negative flap range has a benefit in terms of vehicle trim power requirements, too –
mainly as a means of limiting losses. There is a penalty for positive flap deflection on the
advancing side, but this efficient in terms of trim. To operate in a significantly overpitched state is not efficient for trim and leads to higher drag along the entire blade span.
This analysis also showed that local drag savings on the retreating side of the rotor
system diminish with increasing advance ratio and offer virtually no offset to advancing
side penalties seen at high advance ratios. This does suggest, that a trim solution with –
δ1s, or negative flap inputs on the advancing side could have benefits in terms of power.
However, this type of trim solution was seen in the discussion of base blade under
pitching at the end of Section 3.4 and it is not a feasible solution, as it requires increased
cyclic flap deflections, which limits remaining flap margin for maneuver.
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Figure 3-31: Local Blade Conditions for 18,300lb UH-60 Models at µ = 0.3 (retreating)°

3.7 Variable Main Rotor RPM
The study of the effects of variable main rotor RPM on swashplateless trim
includes results for trim analysis of rotor pre-pitch values of 16°, 18°, and 20°. The 22°
indexed design, while useful for insight into main rotor power trends, is not included here
because the pre-pitch and gross weight study in Section 3.4 showed that it is not as
feasible of a rotor design in terms of supporting the range of vehicle gross weights from
hover to µ = 0.3 in comparison to the three lower pre-pitch values. The present study
examines trim predictions for vehicle gross weights of 16,000lb, 18,300lb, and 22,000lb
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for the three pitch index values mentioned above. This study employs a main rotor RPM
range of ± 10% of the operating RPM (258 RPM) as this is assumed to be attainable
through engine RPM control without a penalty to engine performance. The goal of this
study is multi-faceted. The first is to determine the specific effects of varying main rotor
RPM on swashplateless trim solutions and the physical mechanisms behind any changes
observed in the trim solutions. Secondly, this analysis is aimed at the reduction of
collective and cyclic flap inputs required to trim a swashplateless helicopter – to include
determining if RPM variation can overcome pre-pitch vs. required thrust issues seen in
Section 3.4. This would, likely, prove to be easier to implement than the VBIAC system
referenced in Section 3.5 as it only requires engine fuel control modification versus major
hub redesign. In short, the goal is to determine if variable main rotor RPM can improve
control margins such that a single rotor pitch index can effectively trim the full range of
vehicle gross weights at airspeeds ranging from hover to in excess of 120 knots.
This section begins with brief look at the rotor dynamics factors that are affected
as rotor RPM is changed from the baseline value of 258 RPM. The study continues with
a detailed analysis of the effects of main rotor RPM variation on required flap inputs to
trim, blade response, and main rotor power for an 18,300lb UH-60 with an 18° rotor prepitch. Following that analysis, aggregate trim analysis results for all pre-pitches and
gross weights will be covered. This concludes with a cost-benefit analysis which weighs
any trim solution improvements against power penalties.
There are two areas of the couple blade response equations from Chapter 2, that
undergo significant change as the main rotor RPM is altered. The first is aerodynamic
forcing and centrifugal forces. As RPM is increased, assuming that non-linear
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aerodynamic effects do not come into play, there is increased lift, moment, and drag for
an airfoil at a given angle of attack. Logically, this means that the same lift and moment
can be achieved with a lower angle of attack and flap deflection if the dynamic pressure
is increased. And the opposite is true in instances where the RPM and, therefore,
dynamic pressure are decreased. Additionally, higher RPM equates to greater centrifugal
force, which will affect rotor coning and cyclic flapping. Lower RPM will do the
opposite. Secondly, the non-dimensional rotating blade pitch frequency is partially
predicated upon main rotor RPM. The effect of the, approximately, ± 10% RPM band on
νθ is shown below in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Effect of RPM Variation on the Non-Dimensional Rotating Frequency

Unless specified, this study maintains the same nominal root spring stiffness as in
Bluman’s analysis where Kθ = 2,386 ft-lbs/rad. Accordingly, it is expected that the
results of this study will parallel those seen in Bluman’s parametric analysis of torsional
frequency and Steiner’s [50] analysis of trim requirements and blade response in a
conventional aircraft.
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3.7.1 Hovering Rotor Thrust and Pitch Response with Varying RPM and Torsional
Frequency
As stated above, there are two factors that come into play as the rotor RPM
changes in a torsionally softened rotor – dynamic pressure and rotor pitching frequency.
This section attempts to isolate each of these factors as a means of determining how they
affect trim and rotor performance. This study employs a UH-60 rotor operating at an
advance ratio of zero. Blade free-fly response and rotor thrust are determined from fixed
collective flap inputs – this analysis considers the rotating frame only and does not seek a
trim condition. Four rotor configurations are examined in this study. The first is a
torsionally stiff rotor (ν θ = 7.0) with a 1 degree flap input at 8.75° of pre-pitch. This prepitch was chosen, because the rotor produces roughly 18,300 pounds of thrust with νθ =
7.0, δ0 = 1°, at a hover with the nominal UH-60 rotor RPM. In essence, this rotor
configuration shows the effect of altered dynamic pressure due to RPM variation, without
the effect of varied torsional responsiveness. The second configuration is a torsionally
softened rotor with variable torsional spring stiffness, a 1 degree collective flap input and
18° of rotor pre-pitch. The root spring stiffness is assumed to vary such that it enables a
constant torsionally frequency. While artificial in nature, this model is intended to
examine the effect of increased flap moment authority, due to increased rotor RPM, on a
torsionally softened rotor without including variation of ν θ . The third model operates at
a constant RPM in hover (ρV2 = constant), while the torsional frequency is varied. This
model has a 1 degree flap input with 18° of rotor pre-pitch applied and enables an
understanding of the effect of torsional compliance on blade response and rotor thrust.
The final rotor model has a 1° flap input applied with 18° of rotor pitch index and the
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torsional frequency varies with rotor RPM – just as this occurs in the swashplateless trim
models.
Figure 3-32 compares blade pitch response and rotor thrust for the models
referenced above. For the stiffened rotor (blue curves) with low pre-pitch, there is
minimal variation in blade pitch response at the RPM changes. As the RPM increases
from 234 to 282, there is a nearly linear increase in rotor thrust from 12,500lbs to almost
25,000lbs of thrust. Just as Steiner [50] noted, the increased dynamic pressure correlates
directly to increased lift and thrust for a given blade pitch and flap input for a torsionally
stiffened rotor system.
The rotor with constant torsionally frequency (green curves) exhibits a linear
increase in thrust as the rotor rotational velocity varies from 234 to 282 RPM. The slope
of this thrust-curve is less than that of the torsionally stiff rotor. The lower slope comes
as a result of blade pitch response, which decreases by roughly 0.5° over the RPM range.
Thus, while the increased dynamic pressure produces more lift and rotor thrust, this effect
is marginally diminished by the increased flap moment authority, which impels the blade
to a lower free fly value.
The magenta curves in Figure 3-32 show the changes in main rotor thrust and
blade pitch response that comes about as the result of varying the torsional frequency
from 2.27 to 1.96 while operating at a hover with fixed RPM (258), fixed flap input (1°),
and a rotor pitch index of 18°. For a given combination of rotor RPM, flap input and prepitch, a stiffer version of this rotor exhibits greater free-fly pitch and greater rotor thrust.
The opposite is true for a more compliant version of this rotor. This result elucidates the
dominant effect of increased blade torsional responsiveness in the following main rotor
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RPM variation analysis. Table 3-3 shows the range of torsional frequencies used in the
main rotor RPM variation trim analysis – from 2.27 to 1.96. The magenta curve shows
that at an advance ratio of zero, with a 1 degree flap input, a rotor with a torsional
frequency of 2.27 produces a free fly pitch response of roughly 8.3 degrees at 0.75R.
When the torsional frequency is reduced to 1.96 for the same flap input, the blade free fly
response is roughly 2.8° lower. This amounts to, approximately, 13,000lbs of difference
in rotor thrust. The rotor thrust is decoupled from the rotor RPM in a torsionally
compliant rotor system. Now, the thrust state is predominately dependent on the free fly
pitch that the blade is driven to by the flap inputs.
The baseline swashplateless rotor, in which torsional frequency varies with RPM,
shows that the decrease in torsional compliance with increased RPM has a profound
effect on rotor thrust and blade free-fly response. Ultimately, this has a much greater
effect on the blade free fly response than the increased flap moment authority seen in the
model with a fixed frequency of 2.1 (green curves). What this means that is that higher
rotor RPM, in a torsionally compliant system, affords greater flap moment authority.
This comes about by way of making the rotor more dynamically responsive to flap inputs
more so than by way if increased aerodynamic pitch forcing. It is also important to note
that the baseline swashplateless rotor (red curve) produces more thrust than the variable
stiffness rotor with constant dynamic pressure (magenta curve), despite driving the blade
to a lower free fly pitch. This is simply the result of greater dynamic pressure, for the
baseline case, multiplying the blade sectional coefficients of lift. The variable stiffness
rotor with constant forcing does not produce as much thrust as the baseline rotor despite
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operating at a higher free fly pitch on the right-hand side of Figure 3-32. Rotor thrust and
blade pitch response for flap inputs of 0° and -1° are included in Appendix E.

Figure 3-32: Variation in Rotor Thrust and Pitch Response with RPM at µ = 0 (δ0 = 1°)

3.7.2 Variable RPM Trim Analysis for an 18,300lb UH-60 with 18° Rotor Pre-pitch
The plot on the left side of Figure 3-33 shows the results of this study’s variable
RPM analysis for an 18,300lb UH-60 with 18° of pre-pitch for collective flap inputs at
airspeeds from hover to 140 knots using a rigid prescribed wake inflow model. The plot
on the right of this figure is part of the Bluman torsional frequency study dataset for an
18,300lb UH-60 with 16° of rotor pre-pitch and a linear inflow model at advance ratios
from 0 to 0.3. The results from Bluman’s work are limited to those that closely bracket
or are within the torsional frequency range, shown in Table 3-3 that comes as a result of
varying main rotor RPM ±10 % about the normal operating RPM. Despite differences in
inflow modeling and pre-pitch, the results from Bluman’s work speak directly to the
collective flap input trends seen in the present RPM study. As with the δ0 curves on the
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right for ν = 1.8 and 2.1, the high RPM/lower stiffness section of the contour plot shows
lower collective inputs required to trim at hover and flatter δ0 curves. Additionally, the
higher RPM trim solution shows that a slightly earlier crossover to negative mean flap
inputs. The lower RPM/higher stiffness region shows that there are increased mean flap
input values required at hover and a more peaked δ0 contour as the rotor is slowed. This
conforms closely to the collective flap input trends seen for rotors that have νθ values of
2.4 and 2.7 in Figure 3-33. The slower/stiffer rotor delays the crossover to - δ0 by
roughly 10 knots, which is not necessarily an appreciable gain given the reduced control
margin afforded by the lower RPM – particularly at moderate airspeeds.

Figure 3-33: Comparison of Bluman Torsional Stiffness Study [24] with RPM Var. for δ0
The same trends can be seen when comparing the cyclic flap input requirements
predicted in the RPM variation study with the values predicted in Bluman’s torsional
frequency study. Figure 3-34 depicts the RPM variation cyclic flap input contours on its
left and the Bluman cyclic flap input requirements on the right. As noted, in Section 3.3,
the inflow modeling differences between the prescribe wake and linear inflow are
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greatest at low and high advance ratio, even though the qualitative aspects of trends in
trim variable remain alike. This fact, combined with the difference in pre-pitch does well
to explain the differences in δ1 magnitudes. As with the model validation in Section 3.3,
the trends remain alike regardless of different inflow models. As with the softer rotors in
Bluman’s study, the high RPM/softer rotor displays a flatter, lower magnitude cyclic flap
input contour at low to moderate airspeed. The stiffer and slow rotors from both studies
display a minor rise in cyclic flap input requirements around 20 knots or µ = 0.05 prior to
decreasing around moderate airspeeds. This same sort of decreased cyclic flap input
requirement is seen in almost all of the preceding studies around minimum power
advance ratio/airspeed, as this corresponds to the peak positive collective flap input
where the collective flap input is inducing a large amount of the required cyclic blade
pitching response – also termed the swashplateless self-trimming tendency in Reference
[24].

Figure 3-34: Comparison of Bluman Torsional Stiffness Study [24] with RPM Var. for δ1
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The plots shown above indicate that the flap input requirements to trim at various
main rotor RPM conform largely to trends seen in previous parametric studies of
torsional stiffness. It needs to be remembered that the changes in main rotor RPM also
change dynamic pressure and, thus, flap lift and moment authority. At low and moderate
airspeeds, the flap’s moment authority is the primary article of interest. Rotor upload due
to flap lift increment plays an increasing role in trim at higher airspeeds where cyclic flap
inputs grow in order to offset lift subtracted from the rotor by an overall negative mean
flap input. That said, much of the discussion about changes in flap-induced aerodynamic
forcing will focus on the flap’s moment authority.
The plot below (Figure 3-35) shows the 0.75R free fly pitch response and blade
coning angles predicted in the present analysis. As Steiner noted, the regardless of
required trim inputs, the forces required to trim a given aircraft in a given flight condition
remain the same. The plot below shows that the higher dynamic pressure afforded by
increased rotor RPM achieves the rotor thrust required for propulsive trim at lower blade
collective pitch response than that of the standard operating and low RPM trim solutions.
Additionally, the higher rotor RPM results in greater centrifugal force on each blade
element and, therefore, decreases rotor coning. The lower RPM exhibits increased rotor
coning, as centrifugal forces are lower on each blade element. While these results closely
mirror Steiner’s results, there is an added level of complexity because this is a
swashplateless rotor system, whereas his was a conventional system. In a swashplateless
design, blade pitch is the result of achieving aerodynamic equilibrium and not the result
of input through a rigid control system. As stated above, Figure 3-35 shows lower free
fly values for high RPM and higher free fly values for the low RPM trim solutions.
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Previous sections in this study, along with the work of Shen, Falls, and Bluman, show
that lower free fly blade response for a given pre-pitch, should require a larger collective
flap input. Figures 3-33 and 3-34 show that, at higher RPM, a smaller flap input is
required to achieve lower collective free fly pitch value than is seen at normal operating
RPM. This runs counter to previous analysis and comes about, primarily, from the
decreased rotor torsional stiffness.
Variation in swashplateless main rotor RPM will likewise effect changes in the
blade cyclic pitch and flapping responses needed to trim in propulsive flight. Figure 3-36
shows the lateral and longitudinal pitch and flapping responses predicted as part of the
present analysis. The primary focus is on longitudinal pitch (θ1s) and longitudinal
flapping (β1c). The lateral pitch and flapping variation are the result of achieving lateral
force and moment equilibrium between tail rotor thrust and vehicle side force due to roll
attitude. Since this is only a study of trim requirements for propulsive flight, lateral pitch
and flapping values are lower and exhibit far less variation than the longitudinal values.
For most of the longitudinal pitch contour, marginally greater negative pitch is seen for
lower RPM and marginally lesser negative pitch is seen for the higher RPM. By way of
its formulation, the advance ratio is dependent on main rotor RPM. For a fixedV∞ , a
lower rotor RPM increases the advance ratio slightly. Thus, it is clear that somewhat
greater longitudinal cyclic is needed to trim at a marginally higher advance ratio and vice
versa for a marginally lower advance ratio. This starts to break down above 120 knots.
Based on cross coupling from forward shaft tilt, increased tail rotor anti-torque
requirements and resultant vehicle pitch moments due to tail rotor vertical thrust, the
blade longitudinal and lateral flapping and vehicle attitude must change to balance
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vehicle forces and moments. Overall, the cyclic pitch and flapping responses shown on
the contour plots do not represent unacceptable solutions.

Figure 3-35: θFF0 and β0 at Various RPM and Airspeeds for an 18,300lb UH-60 and
θpre=18°
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Figure 3-36: Lateral and Longitudinal Pitch and Flapping Response at Various RPM and
Airspeeds for an 18,300lb UH-60 and θpre=18°
Figure 3-38 shows vehicle roll and pitch attitude, tail rotor collective pitch, and
horsepower contours for the previously mentioned aircraft configuration. The vehicle
attitudes shown in these contours do not represent significantly different values as RPM
is varied at any particular airspeed – most change in these quantities come from airspeed
changes and not RPM changes. Of particular note is the sharp increase in main rotor
power that comes as the price of increased rotor RPM above 100 knots. This represents
an operating region that is not particularly feasible. This increase in required horsepower
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is due to large increases in rotor profile power that are emerging in high speed flight with
the increased rotor RPM and increased flap deflections.

Figure 3-37: Miscellaneous Trim Data and Power Contours at Various RPM and
Airspeeds for an 18,300lb UH-60 and θpre=18°
In the end, it has been shown that the RPM variation does have a direct effect on
the flap inputs required to trim a swashplateless UH-60 in the current configuration. The
last plot of this section, Figure 3-38, illustrates the effects of main rotor RPM variation on
the required TEF total stroke, or envelope, and main rotor power at airspeeds ranging
from hover to 140 knots for an 18° pre-pitched rotor with an 18,300lb vehicle gross
weight. The plot of TEF deflections shows that this aircraft only exceeds actuator limits
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for around 140 knots – which is consistent with the previous results for this gross weight
and pre-pitch at nominal rotor RPM. The high side RPM envelopes show a significant
reduction in collective and cyclic flap deflection requirements in comparison to the
nominal and low-side RPM settings. However, in conjunction with the HP contours seen
in Figure 3-38 the reduced TEF requirements promised by high-side RPM bias take on a
significant power penalty by 80 knots. The low-side RPM shows lower main rotor power
at all airspeeds; however, it also has a reduced positive flap margin. With lower dynamic
pressure the blade requires a greater positive collective flap input to achieve the free-fly
pitch needed to trim. This phenomena points toward problems in achieving low thrust
with the rotor system. While there are many intermediate steps between analytical trim
codes and production aircraft, the changes in trim requirements, based on reduced RPM
can dramatically affect emergency procedures. In the event of a fuel control malfunction
or engine malfunction, resulting in decreased rotor RPM, a torsionally softened rotor with
integrated flaps may quite suddenly require flap inputs that are outside of actuator
capabilities just to maintain level heading and an attitude needed to continue forward
flight. That doesn’t even begin to address flap input requirements needed to maneuver to
a safe landing area during autorotation or forced landing with low rotor RPM.
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Figure 3-38: Power and TEF Envelopes for High, Nominal, and Low RPM Settings for an
18,300lb UH-60 with θpre=18°
This section showed the overall effect of RPM variation on trim requirements,
blade response, and power requirements for a single vehicle gross weight. Several
conclusions can be reached following this overview of trim outputs. The first is that none
of the RPM settings resulted in particularly infeasible flap input requirements at low and
moderate airspeed. There were not any infeasible blade responses and vehicle attitudes
seen at any of the airspeeds and RPM settings. Increased rotor RPM can effectively
reduce maximum required flap deflections; however, due to the emergence of increased
δ1 requirements at higher airspeed and rapidly increasing main rotor power requirements,
the airspeed range of 80 – 100 knots represents the upper bound of where this is an
effective technique in reducing trailing edge flap deflections in primary control of a
swashplateless helicopter.
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3.7.3 Aggregate Trim Results°

Figure 3-39: Effect of RPM Variation on Trim of 3 Gross Weights at Fixed Airspeed
This analysis was conducted for three pre-pitch values and 3 vehicle gross
weights. The previous section was devoted to demonstrating the overall effects of and
mechanisms behind trim changes as a result of RPM variation. This section is aimed at
presenting aggregate results of this analysis for each rotor pitch index value. Figure 3-39,
above, shows the effects of main rotor RPM variation on the total TEF envelope required
to trim any gross weight between 16,000lbs and 22,000lbs at a hover and at 60 knots with
an 18° pre-pitched swashplateless rotor. Again, these results are presented with an
awareness that the Prescribed Wake model is not a good model for advance ratios less
than 0.1; however, to use a linear inflow for part of the analysis and rigid wake for
another part of the analysis would create discontinuities in the trim data set that would
take away from the recognition of clear performance trends. What is shown in the plot
below is that at both of these airspeeds, the high-side RPM bias is effective at bringing
the required flap inputs into a much smaller band that encompasses the entire gross
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weight range of the aircraft. This also requires a slight modification of some previously
understood parameters. Bluman’s analysis defined the maximum flap deflection and the
total deflection for the entire range of advance ratios.
Given that this analysis intended to look at the effect of gross weight on entire
ranges of gross weight, and present these results in contour plots as in the previous
section, it requires that the maximum deflection and total deflection at any airspeed and
RPM to be the largest deflection of any gross weight and the largest total deflection to be
predicated on the maximum and minimum deflections seen for any gross weight.
Accordingly, these will be referred to as aggregate δMAX and δTOT values and are given
below in Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7:

δTOT − AGG (V , Ω ) = max (δTOT ,16 (V , Ω ) , δTOT ,18 (V , Ω ) , δ TOT ,22 (V , Ω ) )

3.6

δ MAX − AGG (V , Ω ) = max (δ MAX ,16 (V , Ω ) , δ MAX ,18 (V , Ω ) , δ MAX ,22 (V , Ω ) )

3.7

Figures 3-40, 3-41, and 3-42 depict the aggregate maximum and total flap
deflection trim data for pitch index values of 16°, 18°, and 20°, respectively. Some of the
same trends seen in the pre-pitch and gross weight study from Section 3.4 still apply to
these plots. The 16° pre-pitch rotor supports hover and low speed flight with the smallest
maximum deflections for all rotor RPM, but keeps δMAX-AGG at or below 2° of deflection
up through 80 knots for the high-side RPM region. The 16°-indexed rotor exceeds flap
actuation limits by 120 knots for any RPM. Again, the 18° pre-pitched rotor has
marginally higher trim requirements at hover and can fly in excess of 120 knots prior to
exceeding actuator limits. The highest of the pre-pitch values, 20°, is able to maintain all
gross weights within the actuator limits for all high-side RPM values and airspeed. It is
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important to note that the 20° pitch-indexed rotor experienced convergence failure for the
22,000lb aircraft with RPM reduction below 250 RPM at airspeeds in excess of 120
knots, so the aggregate results in the lower right-hand corner of Figure 3-41 only reflect
the aggregate results for the 18,300lb and 16,000 lb aircraft. To reiterate one point, these
are rather important results, as, regardless of vehicle gross weight, this demonstrates the
ability to trim a swashplateless UH-60 up through 120 – 140 knots airspeed within the
stroke authority of current smart material actuators. As will be shown in the next section,
this improvement in trim performance is not without the cost of additional main rotor
power – a penalty that becomes rather high above 80 – 100 knots.

Figure 3-40: Aggregate Flap Stroke and Maximum Deflection with θpre = 16°
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Figure 3-41: Aggregate Flap Stroke and Maximum Deflection with θpre = 18°

Figure 3-42: Aggregate Flap Stroke and Maximum Deflection with θpre = 20°

3.7.4 RPM Variation and Main Rotor Power Requirements
Figures 3-43 shows the power contour plots for the 16,000lb, 18,300lb, and
22,000lb aircraft at various RPM, airspeeds and 16° of rotor pre-pitch. In order to gain
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better resolution of power contours, the plots only go up to 100 knots along the lower
axis. The trend seen with 18° of pitch index for an 18,300lb aircraft is universal to all of
these configurations – high RPM at airspeeds above 100 knots is met with significant
power penalties. While these contours also show that the low RPM power is less at
higher airspeeds for all pre-pitch values and gross weights, the previous set of plots
portraying aggregate maximum deflection indicate that operating at high airspeed and
lower RPM will readily exceed the actuator limits and is not a feasible solution. The
juxtaposition of contour plots as they are, grouped according to gross weight helps to
determine if there are any significant issues regarding whether any given pre-pitch value
gets into a region of significant power penalties for a single vehicle gross weight. The
trends shown in 3-43 are consistent for all vehicle gross weights used in this study. It is
evident that the rotor power requirements are largely insensitive to rotor pre-pitch –
varying within a few percent of each other. As such, trim requirements and not power
requirements are a determining factor in which pre-pitch value is the best to employ if
RPM variation is implemented.
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Figure 3-43: HP Contours for 16,000lb UH-60 at Various Pre-Pitch, RPM, and Airspeed
Figures 3-44, 3-45, and 3-416 depict the aggregate trim and main rotor power
impacts of varying main rotor RPM with a root spring stiffness (Kθ) of 2,386 ft-lb/rad
and the aggregate trim and power data for a low-speed rotor (234 RPM) with a root
spring stiffness of 1975 ft-lb/rad. 3-44 shows results for 16° of rotor pre-pitch, while 345 and 3-46 illustrate results for 18° and 20° of pre-pitch, respectively. In the case of the
sped-up rotors, regardless of pre-pitch, the increased torsional compliance decreased the
aggregate maximum flap deflection by 0.5° to 1.0° from hover up to 100 knots. This
improvement in available control margin is met with considerable power penalties.
Regardless of rotor pre-pitch, the increased RPM leads to increased power requirements
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in comparison to the baseline swashplateless rotor – anywhere from 4% at a hover to
upwards of 27% more power at 100 knots.
The slowed rotors with a rotating non-dimensional pitch frequency of 2.27,
exhibit larger required maximum flap inputs to trim in comparison to the nominal RPM.
In the case of the 16° pre-pitched rotor, the maximum flap deflections for the rotor at 234
RPM with νθ = 2.27 exceed actuator limits by around 85 knots. This is due to the
deflections required to trim the 22,000lb aircraft, which the 16° pitch index design is illsuited to trim. While the other two pitch index values do support all gross weights up
through 100 knots, the reduction in available control margin tends to overshadow
improvements in main rotor power, which are 2% - 20% lower than the nominal
operating RPM.
The a lower stiffness, slowed-rotor (234 RPM with νθ = 2.1) was included in order
to determine if the additional compliance afforded by a softer root spring would combine
the lower profile drag of a slowed rotor with greater dynamic pitch response to flap
inputs; yielding a lower power rotor design with flap deflections that fall within actuator
limits. In short, the results do not support that hypothesis. There are several reasons why
this fails. The first reason is that the flap moment authority is degraded with lower
dynamic pressure. Additionally, the slower rotor sees second harmonic emergence
roughly 10 knots earlier than the nominal RPM rotor. The low authority and early
emergence of a response that counters trim leads to a rapid increase cyclic flap
requirements.
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Figure 3-44: δMAX-AGG Comparison for Various RPM and Torsional Stiffness (θpre = 16°)

Figure 3-45: δMAX-AGG Comparison for Various RPM and Torsional Stiffness (θpre = 18°)
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Figure 3-416: δMAX-AGG Comparison for Various RPM and Torsional Stiffness (θpre = 18°)
However, for the sake of discussion, these results point to the possibility of
another approach. Bluman’s work was very clear about the effectiveness of fixed-frame
control in minimizing flap deflections at higher advance ratios- generally above 60 knots.
The RPM variation study presented in this section showed how high-side biased RPM
variation can minimize required TEF deflections at low and moderate airspeeds, but this
comes at the cost of significant power penalties. One approach is to pick 18° of rotor prepitch and slow the rotor to 234 RPM for airspeeds up to 75 knots or so. Figure 3-45
demonstrates that all vehicle gross weights from 16,000lbs up to 22,000lbs can be
trimmed up to this airspeed with flap deflections only slightly greater than ± 3.5°. This
does reduce the available flap input margin, but it results in power savings anywhere
from 2 % – 12% in comparison to the nominal operating RPM. Above 75 knots, with or
without increasing the rotor RPM, fixed frame control inputs can be used to help
minimize cyclic flap deflection requirements and main rotor power. While this looks
feasible in terms of required flap inputs and beneficial in terms of power, it remains to be
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seen if the decreased RPM would adversely affect bandwidth and phase delay for the
execution maneuvering flight.

3.8 Results Summary
This study encompassed analysis of aerodynamic modeling upgrades to existing
swashplateless trim code, trends in swashplateless rotor power requirements, parametric
design variation, and an investigation of the effects of variable rotor RPM on trim and
power. This study was initiated with a detailed analysis of CFD-predicted flap airloads in
comparison with thin airfoil predictions. The CFD analysis concluded by establishing
both a metric for evaluating divergence between CFD and thin airfoil prediction and the
valid regions of thin airfoil predictions in terms of angle of attack, Mach number, and
flap deflection. The next step of the study involved a comparison of swashplateless rotor
trim results as a means of qualifying the effects of incorporating CFD data for flap
airloads and a rigid prescribed wake model. The primary parametric design study
followed, showing trim results for vehicle gross weights of 16,000lb, 18,300lb, and
22,000lb UH-60s with rotor pitch index values ranging from 14° to 22°. In short, the 16°,
18°, and 20° indexed rotors performed the best for trimming the range of vehicle gross
weights from hover to an advance ratio of 0.3. The 16° performed the best at low and
moderate airspeeds, while the 20° offered the best high speed performance. Power
analysis of these designs showed that lower pre-pitched rotors have the least power
increases (with respect to conventional designs) at low and moderate airspeeds, while
higher pre-pitched rotors have the least power increases at high speed. This study
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concluded by demonstrating that high rotor RPM decreases the flap deflections required
to trim at the cost of increased main rotor power – 4%-26%, depending on airspeed.

Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusions

4.1 Model Summary
This analysis focused on determining the trim and power requirements for a
swashplateless variant of the UH-60 helicopter. Aerodynamic modeling includes C81
data table lookups for base blade airloads, CFD data table lookups for flap airloads,
Theodorsen quasi-steady analysis and a rigid prescribed wake for inflow modeling. The
rotor dynamic model is a 2-DOF flap-torsion system with rigid blades. A rotor
integration scheme is used to determine blade response via time integration along with
integrated hub forces and moments. Fuselage lift and drag are determined by empirical
relations for vehicle angle of attack and freestream velocity. The horizontal tail modeling
employs C81 table lookups and an accurate method for incorporating the UH-60 tail slew
schedule and main rotor wake effects on the free stream incidence with the tail. The tail
rotor model is a simplified inflow-based model that provides accurate tail rotor collective
pitch estimates. The model employs rotational matrices to transform hub, fuselage, and
empennage forces to the vehicle CG coordinate system for summation of forces and
moments. A forward difference Jacobian scheme is employed as a means of refining
initial control inputs to reduce vehicle forces and moments to achieved trimmed
propulsive flight.
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4.2 Results Summary
This analysis began with the generation of a CFD airloads database which was
created to model a SC1094R8 airfoil with an integral 0.2c flap. Generation of this
database enables high fidelity flap lift, moment, and drag modeling in the trim analysis.
Additionally, a detailed analysis of this database showed that for Mach and angle of
attack combinations encountered in a converged trim solution, thin airfoil and CFDpredicted airloads differ because of the emergence of several distinct aerodynamic
phenomena. These phenomena are TE boundary layer thickening, LE shock formation,
shock formation leading to vortex shedding and large transonic pockets on the airfoil
upper and lower surface. These phenomena account for why thin airfoil predictions
deviate from CFD-predictions. A set of new parameters, εlift, εmoment, and εhf, was
introduced in order to establish a valid range of Mach, angle of attack, and flap
deflections for which thin airfoil theory provides valid flap airload predictions. Lastly,
the CFD database is included in Appendix C as it can be of use to other researchers for
use trim, performance, vibrations, noise, and actuator design analysis.
The incorporation of the CFD database has several important impacts on the trim
model used in this study. First and foremost, it accounts for the static airload effects of
compressibility and non-linear aerodynamic effects. Additionally, the CFD provides an
accurate flap drag model, which is beyond the capability of thin airfoil theory. The
inclusion of non-linear aerodynamics and compressibility is of considerable importance.
While the validation study shown in Section 3.3 shows close agreement between the CFD
and thin airfoil-based trim models using a linear inflow, the thin airfoil model can readily
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lead to unrealistic trim predictions. This is particularly true in any instance where a thin
airfoil based model is predicting flap deflections beyond 8° to 10°. While the flap in this
study is intended to be used as a moment flap, the forward difference may find feasible
trim solutions that result more from rotor upload due to collective or cyclic flap lift
increments. This can occur around either the minimum power airspeed or at high
airspeed. In the former case, a large positive flap input, 10° or more, for the sake of
argument, can be used to drive the base blade to a very low free fly angle at the aircraft
minimum power airspeed. The base blade airloads are being taken from the fully linear
range of the C81 tables and thin airfoil is predicting a fully linear flap lift response –
numerically it converges, but it is predicting physically unrealistic trim results. Likewise,
at high airspeed, when the blade is being over-pitched by negative flap inputs, the cyclic
flap deflections tend to increase rapidly as the convergence algorithm begins to use the
flap for lift properties more so than for moment generation [24]. Again, the large cyclic
airloads that thin airfoil will predict in this situation are not physically attainable because
of non-linear aerodynamic effects. Thus thin airfoil theory may predict trim solutions
that are not physically realizable.
The incorporation of gross weight variation into the parametric study of rotor prepitch added another means of establishing overall feasibility and highlighted important
system behaviors. Overall, it was shown that the entire range of vehicle gross weights
can be successfully trimmed from hover to µ = 0.3 with pitch index of 20° with flap
deflections of ± 5°. However, a rotor with 20° of pitch index has poor low and moderate
advance ratio control margins (less than 1°). The 16° indexed rotor performed well at
low and moderate airspeeds but fails to trim within ± 5° beyond µ = 0.25 for the 22,000lb
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aircraft. The best compromise between low and high speed capability is the 18° prepitched rotor, which only exhibits an inability to trim the heaviest aircraft at µ = 0.3
within the prescribed flap deflection margins. Additionally, the higher pre-pitched rotors
of 20° and 22° exhibit significant flap input to blade response phase changes when
trimming at low thrust levels. This is a performance characteristic that makes control a
more complex issue and opens up the possibility of emerging low-thrust maneuver
limitations. Lastly, a Variable Blade Index Angle Control solution was approximated by
sampling trim results from the pre-pitch and gross weight combinations. This enabled the
demonstration of considerable improvement of trim solutions with only 4° of pre-pitch
variation.
Swashplateless power analysis, employing the higher fidelity aerodynamic
modeling, revealed several mechanisms that act to create higher power requirements in
swashplateless rotor designs in comparison to conventionally controlled rotors. First and
foremost, the swashplateless rotor power requirements are always greater than the
conventional design, regardless of advance ratio. At hover, swashplateless power
requirements range from 0.2% to 3% more than conventional power requirements. The
lowest pre-pitch value used in this study, 16°, has the lowest power requirements at hover
and up through µ = 0.25. The highest rotor pre-pitch used in this study, 22°, has the
highest power requirements from hover up with µ = 0.25. This results directly from the
magnitude of flap deflections that each of these rotors require to trim. Over this range of
advance ratios, the 22° pre-pitched rotor has the largest required flap deflections, which
results in its greater power requirements. The 16° requires the greatest power at µ = 0.3 –
approximately 7.5% more than a conventional rotor design at this advance ratio. At this
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advance ratio, the 16° pre-pitched rotor has the highest rotor power requirements because
it is operating in a significantly over-pitched manner – the lift download due to negative
flap deflection requires the base blade to be flown even higher to achieve the lift
necessary to trim. This over-pitched state for the base rotor blades creates higher angle of
attack and drag along the base blade, particularly the outboard 10%, which leads to the
higher power requirements of the 16° indexed rotor at high advance ratio.
The rotor pre-pitch study and power analysis both point toward the criticality of
rotor pre-pitch as a design parameter. Shen and Bluman also showed that correct
selection of rotor pre-pitch [13,24] makes trim possible and reduces power requirements.
However, this study showed that there is a need to pay significant attention to identifying
the relatively narrow band where are a pre-pitch index value is optimal. Falling outside
of that optimal band will impact power due to inefficient trim solutions i.e. significant
over-pitching of the base blade. Additionally, incorrect pre-pitch selection can have
serious negative control and maneuver impacts.
This analysis concluded with what amounts to a cost-benefit analysis of the
effects of variable main rotor RPM on swashplateless trim and power requirements. Two
primary mechanisms affect the prediction trim requirements and blade response seen in
this study. Variation in main rotor RPM changes the non-dimensional rotating torsional
frequency of the system. Increasing the RPM results in a lower value of the nondimensional rotating torsional frequency, while decreasing the rotational velocity results
in a higher value of νθ. Additionally, increased rotor RPM creates higher dynamic
pressure, affording the flap more aerodynamic authority and enhancing the nature lift and
moment characteristics of the base SC1095 and SC1094R8 airfoils. Slowing the rotor
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has the opposite effect. That said, increased RPM made for improved trim requirements
for all gross weights with 16°, 18°, and 20° of rotor pitch index. In particular, the 18°
showed that, regardless of gross weight, the UH-60 could be trimmed with less than ± 2°
of flap inputs from hover to 100 knots. However, this comes at the price of increased
profile power, which ranges anywhere from 4% (hover) to 26% (100 knots) more than an
18° pre-pitched rotor operating at the nominal RPM (258). Bear in mind, that these
power increases are in addition to the swashplateless power penalties seen in Section 3.6,
which range from 0.8% (hover) to 7% (µ=0.3) for the 18° indexed rotor versus a
conventional design.

4.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The current work has contributed to the existing analysis of swashplateless trim
by working with more advanced aerodynamic models, identifying trends and mechanisms
in swashplateless power and trim requirements and conducting an investigation of the
effects of RPM variation on swashplateless trim. Additionally, this research has led to
the generation of a CFD database for flap airloads that may serve other researchers
working with the analysis of active flap rotor models. Still, there is much more work to
be done. This work includes modeling improvements, additional study of multicyclic
control, stability and control analysis, and analysis of more airframes.
There are two noteworthy shortcomings of the present model. This model has
only 2-DOF and is a rigid blade model. While the trim predictions from this analysis and
Bluman’s correlate well with those of Shen and Falls, the inclusion of blade lag could
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improve understanding of swashplateless trim. This is also true for the incorporation of
an elastic blade model. Celi [25] pointed to the emergence of adverse low frequency
flap-lag coupling with high rotor pre-pitch values (>18°). Likely, an improved rotor
dynamic model could verify and further investigate this behavior.
Both Bluman [24] and Falls [23] note the emergence of 2nd harmonic pitch
response that increases with advance ratio. This is the result of rotor interaction with 2nd
harmonic components of aerodynamic forcing and as the swashplateless designs have
torsional frequencies around 2/rev, blade pitch response is excited at 2/rev. Ultimately,
this pitch response plays a large role in preventing trim beyond µ = 0.32, because 1/rev
inputs are insufficient at overcoming the undesirable 2/rev response that increases with
advance ratio. Shen demonstrated the efficacy of multicyclic control for simultaneously
trimming a swashplateless rotor while offering an appreciable reduction in hub vibrations
[15,19]. Given that the 2nd harmonic emergence is a limiting factor in high speed
swashplateless trim, it may be a worthwhile endeavor to explore the use of multicyclic
flap inputs to trim the aircraft by providing primary control with 1/rev inputs and
minimizing higher harmonic pitch response with 2/rev inputs.
Celi [25] demonstrated the capability of a swashplateless UH-60 analytical model
to meet ADS-33 Level 1 handling qualities for Target Acquisition and Tracking.
Secondly, he showed how parametric design can affect both helicopter stability and rotor
blade modal cross coupling. A great deal of analytical work has shown basic trim with
swashplateless rotor designs to be feasible. There has been relatively little work
published concerning the maneuver, control, and stability of these systems – particularly
with respect to variation in gross weight.
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As seen in the literature survey, numerous studies have successfully trimmed
swashplateless UH-60 models [22,23,24,25]. This raises interesting issues. Is
swashplateless rotor technology generally feasible, or is the UH-60 rotor system
generally suited toward this “shoe-horn” approach to implementing an approximate
model of this technology into existing conventional trim models by replacing a pitch link
with a torsional root spring? One method of exploring this matter is to conduct the
standardized development of several conventional and swashplateless airframe models
within the same analytical code. A comparison of swashplateless trim solutions between
two like airframes, for example the UH-60 and AH-64, may yield a great deal of insight
into the rotor properties that make one configuration successful and another less
successful. As a side note, while the missions and mission equipment of the Blackhawk
and Apache are vastly different, both airframes operate with similar nominal gross
weights and over roughly the same range of airspeeds. Their rotor properties and airfoils,
however, differ and would enable further investigation of swashplateless trim
requirements.
Autorotational performance is a key issue that must be addressed if these
swashplateless designs are to be considered feasible. As stated in Chapter 3, one of the
primary enabling design characteristics of swashplateless rotor designs, rotor pre-pitch,
may make autorotational descent impossible. Further investigation must be done in order
to determine if TEFs, with their attendant low moment authority are capable of driving
the rotor to a low enough blade pitch to establish and maintain autorotative descent. It is
also worth noting that this lowering of rotor collective free-fly pitch would require large
positive flap deflections, which impart a significant drag penalty on the rotor. This drag
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penalty may make it impossible to sustain rotor RPM and if required TEF deflections are
large enough they may leave little remaining flap deflection range for maneuver during
autorotative descent. At this point it is also equally likely that with positive flap inputs,
rotor RPM can be maintained reasonably well and the resultant rotor upload due to
positive lift increment may yield lower autorotative rates of descent than see in some
conventional rotor systems. Regardless of these speculative thoughts, the issue needs to
be addressed as a larger part of flight safety and design feasibility.
There is also a need to conduct trim analysis for swashplateless rotors that
explores the effect of varied vehicle center of gravity location. Helicopters with
conventional, torsionally-rigid rotor systems have limitations for lateral and longitudinal
center of gravity location. CG location affects vehicle attitude and available control
margins at all airspeeds. A torsionally compliant rotor employing integrated trailing edge
flaps for blade actuation, with somewhat lower available control margins than a
conventional system, is sure to be affected at least as much as a helicopter with a standard
rotor and control system. There are two manners in which CG movement can be studied,
with regard to its impact on swashplateless trim solutions. First, can trim solutions for
existing swashplateless aircraft be improved by altering CG location as a means of
reducing cyclic flap input requirements? Secondly, CG location looping can be
employed within trim code as means of determining if new (smaller) feasible CG ranges
emerge in comparison to models of conventional aircraft. As a final by-product of this
analysis, center of gravity studies on swashplateless trim may assist in further refining
our concept of which mission profiles a swashplateless aircraft is best suited for. While
the majority of swashplateless trim studies have used UH-60 models, this is a utility
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aircraft with a large useable center of gravity range. If these studies indicate that
significant CG movement will readily lead to exceeding control margins, this indicates
that UAVs or Attack/Recon aircraft, with their more closely controlled loading
configurations, may be better suited for these types of rotor systems.
Lastly, there no published experimental investigations of primary control of
torsionally compliant rotors with integrated TEFs. A substantial amount of time and
energy have been devoted to analytical studies of swashplateless rotor trim using TEFs
for blade actuation. These studies have come to, generally, consistent conclusions about
rotor parametric design factors (pre-pitch, flap sizing and location), trends in rotor power,
and trends in trim input requirements. Rotor test stand, whirl tower, and wind tunnel trim
studies with scaled rotors can serve to validate trends seen in analytical predictions and
further verify design limitations e.g. flap input phase shift and the dominant effects of
non-dimensional rotating torsional frequency.
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Appendix A
Helicopter Properties
Apart from fuselage lift and drag equations outlined in Chapter 2, this appendix
provides the rotor parameters and span-wise varying blade parameters, aircraft
parameters, horizontal tail parameters and dimensions, tail rotor dimensions and
parameters, and χHT data used in the trim code to model the UH-60A. Additionally, this
appendix provides explanations of modeling assumptions used to incorporate aircraft data
into the trim analysis code.
Figure A-1 depicts the rotor planform of the UH-60A that is modeled within the
rotor integration scheme of the trim code developed by Bluman [24]. Of note, there is no
attempt to model transitions based on the lack of wind tunnel data, and the vast increase
in CFD runs that this would necessitate. Instead, the entire flapped region of the blade is
modeled as a SC1094R8 out to 0.9R and the transition range is treated as a discontinuity
where the SC1095 ends at 0.47R and the next element’s airloads are determined from
SC1094R8 C81 tables. The span-wise variation in rotor blade chord and non-linear blade
twist are depicted in Figure A-2 [24, 56]. Table A-1 outlines UH-60A main rotor
dimensions and parameters not shown in Figures A-1 and A-2.
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Figure A-1: Layout of SC1095 and SC1094R8 Airfoils in the UH-60A Blade
Planform[46]

Figure A-2: UH-60A Blade Twist and Chord Variation with Respect to Radial Station
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Table A-1: UH-60 Main Rotor, Fuselage, Horizontal Tail, and Tail Rotor Properties
Parameter
Angular Velocity
Radius
Number of Blades
Solidity
Lock Number
Ref. Lift-Curve
Slope
Ref. Coefficient of
Drag
Thrust Correction
Factor
Nominal Chord
Root Cutout
Flap-Lag Hinge
Location
Shaft tilt
Blade Mass
1 Flap Frequency
1st Lag Frequency
1st Torsion
Frequency
Flap Inertia
Lag Inertia
Torsion Inertia
Flap-Torsion
Coupling
st

Main Rotor Dimensions
Nomenclature
Value
Ω
258
R
26.8
Nb
4
σ
0.082
γ
8.0
Clα
5.73

Dimension
RPM
ft
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Cd0

0.0076

N/A

κ

1.15

N/A

c

1.73
3.83
1.25

ft
ft
ft

eβ/eζ

αsx
3
Main Rotor Dynamic Properties
M
7.97
νβ
1.04
νζ
2.71
νθ
2.1 (swashplateless)
Iβ
Iζ
If
Ix

1861
1861
0.978
1.5147

deg
slugs
N/A
N/A
N/A
(slug-ft2)
(slug-ft2)
(slug-ft2)
(slug-ft2)
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The UH-60A fuselage dimensions (with respect to the hub) are given in Table A2 below. The forces due to the vertical tail – primarily anti-torque in high speed flight are
not included in this trim analysis.
Table A-2: UH-60 Center of Gravity, Horizontal Tail, and Tail Rotor Offsets
Parameter
Longitudinal CG
Offset
Lateral CG Offset
Vertical CG Offset
Longitudinal HT
Offset
Lateral HT Offset
Vertical HT Offset
Longitudinal TR
Offset
Lateral TR Offset
Vertical TR Offset

Nomenclature
x_cg

Value
1.525

Dimension
ft

y_cg
z_cg
x_ht

0.0
-5.57
29.9

ft
ft
ft

y_ht
z_ht
x_tr

0
-5.92
32.57

ft
ft
ft

y_tr
z_tr

0
-0.81

ft
ft

Table A-3 provides horizontal tail and tail rotor properties incorporated into the
trim model used in this analysis. The tail rotor properties used were only implemented as
a means of determining an estimate of tail rotor pitch required to trim and where not used
to determine tail rotor power requirements. Additionally, the actual UH-60A employs a
NACA 0014 airfoil section for use as the horizontal tail; however, due to aerodynamic
similarities (both are symmetric airfoils) and availability of C81 tables, airloads for a
NACA 0012 are used in this analysis
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Table A-3: UH-60A Tail Rotor and Horizontal Tail Properties
Parameter
HT Area
HT Span
Ref. Lift Curve
Slope
Ref. Drag
Angular Velocity
Radius
Ref. Lift Curve
Slope
Cant Angle

Nomenclature
AHT
SHT
ClαHT

Value
45
14
5.3

CdHT
0.04
Tail Rotor Properties
ΩTR
1290
RTR
5.5
ClαTR
2π
φTR

20

Dimension
ft2
ft
/rad

RPM
ft
/rad
deg

Figure A-3 depicts both a horizontal tail slew schedule determined from a leastsquares curve fit of data in the UH-60 Airloads Catalogue and the main rotor inflowmodified incidence angle values determined by Bluman. As stated in Bluman’s analysis,
the χHT parameter was developed as a way of accounting for main rotor wake
impingement on the horizontal tail. This is an ad hoc parameter determined by trial and
error in an effort to match trim code αWL predictions with flight test data and CAMRAD
II trim predictions for Bluman’s baseline UH-60 validation.
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Figure A-3: Horizontal Tail Slew Schedule [57] and Main Rotor Inflow Modified HT
Angle (χHT) [24], courtesy of Bluman

Appendix B
CFD Validation against Experimental Data
This appendix provides the results of a comparison of the zero flap deflection
CFD data with experimental limits determined [46] as a means of qualifying airfoil data
table accuracy. While the preceding trim analysis used CFD ‘deltas’, or increments due
to flap deflection, the results of this study are included to provide a qualitative assessment
of the CFD for general knowledge and in the event that there are researchers who choose
to use only pure CFD outputs and not the dataset of flap increments. The McCroskey
Reynolds number-dependent relations [45] are not included in this analysis as UM
TURNS operates at a fixed Reynolds number value and thus results don’t exhibit
Reynolds number dependencies. The fact that UM TURNS is run at a fixed Reynolds
number value is also noted by Smith, et al. [47].
The most accurate set of CFD predicts is the lift dataset. Figure B-1 shows a
comparison between the CFD-predicted lift-curve slope as a function of Mach number
and Bousman’s compilation of different experimental results. Overall, the CFD lift
coefficients fall within the bounds of accurate experimentally obtained data. Figure B-2
depicts the CFD-predicted maximum angle of attack (prior to airfoil stall) and maximum
lift coefficient (prior to stall) as a function of Mach number in comparison to
experimental boundaries determined by Bousman’s analysis of wind tunnel datasets.
Overall, the CFD predictions are within the experimentally determined boundaries. It
does appear that for subcritical Mach numbers just below the transonic range, the CFD is
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predicting stall at a somewhat lower angle than most of the wind tunnel tests. In part, this
may be the result of the numerical method used to determine the maximum angle of
attack and the 2° AoA discretization in the CFD database. The primary driver behind this
result is the CFD tendency to over-predict flow separation – in this case predicting it at a
marginally lower angle of attack than is portrayed in the experimental data. The
maximum coefficient of lift, as a function of Mach number, lines up well with the
boundaries that Bousman determined for experimentally obtained data.

Figure B-1: Comparison of CFD Outputs for SC1094R8 Lift-Curve Slope with
Experimental Data from Bousman [46]
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Figure B-2: Maximum (prior to stall) Angle of Attack and Cl at Max Angle of Attack
The next set of comparisons pertains to the predicted zero lift angles of attack and
attendant predicted drag coefficients at all Mach numbers in the database. Figure B-3
shows the CFD-predicted zero lift angles of attack at each Mach number in the database.
Bousman states that the experimental limits of zero lift angle of attack for the SC1094R8
airfoil are -1.4° to -1.7°. Within the subcritical Mach number range, the CFD outputs are
well within the experimental boundaries. As flows become transonic, the CFD
predictions begin to diverge from experimental results. Likely, these errors result from
CFD’s analysis of airloads due to non-linear aerodynamic phenomena – as Chapter 3’s
discussion of the CFD flow solutions clearly showed both upper and lower surface shock
formation in the transonic range. It is important to note that there is a fairly significant
range of zero lift angles of attack for the transonic range. It is probably more accurate to
consider the spread of these values across the transonic Mach range, than to assess that at
M = 0.7, the prediction was marginally low, that for M 0.75 and M = 0.8 CFD is accurate
that that accuracy was lost again at M = 0.85. This variation in predictions doesn’t
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indicate local fidelity for a select group of transonic values, so much as an over tendency

Figure B-3: Zero-lift Angle of Attack as a Function of Mach Number
of predictions to vary greatly in this range.
Figure B-5 illustrates the CFD predictions for the coefficient of drag at zero lift
angle of attack with Bousman’s compiled set of wind tunnel results. Up through the low
transonic range, the CFD predictions are close to the experimental datasets. However, at
M = 0.75 and above, the drag is dramatically over-predicted by the CFD database. Smith
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[47] noted the tendency of CFD to over-predict flow separation and this tendency is
likely leading to the high drag values in the CFD database here. This region is dominated
by shock and highly non-linear aerodynamics, even at the zero lift angle of attack and the
drag predictions diverge from the experimentally obtained datasets accordingly. Based
on analysis of the CFD database, the Mach Drag Divergence number, or the Mach
number at which Cd0 becomes twice its incompressible value, it M = 0.7733. Of the
experimental datasets surveyed by Bousman, the lowest Mdd value was M = 0.78. Again,
this alludes to the CFD tendency to over-predict separation and drag, because it points to
an earlier prediction of drag increases due to non-linear aerodynamic effects seen in the
transonic Mach range. Smith’s paper was aimed exclusively at analysis of the SC-1095
airfoil, so any comparisons with the current CFD database are purely qualitative;
however, the Mdd values seen in that study range from M = 0.68 to M = 0.77. This too,
highlights some of the basic trends in CFD outputs for transonic flows. Given that UM
TURNS uses a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, like 3 of the 4 other codes used in the
Georgia Tech analysis, it isn’t altogether surprising to see close correlation between these
values. Figure B-5 depicts ∆Cd0 predictions by UM TURNS with experimental datasets
from Bousman’s study of the SC-1095 and SC-1094R8 airfoils. The formulation of ∆Cd0
is given in Eq. B.1
∆Cd 0 ( M ) = Cd 0 ( M ) − Cd 0

B.1

where Cd 0 is the mean value for Cd 0 for M < 0.7, or the incompressible range of Mach
numbers [45]. As can be seen, there is good correlation between the CFD and
experimental datasets here.
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Figure B-4: Comparison of CFD Drag Coefficient at Zero Lift Angle of Attack with
Experimental Data [46]
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Figure B-5: Comparison of CFD ∆Cd0 with Experimental Data [46]
The last metric used in assessing the overall accuracy of the CFD database is a
comparison of the CFD-predicted L/DMAX as a function of Mach value with the
experimental boundaries established by Bousman. This parameter is the lift to drag ratio
at αMAX. As can be seen in Figure B-6, CFD’s tendency for higher drag predictions, due
to a fully turbulent assumption [47] tends toward divergence from what is considered to
be accurate. As a side note, this known tendency of CFD formed part of the motivation
for using CFD lift, moment, and drag increments in the trim analysis. The CFD “deltas”
assisted in normalizing the CFD data against wind tunnel data and mitigating the effects
of some of the known accuracy issues.
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Figure B-6: Comparison of CFD L/DMAX with Experimental Data [46]
The final two comparisons relate to CFD predictions for the blade pitching
moments. Figure B-7 shows how the numerically-determined Cmα values for each Mach
number align with the accuracy limits established for wind tunnel data. Again, the
predicted airloads are quite accurate up to the transonic Mach range. At M = 0.7 and M =
0.75, the CFD code is predicting shallower moment curve slopes than are seen in
experimentally obtained datasets. It is important to state that the CFD does match the
overall trends seen in the experimental limits – a minor increase in the low transonic
range and then a return to steeper negative moment curve slopes. As both Bousman and
McCroskey note, the drag rise and pitching moment break above M = 0.8 are more
accurately captured within existing wind tunnel data than airfoil lift curve slope. As
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such, the CFD is accurately modeling transonic flows with regard to pressure distribution
over the airfoil surface, even if drag and over pressure magnitudes are not as accurate in
this regime. Figure B-8 illustrates the comparison of CFD-predicted airfoil pitching
moments are the zero lift angle of attack for each Mach value with experimental limits.
Overall, the CFD tends to predict values that are accurate, but indicate a greater airfoil
nose down tendency than large portions of the wind tunnel datasets. The seemingly
rogue data point at M = 0.9 is likely the result of a higher predicted zero lift angle of
attack at that Mach value (+0.5°) than any inherent CFD tendencies with respect to airfoil
moment predictions.
Overall, the CFD predictions for airfoil lift characteristics appear to be the most
accurate across all Mach values seen in the database. Drag predictions are reasonable up
through the low transonic range, but a lower drag divergence prediction by the CFD
indicates that this database of pure CFD outputs is likely to result in inaccurate analysis if
used in trim code for advance ratios approaching and exceeding 0.3. The UM TURNS
code does predict base airfoil pitching moments that are within the bounds of
experimental accuracy, but errs toward the side of larger nose down predictions than
much of the experimentally obtained data. In the preceding trim analysis, it is likely that
this dataset would have produced from very optimistic swashplateless trim results – as
nose down pitching moments of the base blade augmented the pitching moments
produced by the flap. This is another reason why the pure CFD data was not used as a
source of airloads for computation in the trim analysis.
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Figure B-7: Comparison of CFD Cmα with Experimental Data [46]
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Figure B-8: Comparison of CFD Cm0 with Experimental Data [46]

Appendix C
CFD Output Data Tables
This appendix contains pure CFD outputs, calculated CFD airload increments,
and characterizations of flow separation from the University of Maryland TURNS CFD
code for a SC-1094R8 airfoil fitted with an integral 20% chord flap with no overhang and
a sealed gap. There are tables of CFD outputs for coefficients of lift, moment, drag, flap
lift, and flap hinge moments. There tables represent the total static airload for the flapped
airfoil There are tables of manipulated CFD data that represent incremental coefficients
of lift, moment, and drag only due to flap deflection. In the preceding chapters, these
airload quantities were also referred to as CFD “deltas”. The final two tables classify the
degree of flow separation at each combination of Mach, angle of attack, and flap
deflection as either Full Flow Separation (FFS), Partial Flow Separation (PFS), or No
Flow Separation (NFS). FFS refers to flow the separates from the airfoil well forward of
the TEF hinge. PFS refers to flow separation at the TEF hinge. NFS reflects an absence
of separated flow.
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Table C-1: Cl for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-2: Cl for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-3: Cm for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-4: Cm for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-5: Cd for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-6: Cd for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-7: Clf for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-8: Clf for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-9: Chf for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-10: Chf for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continue)
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Table C-11: ∆Cl for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-12: ∆Cl for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-13: ∆Cm for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-14: ∆Cm for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-15: ∆Cd for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-16: ∆Cd for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106 (Continued)
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Table C-17: Flow Conditions for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
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Table C-18: Flow Conditions for M, α, and δ for a SC-1094R8 airfoil, Re = 4.8 x 106
(Continued)

Appendix D
Additional Swashplateless Rotor Power Analysis
The power analysis in Section 3.6 examined local conditions for only 2 azimuth
angles for the Conventional, 16° pre-pitched, and 22° pre-pitched swashplateless rotors at
advance ratios of 0.1 and 0.3. This provided a thorough analysis of how free fly pitch,
flap deflections, and asymmetric aerodynamic conditions contribute to the increased
power requirements seen in swashplateless rotor designs. In this appendix, the complete
set of CdM2 plots for azimuth angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°
degrees are shown for the three rotor configurations at µ = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 along with the
original free fly and flap input plots.
Figure D-1 shows the blade pitch response and flap input requirements as a
function of rotor azimuth angle for an 18,300lb UH-60 trimmed at µ = 0.1. As previously
noted, the free fly response includes first and second harmonics. On the advancing side
of the rotor, the swashplateless rotor blade is free flying at a lower value than the
conventional rotor in the second quadrant, because all flap inputs are positive and thus
the rotor is uploaded by the flap input and requires less collective pitch to trim. The 22°
indexed rotor has the greatest collective flap input and the smallest cyclic variation about
that mean collective flap input value. On the retreating side of the rotor disk, all
swashplateless rotors, except the 16° pitch indexed rotor have flap deflection curves that
remain entirely in the positive flap deflection range. As seen before. this imparts a drag
increment due to the positive flap deflection.
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Figure D-1: Blade Pitch Response and Flap Inputs at µ = 0.1
Figure D-2 shows the complete set (every 45° of rotor azimuth) of span-wise
CdM2 plots for the conventional, and 16° and 22° swashplateless rotors at µ = 0.1. The
large positive flap deflection of the 22° pre-pitched rotor imparts a drag increment at all
azimuthal stations and leads to greater overall power than is seen in the conventional
rotor configuration. The 16° pre-pitched rotor maintains much lower flap deflections
around the azimuth and has negative flap deflections between, approximately ψ = 220°
and ψ = 350°. The plots, depicting CdM2, show that the 16° rotor has lower drag than the
conventional system in this azimuth range; however, the lower dynamic pressure on the
retreating side makes power improvements marginally compared to the increases in local
drag on the advancing side.
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Figure D-2: Span-wise CdM2 plots for Conventional and Swashplateless Models at µ = 0.1
In Figure D-3 there is a greater degree of divergence among the free fly pitch
response curves, even though the overall appearance of the curves has not changed much
in comparison on the blade response curves seen in Figure D-1. It is important to note
that the dissymmetry in aerodynamic forcing has increased with the increase in advance
ratio. While that is an elementary observation, it factors in heavily on the blade free fly
pitches needed to achieve trimmed flight. In Figure D-1, the blade pitch values at 90°
rotor azimuth are approximately 3° and the blades are flying at roughly 8.5° at 270° rotor
azimuth. At an advance ratio of 0.2, the free fly pitch is almost 0° at ψ = 90°. Because of
the increased dynamic pressure on the advancing side, lower pitch is needed to trim and,
lower pitch is also achieved with flap inputs that are roughly the same as at µ = 0.1.
Another interesting point to note, is that the highest of the pre-pitch values, 22°, has
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shifted the flap input phase by over 90° as the advance ratio has increase from 0.1 to 0.2.
At µ = 0.2, the power requirements are lower and the 22° indexed rotor, which is suited to
higher thrust requirements is exhibiting the same sort of phase shift seen in the section on
pre-pitch and gross weight variation for high pre-pitch rotors trimming under low thrust
requirements.

Figure D-3: Blade Pitch Response and Flap Inputs at µ = 0.2
The local drag impact of the flap deflections seen at µ = 0.2 are show in Figure D4. As seen in Figure 3-16, the 22° pre-pitched rotor exhibits the highest increase in
power requirements over the conventional design out of any of the swashplateless designs
at an advance ratio of 0.2. Largely, it is the high positive flap deflections of the 22°
indexed rotor that contribute to these power differences at all azimuth angles. Likewise,
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the 16° pre-pitched rotor’s drag increases and decreases due to smaller flap deflection
play a role in its lesser power difference with the conventional rotor. There is another
factor that has started to come to light as the advance ratio has increased. At ψ = 45°, all
of the swashplateless rotors have marginally higher free fly values than the conventional
rotor. Likewise, the 45° span-wise plot of the local drag shows higher drag along the
outboard 10% of the rotor blade. This becomes an important difference, because the
outboard 10% has a greater moment arm than the flapped region. In the 4th quadrant of
the rotor system, both of the swashplateless rotor blades are flying at a lower pitch than
the conventional rotor. Accordingly, the outboard 10% of the swashplateless blades are
experiencing lower drag.

Figure D-4: Span-wise CdM2 plots for Conventional and Swashplateless Models at µ =
0.2
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Figure D-5 shows that the greater differences in advancing and retreating side
dynamic pressures has led to even greater under and over-pitching of the swashplateless
rotor blades in comparison to the conventional model. The increase on the advancing
side of the rotor is driving the swashplateless rotor blades to even lower free fly pitch
values than seen at an advance ratio of 0.2 with smaller positive flap deflections. The lift
increment due to positive flap inputs is also increased by the higher dynamic pressure.
As such, in the 2nd quadrant of the rotor system the swashplateless blades must be flow to
far lower pitches, in comparison to the conventional rotor blade. This same sort of effect
is seen in the 3rd quadrant, where the swashplateless blade must be flow to upwards of 5°
higher pitch because of the flap lift penalty. Its also important to state that most of the
swashplateless pre-pitch configurations will diverge by µ = 0.32 with this model. Falls’
work [23] also made note of this behavior in her UH-60 model. This is largely due to the
onset of significant 2nd harmonic blade pitch response, which is also contributing to the
blade response curve seen in Figure D-5.
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Figure D-5: Blade Pitch Response and Flap Inputs at µ = 0.3
Chapter 3’s analysis of swashplateless power showed that the 16° pre-pitched
rotor has greater power requirements than any of the other swashplateless designs. In
Figure D-6 the complete set of CdM2 plots are show for the conventional, and 16° and 22°
indexed swashplateless rotors at µ = 0.3. Two things are immediately apparent, the 16°
rotor power penalties are the result of the higher positive free fly pitches and, to a lesser
extend, the lower negative pitches seen in the 2nd quadrant of the rotor system. These
greater pitches (whether positive or negative) create substantial differences in drag along
the outer 10% of the blade. This is no different than the previous discuss in the results
chapter; however, this section allows for a more expansive drag-only discussion without
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adding looking at inflow modeling effects. Again, it is important to note that the 4th
quadrant span-wise drag values, where the 22° rotor has the highest drag of the three
models show, also has lower dynamic pressure, so the CdM2 values are up to an order of
magnitude lower on the retreating side of the rotor disk.

Figure D-6: Span-wise CdM2 plots for Conventional and Swashplateless Models at µ =
0.3

Appendix E
Additional Variable RPM Results
The plots and discussion in Chapter 3 are meant to provide a concise overview of
the primary dynamic and aerodynamic effects of RPM variation in a torsionally softened
swashplateless rotor along with aggregate effects on trim and main rotor power
requirements. This appendix is intended to provide more results from the comprehensive
variable rotor RPM analysis performed with 3 pre-pitch settings and a range of vehicle
gross weights.
Figures E-1 and E-2 show blade pitch response and rotor thrust generation for a
hovering UH-60 rotor with fixed flap inputs as torsional stiffness and/or RPM is varied.
Figure E-1 shows the result of zero flap deflection and Figure E-2 shows the result of a 1° flap deflection. These results directly parallel results seen in Figure 3-32 in Section
3.7.2. Given that the flap is not providing an increment in the 0° deflection case and that
it is providing a positive moment increment in the -1° deflection case, the free-fly pitch
and thrust values seen in these two plots are higher than those seen in Chapter 3.
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Figure E-1: Variation in Rotor Thrust and Pitch Response with RPM at µ = 0 (δ0 = 0°)

Figure E-2: Variation in Rotor Thrust and Pitch Response with RPM at µ = 0 (δ0 = -1°)
Figure E-3 depicts blade second harmonic pitch response for the 18,300lb aircraft
with 18° of pre-pitch analyzed in Section 3.7.2. These results are consistent with the
analysis of Falls [23] and Bluman [24]. No RPM setting used in this study appears to
significantly affect the emergence of second harmonics.
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Figure E-3: Second Harmonic Pitch Response for W = 18,300lb and θpre = 18°
Figures E-4 through E-9 show the flap inputs required to trim 16,000lb.,
18,300lb., and 22,000lb. UH-60s with 18° of rotor pre-pitch, along with collective and
longitudinal blade pitch and flap response. There are no deviations from previous trends
seen in Chapter 3’s analysis of trim requirements with variable rotor RPM. Figure E-4
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Figure E-4: δ0 for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch
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Figure E-5: δ1 for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch
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Figure E-6: θFF0 for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch
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Figure E-7: β0 for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch
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Figure E-8: θFF1s for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch
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Figure E-9: β1c for 3 Gross Weights with an 18° rotor pre-pitch

